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ABSTRACT
Thummala, Munushree. M.S.C.E Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State
University, 2007. Bibliography Tools in the Context of WWW and LATEX
Preparation of academic papers involves not only the creative processes but also the more me-
chanical tasks such as adjusting the form and style to suit the demands of the publishing journal or
conference. Among several packages that help in these rather tedious mechanical tasks, the TEX +
LATEX + BibTEX combination is extremely popular. This thesis is about tools that help in the nec-
essary task of citing related work accurately. It focuses on three aspects of this larger bibliography
frame work: (i) a survey of existing bibliography formats and tools, (ii) a database view of BibTEX
files and functionality that ensues, and (iii) processing references given as free style pieces of text.
Numerous tools that ease the citation task have been developed in the last five years. The thesis
reviews thoroughly the 65 open source, and freeware tools, and somewhat less thoroughly the 18
commercial tools because of limitations of trial ware. These tools range from small stand-alone
utilities of a couple of thousand lines of code to large suites of tools that evolved out of the research
work of teams over a few years. Their functionality includes the collection of references and searching
the various on-line bibliographies for full details and prepare them for inclusion in the references
section typically found at the end of papers. We identify a few voids in functionality, especially
dealing with free style references, and contribute new tools.
The second focus of the thesis is on the maintenance of bibliographies by individuals. In this
context, we contribute several new tools: (i) LoadBibTeX stores bibliographic entries as a MySQL-
database of BibTEX fields as tables as opposed to storing them as plain text .bib files. (ii) BibSearch
allows authors to search the database of BibTEX entries based on multiple keywords that can be
matched in multiple fields and the resulting output may be saved as a standard .bib file. (iii)
Normalization is a feature incorporated into the above tools to bring about normalization of equiv-
alent BibTEX entries. (iv) Duplicate discovery as a feature of LoadBibTeX detects duplicates in a
bibliography database in a reliable way.
The third focus of the thesis is on the extraction and conversion of references from free style
plain text into bibliographic entries expressed in the formal syntax of BibTEX. Often an author
collects references as a file of copied-and-pasted pieces of text. We developed a tool that converts
iii
such clippings in free style text to bibliographic entries in BibTEX format. Being free style, author
names, titles of papers, names of journals and conferences, page numbers, etc. may not appear in a
guaranteed order. Recognition of these fields is driven by heuristics. Our tool provides feedback to
the authors with (i) a confidence number indicating the correctness of the recognition of a field, and
(ii) a colorized HTML version of the input free style text indicating the results of the translation.
An extension of this tool extracts the references section of papers published as PDF and translates
them into BibTEX entries.
We developed an API as a Java package to allow other developers to incorporate the free style to
BibTEX conversion functionality into their applications. As an example, we integrate into Aigaion,
a highly effective web-based bibliographic tool, both translating free style references, and extracting
references from PDF files.
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1
Introduction
Writing scholarly articles is a creative process, but also involves considerable amount of mechanical
work in adjusting the form and style of formatting to suit the requirements of the publisher. Many
journals and conferences now expect authors to typeset their papers. This thesis leaves aside not only
the creative process but also the many tedious tasks that are now tool-supported such as spelling
and grammar checks, proof reading, and typesetting.
A necessary task in writing scholarly articles is that of citing related work. Formal publications
are expected to cite accurately and, within reason, exhaustively. Citation accuracy and completeness
are now routinely verified before a thesis, dissertation or a paper is accepted.
Among several packages that help in typesetting and structuring of text content, figures and
tables, TEX[Knuth 1994] and LATEX[Lamport 1994] combination is the choice of many authors.
These tools help in keeping the form and style consistent and can quickly change them to those
demanded by a publisher. BibTEX[Patashnik 2003] is a companion to LATEX.
This thesis explores the citation and bibliography problem from authors’ perspective. The focus
of the thesis is on further improving the ease of finding, maintaining, and citing references through
BibTEX.
1.1 Citations, References, and Bibliographies
For clarity, we briefly describe the three terms, citations, references, and bibliographies,
that this thesis will use so many times.
Citation: A citation occurs in the main body of a paper and it acknowledges the relevance of
another document or source of information. A typical citation is of the form [Author Year]
appearing as part of a sentence. There are different rules and formats of citations in different
fields of study.
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Reference: A reference provides definitive details that unambiguously identifies the work being
cited. In academic papers, all such references cited are collected at the end in a separate
section, often titled the References. It includes resources like books, papers, articles, proceedings
of conferences, etc., that the author has referred to during his research. The author is obligated
to cite them appropriately in the content of the paper. Some publications do not permit the
inclusion of uncited references.
Bibliography: A bibliographic entry is a record of all the details that a reference would have, and
frequently a lot more, e.g., an abstract and other notes. A collection of bibliographic entries is a
bibliography. Multiple bibliographies are used by the authors to collect, organize and categorize
the references for future use. Old fashioned authors maintain a bibliography perhaps as a
collection of 3x5 cards. A computer literate author maintains the bibliography as a file where
each entry represents one reference that could be made.
1.2 Searching the Web for Bibliographic Entries
Often an author would have read the papers he is citing some time ago, but may not have jotted
down the exact reference. Authors search for accurate references of relevant papers they have read,
in multiple ways. They often search on-line bibliographic databases. A few of the most well-known
ones are listed below.
1. http://scholar.google.com/
2. http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/
3. http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
4. http://www.noodletools.com
5. http://netlib.sandia.gov/bibnet/
6. http://www.hcibib.org/
These searches yield results in multiple bibliographic formats. The author then has the task of
transforming them into an appropriate format.
1.3 BibTEX
There are numerous formats (see Appendix E) for bibliographic entries. In this thesis, we are
focussed on BibTEX [Patashnik 2003]. The BibTEX package consists of an executable program by
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the same name and several style files. The BibTEX program is a tool for generating TEX commands
to be included in a LATEX document for showing the lists of references.
1.3.1 Contents of a BibTEX File
The BibTEX program expects the users to store all their references in an external plain text file,
typically with a .bib extension in its name. Such files can be easily linked to any LATEX document
and the BibTEX entries in them may be cited any where in the LATEX document.
Most authors maintain their bibliography collections in multiple files to make it easier to locate
references for future use. This organization is typically based either on subject area or entries used
for a particular paper.
A BibTEX file is divided into two sections: preamble and entries. Preamble is an optional section
and contains two types of commands, @preamble and @string.
@Preamble is used to include code that can be used throughout the .bib file. This code is typically
in the form of TEX commands and is used to specify additional formatting options other than those
supported by BibTEX style files.
@String is used to specify abbreviations so that they can be used in multiple entries in BibTEX
file and help reduce redundancy and maintenance.
The entries section of BibTEX file contains one or more bibliographic entries in BibTEX format.
For a given type of BibTEX entry (e.g., an article), each field shown to the left of equality symbol is
either required, optional or ignored. There are other types of BibTEX entries that describe a book,
a thesis, a paper presented at a conference, journal, miscellaneous, etc.
The content of a simple example BibTEX file is shown below.
% Preamble
@String{CACM = "Communications of the ACM"}
% BIBTEX Entries
@article{Hoare-78,
author = {Charles Anthony Richard Hoare},
title = {‘‘Communicating Sequential Processes’’},
journal= CACM,
year = {1978},
volume = {21},
number = {8},
pages = {666-667},
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}
Appendix F contains a more extensive example.
1.3.2 Running BibTEX
In a LATEX file of the paper being prepared, the author inserts \cite{key} macro invocation at each
location in the body of his paper where he wants to cite a reference. As an example, for TEX the
key is Knuth94, it is also known as the handle of the entry.
The command \bibliographystyle{fileName1} in a TEX file informs BibTEX tool that the
style file to be used is fileName1.bst and \bibliography{fileName2} in a TEX file identifies
fileName2.bib as a file it should search, to find the cited references. The key of \cite{key} must
be a handle to a BibTEX entry in the .bib files used.
LATEX program needs to be run at least once before BibTEX program can be run. This generates
the list of citations from the LATEX document that ought to be referenced in the references section
as a .aux file.
The bibtex program reads the generated list of citations, BibTEX Style file and .bib file name
from .aux file and generates a .bbl file containing the bibliography environment and typesetting
for each reference in the list of references to be included in the LATEX document. BibTEX points
out citations for which references are not found among the BibTEX entries in .bib files. It uses the
specified style file when generating the typesetting information. Different style files used produce
different typesetting.
LATEX is then run a second time which reads the .bbl file and updates the .aux file with information
needed for the next pass. On the third run, LATEX inserts citation labels and references section in
the document.
1.3.3 Citation Styles of BibTEX
The BibTEX files define the bibliographic entries in text format and do not include any formatting
information about how the cited references should appear in References section. This formatting
information is defined by the BibTEX style files and a particular style file to be used should be
specified in the LATEX document by the user. One reason for the popularity is that there are
hundreds of pre-defined style files for BibTEX.
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1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis focuses on three aspects of the bibliography and citation tools area: (i) a survey of
existing bibliography formats and tools, (ii) a database view of BibTEX files and functionality that
ensues, and (iii) processing references given as free style pieces of text.
1.4.1 Survey of Bibliographic Tools
Numerous tools that ease the citation task have been developed in the last five years. Chapter 2
reviews thoroughly the 67 open source, and freeware tools, and somewhat less thoroughly the 18
commercial tools because of limitations of trial ware.
We searched the Internet looking for bibliographic software, downloaded, installed, and used
(most of) them. These tools range from small stand-alone utilities of a couple of thousand lines of
code by an individual to large suites of tools that evolved out of the research work of teams over a
few years. Their functionality includes the collection of references and searching the various on-line
bibliographies for full details of such references and prepare them for inclusion in the references
section typically found at the end of papers. Even though these are all useful and usable tools, we
found that a typical author would need to make trips to other tools and search sites in order to
make a list of references for his paper.
1.4.2 Bibliographic Databases
The second focus of this thesis is in the maintenance of bibliographies by individuals. In this context,
we contribute several new tools and features.
1. LoadBibTeX stores bibliographic entries as a MySQL-database of BibTEX fields as tables as
opposed to storing them as plain text .bib files.
2. BibSearch allows authors to search the database of BibTEX entries based on multiple keywords
that can be matched in multiple fields and the resulting output may be saved as a standard
.bib file. None of the existing tools have a standardized, centralized database optimized for
searching.
3. LoadBibTeX tool also discovers duplicates in a bibliography database in a reliable way. A major
task for authors is to ensure that their saved bibliographic entries do not have duplicates in
them. Among the surveyed tools only a couple had minimal support for duplicate discovery and
even then mostly accomplish it using string comparisons instead of intelligently comparing the
fields.
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4. Normalization of equivalent BibTEX entries is a natural outcome of the above.Note that BibTEX
syntax permits enormous variety for a given reference.
1.4.3 Free Style Text to BibTEX Translation
The third focus of the thesis is in the extraction and conversion of references from free style plain
text into bibliographic entries expressed in the formal syntax of BibTEX. Authors browse through
bibliography sites, in order to search for existing references, on the Internet. These references are
not always available in BibTEX format. Often an author collects these as a file of copied-and-pasted
pieces of text. Once found, the authors would like to have the references converted and saved to
BibTEX format as it is the common format of storing the bibliographic references. In this context,
we contribute several new tools and ideas.
1. Informal text to formal BibTEX: We developed a tool named TextToBiBTeX that converts clip-
pings in informal, free style text to bibliographic entries in formal, normalized BibTEX format.
The tool ignores fluff words and is robust to different ordering of author, paper title, journal
etc. data. None of the tools surveyed can generate a list of BibTEX entries from free style text
or well structured references.
2. Extracting references from PDF documents: Using PDFrefsToBiBTeX authors can generate
BibTEX entries out of the reference section present at the end of academic papers in PDF.
3. CORN: We developed a “certainty of recognition number” as a simple way of providing feed-
back to users regarding limitations of heuristics employed in TextToBiBTeX. Though they are
references, being free style pieces of text, author names, titles of papers, names of journals and
conferences, page numbers, etc. may not appear in a guaranteed order. Recognition of these
fields is driven by heuristics. Our tool provides feedback to the authors with (i) a confidence
number indicating the correctness of the recognition of a field, and (ii) a colorized HTML version
of the input free style text indicating the results of the translation. An extension of this tool
extracts the references section of papers published as PDF and translates them into BibTEX
entries.
4. API for Free Style Reference Translation: We developed an API as a java package to allow
other developers to incorporate the free style to BibTEX conversion functionality into their
applications. As an example, we integrate both translating free style references, and extracting
references from PDF files into Aigaion, a highly effective web-based bibliographic tool.
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1.5 BibTEX Usage in This Thesis
Several of the BibTEX tools evaluated were commercial programs, and did not have the names
of developers; in such cases, the corporation is named as the author in the BibTEX entry of our
references.
Initially, JabRef (Section 2.7) was used to maintain the BibTEX entries for the thesis work. Down
the line, we chose to maintain the references by hand in order to understand the difficulties that
authors would normally encounter. Once our LoadBibTeX was ready to use, all the references in the
.bib file were formatted using its normalization feature.
The BibTEX style file used in the LATEX file to create references is acmtrans.bst.
1.6 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 is an evaluation and survey of about 80 existing bibliographic tools.
Chapter 3 introduces the requirements for new tools complementing the existing ones. It explains
the features of BibTEXTools contributed by this thesis and how they help ease an author’s task of
creating reference lists.
Chapter 4 is a description of the design of our BibTEXTools. It explains the design issues such
as parsing of free style as well as .bib file, storing BibTEX entries in MySQL database, extracting
references from PDF files, normalization, searching .bib entries and command line features of the
tool. Also included in this chapter are the error handling and recovery issues.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.
We collect in five appendices details that are typically considered “man-page” items.
Appendix A describes the database schema of MySQL used by our BibTEXTools in a detailed
manner.
Appendix B lists the content of all the four BibTEX files that are used in the evaluation of the
tools that are surveyed in Chapter 2.
Appendix C lists the various inputs for TextToBiBTeXtool and explains the process of recognition
and the output of the tool.
Appendix D gives the overview of installing and using MySQL database for our BibTEXTools.
Appendix E introduces various popular bibliographic formats.
2
Evaluation of Bibliography Tools
This chapter is a survey and evaluation of 87 bibliography tools. For this chapter, considerable effort
was made to be exhaustive, but in the last five years there has been such an explosion in this area by
educational, commercial, and open source groups that there may be a few low-visibility tools that
we missed.
To gather the bibliographic tools to evaluate, we attempted a transitive closure on the references
we had, and also searched the Internet using bibliography related keywords such as “bibtex”, “refer”,
“bibliography”, “citation”, and “latex”. We focused on tools that help to create and maintain
bibliographic entries regardless of the formats. We chose not to survey the tools that are in alpha
stage since their scope could change in the process of development or they may never be released,
and to keep the scope of this thesis in check.
The next section is an overview of features to look for in bibliographic tools. Section 2.3 presents
a summary table of our evaluations. In later sections, for each tool, we give a brief description of the
tool’s features followed by our evaluation of its usability, and other characteristics. We single out
four tools, Aigaion, Bibsonomy, Zotero and Jabref, because they are easily the best four and devote
separate sections for them, and group the others into the last few sections. This chapter concludes
with recommendations to authors about to begin using tools.
2.1 Functionality of Bibliographic Tools
This section describes the functionality expected of bibliographic tools in a general setting indepen-
dent of operating systems, GUI, and bibliography formats.
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2.1.1 Create and Maintain Bibliographic Entries
The tools store their bibliographic entries in (i) text files, (ii) proprietary binary formats or (iii)
relational databases. These may be stored locally on the authors machines, remotely on a server or
on a file share. Typical features of these tools help to sort, search, filter entries and few of them can
detect duplicates.
2.1.2 Search On-Line Resources
There are a large number of on-line resources such as libraries, commercial organizations, that
maintain bibliographic databases. Bibliographic tools help authors to search these resources, select
the bibliographic entries they want and add to their databases. Most tools require the authors to
select the specific on-line resources that they want to search.
Some of the tools capture bibliographic entries from web pages, and this feature works only on
web pages that are formatted in a way that the tools recognize. These tools document the list
of supported web sites. Majority of the tools that support these features automatically read the
formatted information out of the currently open web browsers while other tools have plug-ins for
web browsers. Another not so common but useful feature is the ability of the tools to be able to
save the snapshot of a web page that is currently open or a URL provided by the author.
2.1.3 Preparing Citations and References
Several tools support various citation and reference style formats and integrate into word processing
programs that helps users to insert the citations and to create/maintain the references list. Most of
the commercial programs that support this feature came with an extensive list of reference styles.
2.1.4 Organizing Ideas and References
“An idea starts it all.” There are several so-called “mind mapping” tools unrelated to bibliography
tools. This feature helps the authors to not only store their ideas but to develop these ideas further
by collecting bibliographic references for all the resources that they are using. As these ideas mature,
authors would have collected most of the information they need to prepare the references. This basic
idea of notes is implemented in two ways, linking bibliographic entries to the notes being created
and/or annotating bibliographic references that are being used.
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2.1.5 Conversion Between Various Formats
Not all tools support all the formats. So, it is useful to have tools that can convert bibliographic
entries between formats. Also, while searching on-line resources, authors may find bibliographic
entries in a format that their current tool of choice does not support and might require the additional
task to convert them. Some of the tools reviewed are purely format conversion utility tools.
2.2 Evaluation Method
The tools evaluated include commercial, freeware and open source software. All commercial tools
are evaluated by installing their free trial versions, when available. Some of these trial versions had
some features restricted by the vendor. The evaluation of tools running only on the Mac platform,
and other commercial tools that did not have trial versions, is based only on their documentation
brochures. Web based tools are evaluated on-line. All other tools are downloaded, installed, and
evaluated with example input files we constructed.
Evaluation of the tools is accomplished by creating BibTEX bibliographic files (refer to Appendix
B). JabRef [Alver and Batada 2003] was used to convert these files to another popular format,
EndNote, to evaluate tools that did not support BibTEX format.
The typical features including creating/maintaining, searching, sorting bibliographies are tested
in all the tools. Duplicate detection, import/export capabilities and any other useful features are
also evaluated. Also, the tools are evaluated for their capability to search and capture bibliographic
data from the Internet. On an average, four hours of effort was required to install, configure, test
and evaluate each tool.
2.3 Summary Table of Tool Evaluations
This section presents a summary table of our evaluations. The columns labeled Browse and Search
have numbers on a scale of 0 (feature not present) to 10 (the best it can be) that we assigned based
on a subjective evaluation of the quality of browse and search features. Each tool is devoted a (sub)
section later in this chapter, where additional details of the evaluation are discussed. Since the table
is a long one, it is divided into Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.
The following explains the column headings, our rating system, and short hand acronyms that
we used to keep the width of these tables within the page.
ys/no/unk Supporting a feature is indicated by a ‘ys’ for “yes”, or ‘no’, and ‘unk’ for “unknown”,
that is, we could not ascertain.
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na If a feature is not appropriate to a tool’s functionality, we use ‘na’ standing for “not applicable.”
nr stands for “not reviewed”; the functionality of the tool could not be reviewed for a variety of
reasons such as not having access to the software, missing a required package, and errors in
downloading that could not be resolved.
D/L/U/W In the platform column, D stands for MS DOS, L or Linux for a Linux distribution, U
stands for Unix variants such as Sys V and Solaris, and W or Win for MS Windows NT and up.
Native Format In the following, we use the term “bib database” to refer to a file that stores
its BibTEX or other format entries in a database form in contrast to the plain text form. A
majority of the tools surveyed use database files, whereas there are a few that use plain text
files. Some tools permit the use of any text editor, whereas others work with specific ones. If
so, we characterize the text editor used. As a result, when plain text files are the native format,
many of the following items become features of an underlying text editor.
Browsing We use the term “browsing” with a meaning similar to that of web browsers. Our rating
scale follows.
na Browsing capability is not applicable/required for this tool.
0 No browsing capability.
1 - 3 Minimal browsing. Ability to show the list of entries.
4 - 7 Decent browsing. Ability to view all the fields in entries.
8 - 10 Excellent browsing. Ability to view selected fields in entries, preview of references.
Searching We ought to be able to search the bibliography using any of the well-known BibTEX
fields, such as author name, partial title, year, and place of publication.
na Searching capability not required for this tool.
0 No searching capability.
1 - 3 Minimal searching. Ability to find and sort by a key field.
4 - 7 Decent searching. Ability to find and sort by multiple fields.
8 - 10 Excellent searching. Ability to find, sort, and mark multiple entries
Insert, Delete, Reorder, Edit: Some tools present fancy dialogs to enter new bibliography en-
tries whereas others let cut-and-paste operations in a text widget.
na Editing capability not required for this tool.
0 No Editing capability.
1 - 3 Minimal editing capability. Ability to operate on a single entry.
4 - 7 Decent editing capability. Ability to operate on multiple entries.
8 - 10 Excellent.. Ability to operate on multiple entries and advanced features.
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Multiple Bibliographies Does the tool permit all operations on several bibliographies simultane-
ously or does it force us to use one at a time? Often we wish to merge and split bibliographies.
Duplicate Discovery Often large personal bibliographies that are maintained in an ad-hoc manner
contain duplicate entries. These may not be identical in their string form, but are identical in
a semantic sense. We define this equivalence more rigorously in a later section.
Import/Export Bibliographies Most tools have a default format and can import from or export
to one or more formats.
oss In the OSS column, we indicate the software license of the tool with ‘oss’ for open source
software (typically with GPL), with ‘com’ for commercial, and ‘free’ for a no-cost freeware but
whose source code is not open.
trial/full In the Ver column, we indicate if the version of the software reviewed is ‘trial’ or ‘full’. A
trial version of a commercial tool is a time-limited and/or “basic”, i.e., functional but a feature-
trimmed, version of software. In cases where a commercial tool was not available as a trial and
hence could not be downloaded and evaluated, the review is based only on a brochure, indicated
by ‘bro’, provided by the vendor of the tool. A few of the evaluations are based on ‘demo’, a
demonstration, i.e., illustrative of the features, but non-functional, version of the tool.
LOC In the LOC column, we give a count of lines of code of tools whose source code was available.
This is a simple count, and includes comment lines, and blank lines. The letter ‘k’ stands for a
multiple of 1000.
gui/cli/g+i The user interface, UI, column uses ‘gui’ for a mouse-click driven windowed or web
interface, ‘cli’ for command line interface, and ‘g+i’ if it offers both command line and a GUI
interfaces.
Spell The column labeled Spell indicates if spell checking is offered.
Dup The column labeled Dup indicates if duplicate entries in the bibliography are detected.
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Tool Surveyed Platform Format Browse oss Ver LOC MultipleBibs Dup
.. .. PL .. Sort.. Search .. .. .. UI Spell
Aigaion Web PHP BibTEX no 7 6 oss full unk no gui no ys
AskSam Win unk unk ys 5 8 com trial unk ys gui no no
B3 WMU Java xml ys 8 6 oss full 8k ys gui no no
Basilic All PHP BibTEX no 5 5 oss full unk ys gui no ys
Bib-cite Linux C BibTEX no na nr oss full 6k nr cli no no
Bib-it All Java BibTEX ys 7 7 oss full unk no gui no ys
Bib2html Linux C BibTEX na na na oss full 6k na cli na na
Bib2xhtml Linux Perl BibTEX na na na oss full 25k na cli na na
BibCheck Linux C, awk BibTEX na na na oss full 3k ys cli no no
Bibclean Linux C BibTEX no na na oss full 8k ys cli no no
BibCollect Linux Awk BibTEX na na 4 oss full unk no cli no no
BibConverter Web Python BibTEX na na na oss full unk na gui no no
BibCursed Linux C BibTEX na 2 5 oss full 1.5k no txt no no
Table 2.1: Bib Tool Survey, Part A-BibC*
2.4 Aigaion
Aigaion[van Bunningen et al. 2007] is a web based, multi-user open source tool that helps users
to organize and manage complete bibliographies. It helps users to organize their research notes
as topics and associate any references to them. This process results in the gradual collection and
management of the topics being researched as well as gathering the corresponding references. It
helps seamless sharing of publications and ideas across multiple users so that they can collaborate
on the work being done.
The topics are organized in a tree structure with each topic containing multiple sub-topics to
better manage them as shown in the figure 2.1. Users may further describe these topic/sub-topics in
detail by annotating them. Any references used for researching a topic/sub-topic can be specified by
adding publication(s) under them. A publication specifies the bibliographic information similar to
a BibTEX entry. If one or more of these publications are also referred to by other topic/sub-topics,
they can be cross-referenced to the publication and no duplication is required. Annotations are used
to provide the context, relevance and summary to the publications. Standard HTML tags may also
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Tool Surveyed Platform Format Browse oss Ver LOC MultipleBibs Dup
.. .. PL .. Sort.. Search .. .. .. UI Spell
BibDB W D Pascal BibTEX ys 6 7 free full 60k ys gui no no
BibDesk Mac unk BibTEX ys nr nr oss full unk no gui no ys
BibDup Linux Nawk BibTEX no na na oss full 34 ys cli no ys
BibEdit Win C++ BibTEX ys 5 5 oss full unk no gui no no
BibExtract Linux Awk BibTEX no na na oss full 300 ys cli no no
Bibi All Java BibTEX no 5 4 oss full unk ys gui no ys
BibLabel Linux Nawk BibTEX no na na oss full 1k ys cli no no
Biblexunlex Linux C BibTEX no na na oss full 2.5k ys cli no no
Biblioexpress Win unk unk ys 6 8 free free unk ys gui no no
Bibliographix Win unk unk no 7 7 com trial unk no gui no ys
Bibnet All unk BibTEX no 3 na free full unk na gui na no
Biborb All PHP xml ys 7 7 oss full unk no gui no no
BibParse Linux C, awk BibTEX no na na oss full 4k ys cli no no
Bibsonomy All Java BibTEX no 7 7 free full unk ys gui no ys
BibSort Linux Shell BibTEX ys na na oss full 1.5k ys cli no ys
Bibster UW Python BibTEX no 6 7 oss full unk no gui no ys
BibStuff Linux C Refer ys na 3 oss full 2k ys cli no no
Bibtex2html Linux OCaml BibTEX ys na 5 oss full 5k ys cli no no
Bibtex2refer Linux Perl BibTEX no na na oss full 600 ys cli no no
BibTexMng Win unk BibTEX ys 6 7 com trial unk ys gui no no
Bibtextools Linux unk BibTEX ys 6 na oss full unk no g+i no no
Bibtool Linux C BibTEX ys 2 5 oss full 1.5k no txt no no
Bibus WML unk DB ys 7 7 oss full unk ys gui no no
Bibutils WML C xml na na na oss full unk no cli no no
Bookends Mac unk unk ys nr nr com bro unk no gui no ys
Bp All Perl BibTEX ys na 7 oss full 14k ys cli no ys
Table 2.2: Bib Tool Survey, Part BibDB-Bp
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Tool Surveyed Platform Format Browse oss Ver LOC MultipleBibs Dup
.. .. PL .. Sort.. Search .. .. .. UI Spell
Citation Win unk unk ys 6 5 com trial unk no gui ys ys
CitaviLiteRat Win .net unk ys nr nr com nr unk ys gui unk ys
Citefind Linux Awk BibTEX no no no oss full 200 ys cli no no
CiteIt Win unk unk ys 6 6 com trial unk ys gui no no
Citesub Linux Shell BibTEX no na na oss full 1k ys cli no no
Citetags Linux Awk BibTEX no na no oss full 150 ys cli no no
Citeulike All unk BibTEX no 7 7 free full unk ys gui no ys
Daffodil WMU Java unk ys 8 9 oss full 337k ys gui ys no
Doc Archive WU Perl BibTEX no 6 6 oss full unk ys gui no no
Doc Database All PHP BibTEX nr nr nr oss full unk no gui no ys
Easybib All unk unk no na na free free unk no gui no no
Ebib All unk BibTEX ys 3 3 oss full unk ys gui no ys
Emacs Linux Lisp BibTEX ys 5 4 oss full unk ys gui ys no
Endnote Mac unk unk ys 6 8 com trial unk ys gui no no
Gbib U C++ BibTEX ys 4 3 oss full 6k no gui no ys
GoogleScholar All unk unk no 5 8 free full unk no gui no no
Ibidem ... Win unk unk ys 7 7 com trial unk ys gui no no
InflightRef Win unk unk ys 5 5 com trial unk no gui no no
Jabref All Java BibTEX ys 8 7 oss full 30k ys gui no ys
KbibTeX Linux C++ BibTEX ys 7 5 oss full unk no gui no no
Lib Master Win unk unk ys 6 6 com trial unk ys gui no ys
Table 2.3: Bib Tool Survey, Part C-L
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Tool Surveyed Platform Format Browse oss Ver LOC MultipleBibs Dup
.. .. PL .. Sort.. Search .. .. .. UI Spell
MS Word2007 Win C# DB no 3 0 com bro unk no gui no no
OpnOfcBiblio All C/C++DB no 4 5 oss full 12k no gui no no
Papyrus DWM unk unk no 4 6 free trial unk no dos no ys
Patmus WMU Java BibTEX no 4 5 oss full unk no gui no no
phpBibTEXmgr All PHP unk ys 7 6 oss full unk no gui no ys
ProCite Win unk unk ys 8 8 com trial unk no gui no ys
Pubabstract All Perl BibTEX no na na oss full 50 no cli no no
PubsOnline All PHP BibTEX no 2 5 oss demounk no gui no no
Pybliographic Linux Python BibTEX ys 6 4 oss full unk no gui no no
Refbase All PHP unk ys 7 7 oss full unk no gui no no
Ref Manager Win unk unk ys 7 8 com trial unk ys gui no ys
Referencer Linux C unk ys 6 6 oss full unk ys gui no no
RefTEX All Lisp BibTEX ys 1 1 oss full unk no emacsno no
RefViz WM unk unk na na 6 com full unk na gui ys ys
RefWorks W unk unk ys nr nr com full unk nr gui no ys
Scholars Aid Win unk unk ys 8 7 com trial unk no gui no ys
Sixpack WU PerlTk BibTEX ys nr nr oss trial 3k ys g+i no no
Sharef All unk BibTEX no na na free full unk no gui no no
SmArticle Linux unk BibTEX no na na unk demounk no gui no no
Synapsen WMU Java unk no 3 4 com trial unk no gui no no
Tellico Linux Python xml ys 7 7 oss full unk no gui no ys
Tib Unix C Tib ys nr nr oss full 2k ys cli no no
TkBibTeX Linux Tcl/Tk BibTEX ys 4 nr oss full 2.4k no gui no no
Wikindx All PHP xml ys 8 8 oss full unk no gui no no
Zotero WMU C++ unk ys 8 8 oss full unk ys gui no no
Table 2.4: Bib Tool Survey, Part M-Z
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Figure 2.1: Main Screen of Aigaion
be used to format an annotation and other publications may be specified by quoting their citation
identifier. Users may either link to external files or attach multiple files to a publication for later
retrieval.
An administrator may setup multiple users with separate login credentials and each user may
be configured with one or more privileges. This allows the flexibility of permitting others to have
read-only or restricted access to the system. Administrators may, for example, configure a user to
be able to view publications but not view their attachments.
Users may subscribe to the topics that interest them and by default are not subscribed to any
topics. Subscribing process is very easily accomplished by selecting or deselecting the topic using
the provided topic review feature. This helps the users to concentrate on few selected topics that
interest them at a time.
A central list of authors is maintained and any new author name added to a publication would be
automatically inserted into this list, or a new author may be added manually by providing his/her
personal information. An example author profile is shown in figure 2.2 This list is used as a pick list
for future publications and Aigaion does not let the users enter the author names in the publications
unless they are already present in the authors database. When viewing the details of an author,
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Figure 2.2: Aigaion Author Profile Sample
users may see the keywords and publications that relate to this author.
When users view a topic or sub-topic, the associated publications and any annotations of these
publications with respect to the topic/sub-topic are displayed. This helps the users to view and
export the publications referenced by topic/sub-topic. Users may easily add or remove selected
publications from these topics/sub-topics or copy selected publications to any other topic/sub-topic.
Users may view the publication details by selecting it in the list and from the publication details,
all the topics/sub-topics that reference the publication are shown. Aigaion helps users to search
for publications, authors and keywords that are present in one topic and/or present or not present
in another, resulting in flexible searching. Keyword searches are performed on all topics that are
subscribed by the user. Aigaion helps the users to browse the list of authors and when an author
name is selected, it displays all the publications, keywords related to the selected author along with
author’s details. An example search criteria is shown in figure 2.3.
Duplicate detection is performed against the existing publications in the database, when import-
ing publications from either BibTEX or RIS formats and is limited to the comparison of BibTEX
citation key and title fields. However it does not complain about duplicate entries while importing
a list of publications with duplicate entries, if these publications do not match with any of the pub-
lications in the database. It creates different publications with varying citation keys by appending a
single character between ‘a’ and ‘z’. When importing publications, the tool identifies for each refer-
ence that it is importing, the possible duplicates from the database and helps the users to selectively
skip publications or to manually modify the citation key. Also, while importing, it suggests to the
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Figure 2.3: Aigaion Search Screen
user, alternative author names from its database that closely match the authors in the publication.
Thus it avoids creating duplicate authors with slightly different variations in the names. When
tested with our sample input files, the suggested names did not remotely resemble the author names
in the input.
Aigaion imports from BibTEX and RIS formats only and exports to BibTEX, RIS, text format,
HTML and RTF formats. Aigaion makes exporting easier by providing export functionality to any
queried or searched results such as search results, publication details, author details, topic details
view.
Aigaion successfully processed all our standard evaluation files except for bad entries file. When
processing the duplicate entries file, it imported all the entries into the database but with different
citation keys, with no warning to the user. But when tried to import the same file again, it warned
against the possible duplicates based on the title and citation keys. When processing the bad entries
field, it processed and output the results until it encountered the first error. However, none of the
encountered errors are notified to the user.
2.5 BibSonomy
BibSonomy [Hotho et al. 2007] is a bookmark and publication sharing system that allows collaborative
sharing on the world wide web. However we focus on the publication aspect of this tool in the view
of our thesis topic.
Figure 2.4 shows the home page of Bibsonomy. Latest posted bookmarks and publications are
displayed on the homepage.
Users may browse and search for bookmarks and publications by using keywords and/or tags to
look for items already uploaded by other users. Users may sign up for an account on the web site
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Figure 2.4: Bibsonomy Home Page
and manage their personal lists of bookmarks and publications that could be shared to allow other
users to search/view them.
Users may create either public or private bookmarks and publications. The public bookmarks
and publications are visible to everyone, Users may maintain their personal BibSonomy page with the
list of bookmarks and BibTEX entries along with their tags and these are visible only to the owner.
Users may create groups to form a sub community to share their publications/bookmarks lists within
the groups. These allow users with similar interests to form groups that helps to collaborate their
work. Users create a separate area called a group to focus on a particular topic or an area of interest.
Existing groups may be seen by all the BibSonomy users and each user may create or join several
groups.
Publications and bookmarks from the main page may be copied, modified to suit the user’s
requirements and may be added to the user’s list in their personal page. Selected publications may
be saved so as to download as a list of BibTEX or EndNote entries at a later time. Bibsonomy allows
the users to easily modify and replace tags and the change may be reflected in the relations with
user’s choice.
To better categorize bookmarks and publications, users may associate multiple tags/keywords
to each of the bookmarks and publications. Users may use these tags to filter the public lists as
well as their private lists and find relevant information quickly. Hovering the cursor on a tag name
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in the tag cloud specifies how often they are used. BibSonomy can visually indicate popularity of
the tags. The bigger the font of the tag name, the popular it is. Relations may be defined on the
tags which defines the hierarchy of relations. One or more related tags may be grouped to form a
new tag which helps the users to categorize them in a better way and to simplify searching. Better
searching results are achieved by searching the relations tag instead of just the tag. This feature
also makes it easier to search for related tags with out the user having to check all the tags.
Users create entries by either manually entering the fields or by providing entries in BibTEX
format or by specifying the file containing the BibTEX entries to upload. Files may be attached
to any entry and are visible to all the users that can view the entry. Only users that created the
entry may modify or delete the entry. When a publication is created, only the required and optional
fields corresponding to the entry type of publication are shown. Required fields are shown in blue
indicating to the user that these any missing fields would cause BibTEX to complain. If an imported
BibTEX entry has values to the fields that are neither required nor optional, they are kept intact so
as to prevent loss of any information.
Searching (Figure 2.5 ) is supported on keywords, URLs, other BibTEX fields, and is limited
to either the user’s personal list of entries or the entire BibSonomy database, if the search is not
restricted to a particular user. An advantage of tagging entries is that it allows users to see other
related tags that may be the answer to the user’s search.
Figure 2.5: Bibsonomy Search Results
The fulltext search finds words contained in URLs, titles, descriptions and especially all BibTEX
fields like author, editor or bibtexkey. Hence it can be searched for authors of publications.
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Figure 2.6: Bibsonomy Integration into Firefox Web Browser
BibSonomy integrates into Firefox where users may add postBookmark, postPublication buttons
to the browser’s tool bar for easy collection of the bibliography information from the pages navigated
by the user. This is shown in figure 2.6. BibTEX entry from web pages may be highlighted, tagged
and imported to the user’s personal list of BibTEX entries. While providing the tag names for
the imported BibTEX entries, BibSonomy suggests the possible tag names as the users type the
tag name. For some supported web pages, even with no BibTEX entry present on the web site,
BibSonomy uses the reference information on the web page to form a BibTEX entry. Thus, it scrapes
the obvious bibliographic information from the web page that it recognizes. BibSonomy also extracts
the reference information from user selected areas of any web site. BibSonomy server interprets the
selected reference text and generates a BibTEX entry. It then allows the user to edit, correct, add
tags, add more BibTEX information to the created entry and save it. However the glitch here is that
the selected free style text has to be present in a web page hosted on a web server and not on a local
file. Also, it only processes information pertaining to one BibTEX entry at a time.
BibSonomy imports only from BibTEX format and exports the selected entries to multiple formats
including BibTEX, RTF, EndNote and HTML.
The criteria used for the placement of publications and bookmarks on the main page of BibSonomy
is simply their popularity and frequency of access by the users. There is no guarantee that these
publications are from published papers or from authorized sites. As such, there is a good chance
that some unwanted and obscene bookmarks and publications may appear on the main page.
When tested with our evaluation files, BibSonomy handled all the input files successfully. How-
ever, it did not recognize and replace the @String macros. It considered entries to be duplicates
only if the author, title and year fields match. Also, it does not recover if there are errors in the
input and ignores the entire input file.
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2.6 Zotero
Zotero[Stillman et al. 2007] is a bibliographic tool for extracting and maintaining bibliographic
entries and other online and offline information such as links, snapshots of web pages, notes and
attachments. It integrates well into Firefox web browser as shown in figure 2.7 and allows to extract
bibliographic information from the currently open web page to form bibliographic entries. Once
installed, Zotero logo appears in the bottom right side of any web page opened on Firefox browser.
All the items that are collected by the user appear when this logo is clicked.
Figure 2.7: Zotero main screen
Zotero stores all the items specified above, collected by the user, as libraries. Users may organize
the items in each library into multiple collections and sub-collections which helps to physically group
the related items together. Zotero defines a wide variety of items like bibliographic references, whole
documents, files, notes, images, snapshots of web pages , blog posts, instant messages. Each of these
items may be associated with multiple notes and attachments. Users may add information that do
not belong to any specific field to these items by adding notes. Also, users may attach PDFs or word
documents to any of these items. This enables the users to either save the link to the document or
a copy of the document. It also allows to save a snapshot of the currently open web page. Each
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of these items may be associated with multiple tags to group them logically which helps in filtering
them based on these tags. Users may also link the related items which allows the users to cross
reference the existing items with out creating them again.
Zotero can also archive entire web pages by creating a new item from a web pages or taking a
web snap shot, which is stored as a copy of the web page on the local disk. Text from these archived
web pages may be highlighted and the users may take notes of his thoughts through sticky note
annotations. This allows the scholars or researchers to work with web resources in the same way as
with print resources.
Zotero automatically captures bibliographic information present on web pages that the user is
browsing by scraping off of the html tags. An example of this capture is shown in figure 2.8 where
multiple references present in the web page are shown. This feature is limited to only a specific set
of web pages/sites that the tool is programmed to work with. Some of these sites include amazon,
new York Times, library catalogues etc. On these specific web pages/sites, Zotero visually indicates
to the user that there is bibliographic information that can be captured, by displaying a logo at
the right end of the address bar. When prompted, it scrapes the bibliographic information and
adds them to the selected collection. Items captured from library catalogues automatically import
subject heading as tags which helps to organize them. For the web sites that are not in the set of web
pages that Zotero recognizes, it creates a bibliographic entry of the current page by automatically
capturing the title, URL of the web page and the user may also save a snapshot of the current page
for later retrieval.
Figure 2.8: Zotero capturing references on Citeseer
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In addition to capturing bibliographic information for single sources, Zotero can add multiple
sources all at once, by sensing the information on the web page. After extracting the information, it
saves the user selected items to the user’s collection. An example of captured bibliographic entries
are shown in figure 2.9. Once the selected sources are imported, users may group and save the items
in their collection. Individual sources thus added may be enhanced by adding more information
to the author, title fields, multiple notes, attachments such as PDFs or word documents, tags for
cataloging sources. Source information thus collected may then be viewed, edited and organized by
opening Zotero Firefox extension. Source info can then be viewed, edited and organized online or
offline by opening Zotero Firefox extension.
Figure 2.9: Zotero captured references from Citeseer
Several ways to utilize the information once gathered in Zotero include exporting to a wide variety
of reference styles and formats as RTF, HTML. Users may also generate a report from a selected set
of items which allows the users to print them. Zotero also allows users to drag and drop formatted
references into web documents such as google docs, wikis and blogs. Zotero imports from MODS,
BibTEX, EndNote/Refer/BibIX, RDF, RIS, Marc bibliographic formats and exports to Zotero RDF,
MODS, EndNote/Refer/BibIX, RIS, Unqualified Dublin core RDF, Wikipedia citation templates
bibliographic formats.
Zotero provides both simple and advanced searching capabilities. Simple searching allows for
searching the items on one or more words, while advanced searching allows for searching on one or
more specific fields. Also, Zotero allows the users to search on notes that are added to the items to
simulate the sticky notes.
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Figure 2.10: Zotero Advanced Search Screen
Testing Zotero with our standard test BibTEX files revealed that its import capabilities need to
be improved. Zotero imported simple entries file correctly. When processing the other test files it
fails to recognize the BibTEX @String and @Preamble constructs and as such does not handle fields
that have them. As a result, it gives a vague error indicating that the input file has errors and needs
to be corrected. Also, there is no concept of a citation key in Zotero and this causes the BibTEX
citation keys to be lost in import. However, it does create new citation keys when exporting to
BibTEX format. It also has issues with properly processing LATEX typesetting and looses formatting
information during import. Zotero does not perform any duplicate checking so there were duplicate
items imported during this test. Also, when testing the bad entries file, it stopped at the first error
encountered, did not specify the error or location and stopped processing that file. Another glitch
that is observed during testing is that any BibTEX fields that do not map to fields supported by
Zotero are not imported and the information is completely lost.
2.7 JabRef
JabRef[Alver and Batada 2003] is a bibliographic tool for managing BibTEX bibliographic files.
JabRef provides excellent browsing capabilities and the main screen is shown in Figure 2.11. The
graphical user interface displays the list of bibliographic entries with a default set of fields. It
categorizes the BibTEX fields into required, optional, general, abstract, review fields based on the
entry type. User may view a selected bibliographic entry in a formatted bibliography style, which
may be modified. An example of this is shown in figure 2.12.
JabRef provides excellent searching capabilities. A string can be searched for in some or all
BibTEX fields based on the given criteria. For example, if the search string is “Beebe”, then all
BibTEX fields are searched and if it is “author=Beebe”, only the author fields is searched. It has
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Figure 2.11: JabRef Main Screen
three search modes, Incremental, Float and Filter. The “Incremental” search highlights the next
matching entry. “Float” highlights all the matching entries. “Filter” only displays the matching
entries. The “Clear” button helps to revert back to the original display. Entries may be sorted based
on the user specified field.
JabRef allows the users to work on multiple bibliographies by displaying them in multiple tabs.
Users are free to switch between different bibliographies. Entries may be copied and pasted between
them. Jabref lets the users link up their entries with PDF or PS files stored in their local disk.
JabRef has the capability to detect duplicate entries. Two entries are duplicates if they are exactly
the same or if the required fields from both the entries match. It displays both the entries and gives
the user the option to keep either the first or the second entry or both of them and automatically
deletes the entries that are not chosen by the user. It also has an option of automatically deleting
exact duplicate entries without further user interaction.
JabRef automatically generates the BibTEX keys for selected/all BibTEX entries and the user
can customize the format of the citation key. By default the auto-generated key is the lastname
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Figure 2.12: Sample Entries List in JabRef
of first author concatenated with the year field. If this key already exists in the list of BibTEX
entries, an alphabetic character is appended to make it unique, e.g., Averik1993a. Users may
automatically toggle journal names between abbreviated and unabbreviated form, as long as the
names are contained in their journal lists on their local disks.
JabRef imports from and exports to a wide variety of formats. Some of the import formats are
Refer/Endnote, Medline, ISI, Confider, and INSPEC. Some of the formats that it exports to are
HTML, BibTeXML, and Endnote. JabRef directly imports entries from Medline, IEEEXplore and
CiteSeer. Users should specify the citation numbers from CiteSeer, Medline and for IEEEXplore,
appropriate search words should be used to fetch the entries. For importing references from Medline
database, one or more of the Medline IDs are needed and JabRef automatically downloads the
references into currently open bibliography. To import from CiteSeer, the URL of the citation in
the CiteSeer online database is required, and JabRef extracts the references into currently open
bibliography. Jabref also allows users to export their bibliography databases to OpenOffice.
JabRef can convert a plain text reference to BibTEX format. However, this feature depends on
the user manually selecting segments of the input text and identifying the field as an author, title,
etc.
All the evaluation files processed successfully including finding duplicate entries that vary in the
non-required fields. When the input is bad entry file, it stops at the first encountered error and
reports the error to users.
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2.8 Web Browser Based Tools
The following tools present a web browser based user interface and hence are not dependent on a
specific client platform. These tools use standard HTML. Note that Zotero is written using FireFox
2.0 extension tool kit.
2.8.1 Basilic
Basilic [Debunne and Lapierre 2005] provides users to enter and share bibliographic entries. It
provides a simple interface to add the entries as shown in figure 2.13. Also, files may be attached
to each entry and the thumbnail size images of these documents is displayed next to the entry. It
maintains a list of authors present in the existing entries and allows users to select from this list
when adding/updating bibliographic entries. When a user views an entry, Basilic automatically
displays links to the authors in the entry so that the users may navigate to other publications by the
same authors.The user interface layout for maintaining and searching entries may be customized by
modifying the HTML style sheets.
Figure 2.13: Basilic Add New Publication Screen
The search feature allows for searching author, title and year fields. The results can either be
displayed as publication, images, BibTEX or XML information as shown in figure 2.14. It allows
importing from a BibTEX file easily during the installation process. If users need to import a BibTEX
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file afterwards, they should run a utility which generates sql and manually run this SQL against the
back end MySQL database.
Figure 2.14: Basilic Search Results
When tested with our evaluation files, Basilic imported all the input files successfully. However,
duplicates are not detected and the back end conversion program generates errors on a bad input
file.
2.8.2 BibAdmin
BibAdmin[Sergiu 2005] is a web-based multi-user tool to create and maintain bibliographies. It allows
users to share their references by marking them as public, private or a group. PDF, PS files, slides
may be attached to any of BibTEX entries and may be uploaded. Users may enter comments on any
entry and the permissions on these comments may be set to private, group or public.
Searches are performed on fields including comments and keywords. The results of these searches
can be exported to BibTEX format.
This program could not be tested as it generated an error after logging and could not be resolved.
2.8.3 BibORB
BibORB[Gardey 2005] is tool for managing bibliographic entries using a simple web browser. This
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evaluation is based on the documentation brochure as we could not correctly configure the XSLT
Processor on PHP web server that it needs.
Apart from managing bibliographies, it allows users to add, edit, delete entries through Web
interface. It also allows users to attach documents to entries by uploading electronic releases of
papers. Entries may be organized as groups for easier categorization, which may be searched.
Bibliographies may be displayed in the user selected style format.
Read, write privileges may be specified so as to restrict access to the BibTEX databases. BibORB
allows users to update the existing entries in its database based on the changes made to a .bib
file. This provides the flexibility to work offline and later import those changes into the database.
Users can maintain multiple bibliographic databases even though operations across database is not
supported.
While simple search allows the users to search on one or more key fields, advanced search allows
them to use boolean logical expressions on authors, keywords or titles. Entries that are a result of
a search or user-selected entries may be saved and exported. Sorting is limited to id, title and year
fields. It allows users to specify XPath queries to directly search the underlying XML database.
BibORB exports to BibTEX, RIS, HTML and DocBook formats. It also exports the bibliographies
along with the attachments as a compressed archive. BibORB allows importing from only BibTEX
files. A unique feature is that given a .aux file, BibORB exports only those entries referenced in the
.aux file and it generates a BibTEX file from a LATEX .aux file.
2.8.4 Bibnet
Bibnet[Foresti et al. 1994] is a public domain BibTEX bibliography archive and hosts bibliographies
by author, subject and institution. This site allows authors to upload their bibliography collections
and hosts them in this archive so that they are available for other users. An example list of avaialble
subjects is shown in figure 2.15. This makes finding and sharing bibliographies easier and also helps
in standardization of bibliographies.
The uploaded bibliographies may be accessed in multiple ways such as email, FTP, FTP via
web browser. The site organizes bibliographies into three categories under which they are subdi-
vided by the first character of author, subject and institution. Bibnet site accepts submissions of
bibliographies via email. The submissions need to follow a specific outlined format.
2.8.5 CiteULike
CiteULike [Cameron 2004] is an online resource that allows users to store, organize and share
bibliographic information. This site is geared towards published academic papers although it allows
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Figure 2.15: Bibnet Subjects Category List of Files
for uploading of information about any reference. Only entries that are imported from supported sites
are considered published papers. The list of these sites include IEEE Explore, CiteSeer, PubMed,
etc. Only entries from these sites appear on the main page for all the users to see, and all non
published entries are only shown in the user’s account. This is an effective measure against spam
where the tool controls publicizing only authorized publications on the main page. Each entry
may be associated with one or more tags to categorize them. The figure 2.16 displays the recent
bibliographic entries and current popular tags. A figure with details of a sample entry is shown in
figure 2.18.
To make it easier for a set of people to share their work, groups may be created. Users may
join any groups they are interested in. Some groups require permission from the user who created
the group. Users create watch lists to keep reminders on tags, users that they may be interested
in. CiteULike also displays the most frequently used tags as a cloud with the most frequently used
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Figure 2.16: CiteULike Main Screen
ones displayed in bigger fonts as visual indicators. Sample groups are shown in figure 2.17.
Users may browse the list of journals and drill into the issues and see the entries for the articles
in those issues. Searching may be done on users own library or the entire site. When searching the
users own library, along with the entering the search words, users may select from a list of all the
tags, author surnames and titles. When searching the entire site, user may search using only one of
article, abstract, author surname or journal name fields.
Exporting of entries is supported to BibTEX and EndNote formats. Importing is supported from
BibTEX format.
When tested with our evaluation files, CiteULike handled all the input files successfully. It
evaluated input files more rigorously and caught missing cross-references. Also, it does not process
the entire file when an error is encountered.
2.8.6 Document Archive
Document Archive[Keiling 2004] is a web based tool that helps users keep track of and share their
BibTEX references and electronic documents. Users are assigned their own space, called a container,
in which they can create/import their BibTEX entries. An example container with bibliographic
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Figure 2.17: CiteULike Groups Screen
entries is shown in figure 2.19. These entries can be marked either as public or private. Public
entries are visible to other users and can be annotated by them. Annotations made by the owner
are shown in a different location than those made by other users.
A module is available to directly import BibTEX formatted bibliographic entries. It is however
difficult/impractical to import large number of entries as the user is required to confirm the import
of each and every entry. It can only import from BibTEX and can only export to BibTEX.
2.8.7 Document Database
Document Database (docdb) [Kaps 2005] is a tool for maintaining bibliographic references. This
evaluation is based on the documentation brochure as there was a problem with the installation of
the tool. Docdb helps users with context sensitive help when creating entries based on standard
bibtex entry types. Entries belonging to multiple users coexist and users can enter shared notes for
any entries. Files may be attached to entries and a link to these is shown with the entries. There is
a shared file area that users upload files that are not related to any entries.
Searching can be done on any or all fields up to a maximum of three fields with boolean operators.
Results are displayed as formatted references. Also, the sort order of the search results can be
specified and is limited to one field in either ascending or descending order. The BibTEX form of
any individual entry can be exported. Last viewed entries list help users to quickly browse through
their history with out having to remember what they had searched for earlier.
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Figure 2.18: CiteULike Sample Entry
2.8.8 Google Scholar
Google Scholar[Google Scholar 2007] helps users in locating published articles from Google’s large
database. All of these papers have complete abstracts which lets the Google Scholar to index them
which increases the quality of search results. Google Scholar provides both simple and advanced
searching. While simple search string consists of one or more words, advanced search specifies field
level search criteria and can also be limited to certain subject areas. Google Scholar does not allow
users to enter information and it only collects data from publishers and libraries. Results of a search
for author “hoare” are shown in the figure 2.20
Google Scholar ranks each article based on the number of articles that cite it and the search
results are ordered based on this rank. This sort order cannot be changed. Search results display the
articles title, authors, journal, source and short abstract as well as links to documents that cite this
article and any other related articles. The search results could display a direct link to the article in
any of the supported bibliographic formats. Also, the unique list of authors in shown for easy drill
down sorting.
Search results also contain items that are marked as “Citation”, this indicates that this article
was cited in one or more articles and that Google does not have the details. Google also stores
separate references for various versions of an article. These refer to draft, pre-conference review and
other versions of documents. Users may specify the libraries that they have access to and Google
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Figure 2.19: Document Archive Sample Entries
can automatically show links to content at that library for easy article retrieval.
2.8.9 PubsOnline
Pubs Online[Indiana.edu 2004] is a web based multi-user bibliographic management tool. Users
may to upload BibTEX .bib files as shown in figure 2.21 or create the bibliographic entries manually.
Pubs Online allows the users to browse by the entry types, attributes and years of publication.
Another way of browsing the entries is by searching the database as shown in figure 2.22. Users may
specify one or more of the entry types, attributes, keywords and year as the input to the search.
Results are displayed with the entries grouped by the entry type as shown in figure 2.23. Export to
BibTEX option should be selected to generate the search results in BibTEX format.
This tool is evaluated by importing our sample BibTEX files. The good entries BibTEX file was
successfully imported where as it did not recover from errors in bad entries file. Duplicate entries
were not detected and @String macros are not recognized.
2.8.10 smArticle
smArticle[Bakosi et al. 2004] is a tool to gather and organize information about the articles collected
by users and visualize these articles based on frequency and similarity of their content, title, author,
keyword and other attributes. SmArticle is aimed at aiding the researcher in organizing research
articles.
With SmArticle, as a researcher downloads articles online, a database is filled with information
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Figure 2.20: Google Scholar Search Results
about the articles. The user can later find and retrieve articles quickly using a web-based query
interface. Users may query the data using this web based tool by specifying the author, title, year
range and keywords. Users may also develop advanced and complex searches using SQL queries
against the database schema as shown in Figure 2.24. The results are displayed in graphical format
and the matched references are displayed along with their hyperlinks to the articles.
Currently, smArticle is not available to install and test. The above analysis is based on the
brochure of smArticle.
2.8.11 WIKINDX
WIKINDX[Grimshaw 2007] is a tool to manage bibliographic entries, notes, quotes and musings. It
also allows the users to write papers and insert citations and create references into these papers.
WIKINDX supports multiple users to collaborate and develop these resources. Notes, quotes, musings
may be attached to entries which can be either public or private. WIKINDX also allows users to
associate multiple attachments with each entry. The built-in word processor allows users to create
rich-text documents, insert the citations and create the references. Users may later transfer this
data into other word processors for final publishing. Book marking feature allows users to store
up to twenty entries or notes for easy retrieval. Search results may also be saved as bookmarks.
Formatted references may be viewed and exported in seven bibliographic styles, Chicago, MLA,
APA and Harvard, Turabian, British Medical Journal and IEEE.
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Figure 2.21: Pubs Online - BibTeX Import Screen
A unique feature of this tool is the popularity rating displayed visually and numerically next to
each entry. WIKINDX maintains an administrator editable lists of authors, keywords, journals and
publishers. These lists are viewed as a cloud which visually indicates the popularity of the list item.
Selecting a list item quickly retrieves matching entries.
The quick search feature allows users to quickly search on a combination of one or more keywords,
entry types and fields. The results of this search can be ordered on one or more fields. The power
search allows the users to create complex queries by using the boolean operators. The search criteria
could include fields and values from lists, musings, quotes, notes, users creating the notes, quotes,
musings, etc. The results of this search can be ordered on any three fields in any sort order.
WIKINDX exports to RIS, Endnote and BibTEX formats and imports from BibTEX, Endnote,
COPAC, ISI, RIS, PubMed and MODS. WIKINDX supports a plug-in module system which helps
extend its capabilities to add more format conversions, integration into web browsers, etc..
This tool is evaluated using the test-drive site provided on WIKINDX website which lacks the
functionality to import BibTEX files.
2.9 Desktop/Small Scale Tools
The following tools help users to maintain bibliographic entries and most of these tools feature a
GUI front-end. Two tools Papyrus and ebib feature a console based front-end. Daffodil can run
on all the platforms that support java. Most of the other tools run on either Microsoft Windows or
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Figure 2.22: Pubs Online - Search Screen
Unix/Linux variants. Note that Emacs has distributions on all modern platforms. Some of the tools
described in this section install on the client PC and the rest are small scale based on their limited
functionality.
2.9.1 B3
B3 stands for Bibliography Base for Biologists [Dutheil 2007], but can easily be customized for any
discipline. Although it stores the bibliographic entries is XML format, it is geared towards BibTEX
bibliographies, i.e., each entry in XML format has a citation key, entry type and entry fields similar to
BibTEX format. Preferred directory path can be customized so that the tool opens up this directory
when prompted to store a bibliography file. The figure 2.25 displays B3 with sample entries.
Citation keys for selected entries can be automatically generated, the current supported format
is AuthorLastNameYear. B3 detects entries with same citation key and prompts the user to assign a
different citation key for one those entries, however it does not detect duplicate entries at any level.
B3 provides flexible searching capability by allowing the user to create complex search expressions
using a combination of regular expressions as well as boolean logic on field values. However, it does
not expand BibTEX @String and @Preamble constructs while importing BibTEX files which causes
incorrect search results. In case of bad entries, B3 recovers and processes the entire file and outputs
bad output but does not notify the users about the errors. The search screen is shown in figure 2.26.
A unique feature of this tool is that it allows users to maintain a database of author names along
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Figure 2.23: Pubs Online - Search Results Screen
with their contact information. This can be used as a pick list when creating new entries or editing
existing entries. Similarly, the tool also maintains a journal names database which can be used as a
pick list when entering journal names in entries. The default journal name collection is limited to
biology field and can be customized by users. This list can also be used to validate the journal field
in entries to correct possible errors.
B3 imports from multiple formats including BibTEX, RIS, PubMed, ISI Web of Science, EndNotes
export and CSV. Also, B3 can directly import entries from PubMed database, by specifying a key or
by performing a search. By default, B3 can export to HTML, BibTEX, CSV, SQL database and RIS
formats. It is compatible with OpenOffice because it can export data to a bibliography database
from which OpenOffice can import. Custom export formats may be defined by creating a B3 style
file in XSL format that outputs the bibliography file in the desired output format. The figure 2.27
displays the Export dialog box with preview of the translation.
2.9.2 BibCursed
Bibcursed[Tristram 2002] formerly called bibtool is a terminal based tool for manipulating bib-
liographic entries in BibTEX format. This tool provides functionality for adding/editing/deleting,
sorting, merging, key generation, normalization and extracting entries.
This tool displays a list of options, when one is selected, the tool provides prompts to guide the
user in performing the selected task. The entries are checked for errors. New entries may be added
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Figure 2.24: smArticle Search Screen
Figure 2.25: Entries displayed in B3
and depending on the entry type, appropriate prompts are shown to guide the user to enter values.
Existing entries may be edited interactively. Search functionality allows the user to search by the
key or any user selected fields.
When tested with our evaluation files, duplicates are not detected, and it reports and recovers
from missing parentheses but not other syntax errors like missing equal sign, etc. @String macros
are recognized and other files are processed as expected.
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Figure 2.26: Search Screen in B3
Figure 2.27: Export screen with preview in B3
2.9.3 BibDB
BibDB[Doran 1995] is a tool for manipulating BibTEX bibliographic files.
With this tool, keys for all bibliographic entries in the bibliography may be displayed as a list
that allows for easy transfer of references. Selecting a key from this list displays details for that
particular bibliographic entry. The figure 2.29 displays a sample list and the figure 2.28 displays the
details of a selected entry.
The search feature searches for bibliographic entries using regular expressions and the list of
fields to be searched may be customized. BibDB also has the ability to display bibliographic entries
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Figure 2.28: Main Screen of BibDB
that do not match the search criteria. Entries may be tagged/untagged so that operations like copy,
cut, delete, export may be performed on the tagged entries. BibDB supports sorting by regular
expression, fields, BibTEX key or a combination of these.
Figure 2.29: List of Entries in BibDB
Multiple bibliographic files may be open at the same time but only one of the bibliographies is
displayed at a time. Users may switch between the open bibliographies by selecting the name of
the file. Entries may be cut and pasted from one bibliography to another that eases the task of
creating or manipulating files. @String macros and @Preamble constructs are recognized by BibDB
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and allows the users to edit them and it also resolves them while displaying the entry.
Duplicate entries may be searched in all the open bibliographies or just the currently selected
bibliography and are displayed with the duplicate entries grouped together. When entries are cut
and pasted into the .bib file, BibDB reports the users about the duplicate citation keys and let the
user modify the key or cancel the operation.
BibDB imports bibliographies from command delimited, Tib and Refer formats. The new entries
may be inserted at any position in the currently open bibliography. It also exports bibliographies
to comma delimited, Tib, Refer, Plain text, ANSI and HTML hypertext formats. The entire bib-
liography or just the selected entries may be exported and the list of fields to be exported may be
customized.
BibDB is a highly configurable tool with good searching capabilities. When tested with our
evaluation files, it did not recover from errors to read the whole file while processing the badentries
file, processed @String macros successfully and detected duplicate citation keys but not duplicate
entries.
2.9.4 BibDesk
As BibDesk [BibDesk 2005] is a bibliographic tool designed for maintaining and formatting bibli-
ographic entries for Mac platform, it’s evaluation is based on the documentation brochure. Apart
from the regular editing and managing bibliographic entries, they may also be added by dragging a
BibTEX entry from a text editor or a web browser. URLs in the entries become active hyperlinks.
Dragging a file on to the File button adds the files location to the Location Url field and creates a
clickable link to the file. Either entire PDF file or a part of it may be pasted into the Annote and
Abstract data fields. BibDesk fills in fields as the user types, based on the information contained
in other references. BibTEX cross references and macros are fully supported by BibDesk.
BibDesk verifies that cite keys are unique before committing a reference to the bibliography.
BibDesk searches for a sub string in every open file and also provides a Replace option. BibDesk’s
advanced search feature maintains a list of recent searches of field names as well as field values
that are searched for, across its runs. Citations may be dragged and dropped into a TEX document
using custom defined citation strings such as citet, citep, fullcite etc. Selected entries are shown as
formatted bibliographic references in the chosen style file.
BibDesk allows user to import BibTEX, MEDLINE, ISI Web of Science and JSTOR formats. It
exports to BibTEX format. A special feature of this tool is that it helps users convert plain text
references to bibliographic entry by allowing the users to manually select portions of the input and
specify the field that it maps to in the bibliographic entry.
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2.9.5 BibEdit
BibEdit[Jonas 2000] is a freeware for interactively creating entries and editing BibTEX files.
Figure 2.30: BibEdit List of Entries
BibEdit displays the entries as shown in figure 2.30. Selecting an entry from list displays the
details of the entry as shown in figure 2.31. The default entry type for inserted references is article.
Typing the first character of BibTEX key selects the next entry with key starting with the typed
character. Selected entries may be pasted into other bibliographic files. It allows searching for a
keyword in all fields of the entries in the current BibTEX file and displays a list of the matching
entries. The entries may be sorted in ascending order by the bibliographic key. The @Preamble
section and @String macros of the bibliographic file may be edited. Preamble is displayed in figure
2.32.
This tool cannot import/export to other bibliographic formats. Since there is not import func-
tionality, users may not use their existing bibliographic files. To work with this tool, users should
create .bib files from scratch, which is not appealing feature. selected BibTEX entries from one
BibTEX file may be imported into the currently open bibliographic file. Citations of selected entries
in the list of bibliographic entries may be copied to clipboard for pasting in LATEX editor (generates
\cite or \nocite command). It can also generate the bibliography commands, \thebibliography and
\bibliographystyle commands.
BibEdit has the ability to add custom fields in an entry and it adds that new field to each and
every entry of that specific entry type in the .bib file.
BibEdit fits the need for users looking for a simple tool to edit bibliographic files that are in
BibTEX format. Since it does not support import feature, this tool was tested by manually creating
BibTEX entries.
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Figure 2.31: Editing a BibTEX entry in BibEdit
2.9.6 Bibi
Bibi[Platzer 2006] is a tool for managing bibliographic entries. Entries may be added by pasting
text in BibTEX format or from a PubMed record, or can be manually created by filling out the
provided template for the most common entry types. Multiple BibTEX files may be merged with
duplicates removed. Duplicate entries are detected based on author, title and year fields. Field
values with navigable links to pdf documents may be added to the fields of BibTEX entries.
Author, title list and key lists are provided for easy navigation so that the corresponding entry
is displayed when a selection is made. Searching is provided for all or one specific field. Citation
keys may be generated automatically. Only two patterns of author names are correctly parsed by
Bibi and suggests at correcting the input if not formatted in those patterns. It allows the users to
include @String macros and to edit them.
This tool has been tested with our evaluation files. It does not process when erroneous entries
are present and does not recover from errors. The rest of the files are imported and processed as
expected.
2.9.7 Bib-it
Bib-it[Bu et al. 2006] is a tool for maintaining bibliographic entries. The figure 2.33 displays the
user interface loaded with our evaluation SimpleEval.bib file.
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Figure 2.32: Editing Preamble in BibEdit
Custom fields may be created by the user. Users may also customize citation key format and
Bib-it generates them automatically. An interactive BibTEX style generator allows the users to
create custom style files and the selected entries may be previewed in the selected style. Missing
required fields are reported to the user.
Author list is provided so as to filter the entries based on the selected author which results in a
quick retrieval. Searching is allowed on one specific field or all fields. Search string may be either
whole or part of the field value and may also be specified as a regular expression. The figure 2.34
displays the matching entries for the word “cobb”. It only imports and exports to BibTEX format.
@string macro definitions are supported.
A unique feature of this tool is that the percent level that the duplicates match is displayed for
each entry and the user is allowed to specify the minimum percentage of matching fields.
It imported all our evaluation files successfully except for recovering from erroneous input files,
it does not recover from errors.
2.9.8 Biblioexpress
Biblioexpress[BiblioScape.com 2007], is a bibliographic tool for manipulating bibliographic files.
Evaluation of the tool is based on a freeware version of Biblioscape commercial bibliographic
package.
Apart from good browsing and editing capabilities, unlimited formatted text may be pasted into
the document field of a bibliographic record including graphics and OLE objects, in Biblioexpress.
Formatted bibliographies using popular bibliographic style files like ACS, APA and MLA may be
previewed. Users may customize the data fields they are interested in just by dragging them from
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Figure 2.33: Main Screen in Bib-it
the columns window.
Complicated searches may be performed by creating custom filters on bibliographic fields which
are stored as data sets in a tree and may be queried for quick future retrieval just by a click. A field
value to be searched for may be added to the field name node in the tree structure and the resulting
entries that match the criteria are displayed in a list. This allows for performing complicated queries
and storing them in a tree structure for later retrieval. The figure 2.35 displays the main screen with
navigation tree structure.
Simple search feature is present for searching by one or more words. The matching entries are
displayed one at a time as shown in figure 2.37. The details of a sample entry are shown in figure
2.36
Grouping the records by specified columns is provided in Biblioexpress, for example, grouping
by year and then by author name results in records grouped by year and author and these groups
may be sorted in ascending or descending order. Records may be sorted as a list or as a group list,
by clicking the column header or the group by name.
Biblioexpress allows users to import records from Biblioscape Tag file and EndNote Refer
formats. Biblioexpress does not perform duplicate detection of bibliographic entries.
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Figure 2.34: Search Results in Bib-it
2.9.9 Bibster
Bibster [Broekstra et al. 2005] is a tool for searching, sharing and maintaining bibliographic entries
in a peer to peer environment. The goal is that users do not have to know the sites that store the
bibliographies that interest them. They could search for their topics of interest in the peer-to-peer
network and find any matches. Users may use Bibster in a non-sharing environment when not
connected to the network and can maintain their personal bibliographies. Bibster allows users
to add custom fields to their entries. Users easily update their entries with the ACM topic by
drag-and-drop the ACM hierarchy on to the entry. This allows for properly classifying the entries.
Users search the network by specifying the type of the publication and one or more of title,
abstract, keywords, year, author, journal, URL fields. Users pick the entries they are interested
from the search results and save them to their local database. Sorting may be done on only a
specific field at a time.
Bibster imports from BibTEX formatted files only. It exports to BibTEX, RTF and HTML
formats. Bibster reports duplicate entries to the user.
When tested with our evaluation files, Bibster reported errors when @String macros are present.
It detected exact matching as well as near matching entries as duplicates. When erroneous input is
given, it handles and recovers from errors to process the remaining entries.
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Figure 2.35: Biblioexpress main screen
2.9.10 BibtexDbMgr
BibtexDbMgr[Totel 2006] is a tool to manage bibliographic references. It allows multiple users to be
setup in the same database with either read or write privileges. Entries may also be categorized as
confidential and will not be visible to other users. Selected entries can be tagged as belonging to a
group (called basket) so that they can be viewed separately. For each entry, the tool displays URLs
to search for the title in Google and Google Scholar. The entries are shown in a list view with one
of the columns showing the reference preview.
Sorting is allowed on one of four fields in either sort order, author, year, entry created by user,
entry created on date. Quick searching is allowed on a set of words and the results displayed. Also,
links are displayed for the user to quickly search with the same search criteria in Google, Google
Scholar, CiteSeer, ACM and DBLP sites. Multiple search options are avaialble to search by any
fields, entry types, keywords, etc. It also provides the ability to search PDF files attached to all
entries.
Importing from and exporting to is only supported for BibTEX format.
When tested with our evaluation files, it processed all the files successfully. It detected duplicates
and prompted the user to correct them. Also, it recognized the @String constructs properly and
substituted them in the entry fields. It handled the bad input correctly and stopped processing at
the first bad entry.
2.9.11 BibTool
BibTool[Neugebauer 1999] is a text window based tool for manipulating bibliographic entries in
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Figure 2.36: Biblioexpress sample entry
BibTEX format. This tool provides a variety of functionalities including sorting, merging, key gen-
eration, normalization and extracting entries. BibTool operates either by arguments on command
line or in a resource file. It uses resource file which may be modified to customize the operation of
this tool. The general form of a command in the resource file is name = value where name conforms
to the BibTEX rules for reference keys.
It allows for the automatic generation of citation keys. The format used to generate the keys,
which can be short, long, etc., may be specified in the resource file entry. The keys for all of the
BibTEX entries may be regenerated or for only the entries that are missing the keys so that existing
keys are not overridden.
BibTEX entries are sorted by using the BibTEX entries reference key. Sorting may also be cus-
tomized by specifying the sort format so that the entries are sorted using user selected fields. Several
files may be specified with sort option which results in sorting and merging of all those input files.
This tool may be used to extract the references. To extract references used in a LATEX document,
the .aux file is analyzed prior to extracting those cited entries from .bib file. It lets the user customize
the way in which he would like to normalize the appearance of BibTEX entries by specifying the
desired regular expression for any BibTEX field.
BibTool gives more power to the user by allowing customization through the resource files.
Users can define the formats and/or rules by which normalization, key generation and manipulation
of BibTEX entries should be done.
BibTool is evaluated based on the documentation brochure as it did not install properly on our
machine.
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Figure 2.37: Biblioexpress search screen
2.9.12 BibTexMng
BibTexMng [LatexSoft.com 2004] is a bibliographic tool for creating, maintaining and formatting
bibliographic entries. It can also generate a .bbl file of the entries so that they can be directly
pasted into a LATEX document. A html file of the current BibTEX file may be generated which
contains the list of bibliographic references in the user chosen format.
It allows to copy a reference to clipboard and paste it in a TEX document. Users are allowed to
customize the bibliography style files to format the list of references. Entries may be sorted based
on any one of the BibTEX fields. The records may be grouped based on the type of the BibTEX
entry. Searching is limited to the current BibTEX file and the user is allowed to search on the entry
types and fields present in that file as shown in figure 2.38
BibTexMng does not support @String macros but supports @Preamble constructs. It does not
import a BibTEX file with @String macros successfully, but on prompt, it automatically cleans up
the file and outputs another BibTEX file where all the fields with @String macros in the field values
are omitted. Duplicates are not detected. It stops processing the rest of the BibTEX file when an
error is encountered and does not perform error recovery.
2.9.13 Citavi/LiteRat
Citavi[Citavi 2006] is the successor to LiteRat. Both of these tools are only available in German
language with a proposed English version in the future. This review is based on the German to
English translation of Citavi’s data sheet brochure.
Citavi is a tool to manage bibliographic databases and user notes. Notes may be entered in
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Figure 2.38: BibTexMng main screen
rich text format and can include images can be associated with persons, institutions, journals and
reference entries. This tool maintains lists of persons, institutions, journals, libraries and publishing
houses. It integrates with word processors for inserting, formatting quotations, footnotes, and
references list.
Searching features include: high-speed search on indexed fields, full text search on all fields and
searching tagged bibliographic entries. Search criteria can include wildcards and regular expressions.
This tool can detect duplicate entries when importing bibliographic data.
Citavi imports from EndNote, Bibliographix, RIS, BibTEX formats. It can also import multiple
formats from text documents using the provided filters. Citavi can export to Open Office Writer,
MS Word, RTF, text, BibTEX, EndNote, MS Access, MS Excel, Open Office Calc formats. It can
import data from online resources that support Z39.50 format. It can also query online resources
by ISBN import the results.
This tool was not tested as it is not available in English language.
2.9.14 Daffodil
Daffodil(Distributed Agents for User-Friendly Access of Digital Libraries) [DFG German Research
Foundation 2004] is the result of a research project of the German Research Foundation. It makes it
easier to interact with multiple online digital libraries and to collect and organize personal libraries
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of references and annotations. Daffodil maintains its own collection of journals, author names,
keywords and conferences. The main screen of Daffodil is shown in figure 2.39.
Figure 2.39: Daffodil Main Screen
Daffodil allows users to search for references in multiple online data sources like Google,Amazon,
CiteSeer by issuing a single search command. It then searches all the selected data sources and
combine the results into a single result set. The results summary is displayed in a easy to view
format with the author, title, year fields as well as the data source. The results contain a “Relevance”
indicator to show the users whether there is an exact or partial match to the search criteria. Daffodil
at users requests can automatically search the results and add to its collection any new journal,
author names, keywords or conferences. Another unique feature of Daffodil is the Suggestions
feature by which the user is presented with multiple suggestions by which they can improve the task
being performed. For example, after a search is performed, Daffodil would suggest ways to improve
the search results.
Users are allowed to filter journal names based on words that appear in titles. Daffodil also
shows the available volumes of these journals and the issues that are present in each volume. Users
can further dig into these issues to see the list of articles and their bibliographic information. It
can also extract the author names, journal names, keywords and conference names from the results.
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Figure 2.40: Daffodil Author Networks
Users can add these references to their personal library and add annotations to them. Daffodil
gathers and combines information about the notes that the user is browsing in their personal library
and it provides summary information that the user can use to perform further research. E.g., if the
author is viewing a bibliographic entry, it would suggest key terms that apply to this author and
selecting one of these terms would open up a whole range of related information. One of these terms
can be used for further searching.
Daffodil provides a unique feature to view the network of co-authors for any author. This
feature displays graphically the network of the author and the networks of his/her co-authors and
is shown in figure 2.40. These relationships are built from the bibliographic entries. This could help
in searching for related work of authors with probably similar research interests.
The evaluation files could not be imported into this tool as there is no functionality to import
them, hence it is evaluated manually by creating some entries.
2.9.15 Easybib
Easybib[EasyBib 2006] is an online bibliographic entries management system. This evaluation is
based on the free version of Easybib that does not support all the features. It allows users to enter
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only one bibliographic entry and view the formatted reference. It allows users to either print or
export the formatted reference to RTF and html formats. The figure 2.41 shows the creation of an
entry and the figure 2.42 shows the resulting reference.
Figure 2.41: Easybib Adding an Entry
There is no search or sort capability as only one entry can be viewed at a time. Older entries
are retrieved by manually entering a previously saved reference number of the entry generated by
Easybib. We could not evaluate this tool with our evaluation files as there is no import or export
capability.
2.9.16 Ebib
Ebib [Kremers 2001] is a tool for managing BibTEX bibliographic entries from within the Emacs
editor. It is an add-on program that runs within the Emacs tool and provides features to create and
edit BibTEX bibliographic files. Since it runs within the Emacs editor, the navigation is similar to
the Emacs editor navigation. Users can also create and edit @String, @Premable BibTEX constructs.
Searching is done using the normal Emacs search command. Only one match is shown at a time
and successive matches can be navigated to. Sort order cannot be easily changed and needs to be
configured in the configuration screens. Sorting can be specified across multiple fields. Importing
and exporting is only available for BibTEX formatted files.
When tested with our evaluation files, Ebib processed these files successfully. Ebib eliminates
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Figure 2.42: Easybib Reference Display
duplicate entries when opening BibTEX files and does not prompt the user nor notify the user.
Entries cannot be created with the same citation key. While handling the bad entries, it stopped
loading entries on the first error.
2.9.17 BibTEX mode for Emacs
Emacs[Chen 1987] editor provides a special mode for editing BibTEX files. This BibTEX mode
simplifies the generation of new bibliography files as well as modifies existing .bib files. Emacs may
be invoked from command line and arguments may be passed as command line parameters. It
provides both a Graphical User Interface and a text console based interface. Users are free to move
between entries using the normal Emacs navigation keys. Entries may be searched by using normal
Emacs text search capabilities.
Emacs provides menu options to create any type of new entries. Emacs substitutes an empty
entry with all field names set to blank values in the field values. Editing/deleting an entry is
accomplished using regular emacs editing commands. It sorts all the entries in ascending order of
the BibTEX citation key.
Emacs processes multiple bibliographies. It opens up multiple bibliographies in different buffers
which makes it easier to cut, copy and paste between these buffers. All entries may be validated
using Emacs and it reports the line number and the nature of error. It also specifies the required
and optional fields by preceding optional field names with “OPT”. It also displays the number of
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BibTEX entries in the current bibliography. The entries may be formatted in the BibTEX file by
indenting the fields to give a cleaner look.
2.9.18 gBib
gBib[Sierra and Bergo 2004] is a basic tool for managing bibliographic databases and citing doc-
uments. It allows the users to specify the BibTEX @String macros and @Preamble, @Comment
constructs. User cannot customize entry types and field names while creating new entries, but while
importing, any custom fields in the entries are accommodated. It integrates in Lyx word processor
to insert citations and create the list of references.
Searching is supported on all fields and is not field specific. Sorting is allowed on any one of the
citation key, author, title, year and entry type fields. It detects duplicate citation keys and prompts
the users for a resolution. It does not import from or export to any other bibliographic formats
except BibTEX.
All our evaluation files are imported into gBib successfully. It handles and recovers from bad
input entries.
2.9.19 KBibTeX
KBibTeX[Fischer 2006] is a tool for managing bibliographic entries. The main screen with our
evaluation SimpleEval.bib file is shown in figure 2.43. It allows users to create and edit bibliographic
entries either by using the screens or by directly modifying the BibTEX entry source as shown in
figure 2.44. It reports any missing required fields of a selected bibliographic entry to the user.
Selected itations may be pasted into a document to cite a reference. Selected or all entries may be
exported in a selected bibliography style to a .pdf, .ps, XML, .html and .rtf formats. A few popular
bibliography styles like plain, acm, alpha, unsrt etc., are supported by KBibTeX.
KBibTeX allows users to directly search PubMed online site and returns entries that match. Users
may then add these entries to their BibTEX files. It maintains an author list where it collects all the
authors in the current open BibTEX file. Users may then view the entries grouped by the author
name that is selected from the author list.
Searches are restricted to a user selected field or all fields. Sorting is only provided for one user
selected field in ascending or descending order. KBibTeX imports BibTEX format alone and exports
to XML format. It handles @String macros and @Preamble constructs. It does not detect duplicate
entries at any level. It does not handle error recovery and stops at the first encountered error.
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Figure 2.43: KBibTeX Main Screen
2.9.20 Patmus
Patmus[Albuquerque et al. 2005] provides basic functionality for managing bibliographic databases
specifically in BibTEX format as shown in figure 2.45. Users may add new, edit existing and delete
bibliographic entries. Only standard BibTEX entry types and fields are supported and cannot be
customized. The entry editor is shown in figure 2.46.
Patmus does not have any sorting capability. Searching is allowed on an exact match of one or
more words and is limited to any one field or all fields. The search results are displayed in a grid
format as shown in figure 2.47. This tool does not detect duplicate entries.
Importing is supported from EndNote XML format only and has no export capability.
Patmus processes simple BibTEX files successfully, but does not recognize the BibTEX String
macros and Preamble constructs and produces no output when such macros are present in an input
file. Also, Patmus does not produce any output on encountering a bad BibTEX entry or an error
and does not recover from the error to process the entire file. It does not include any location of the
error, but provides information about the error encountered.
2.9.21 Open Office Bibliography Database
Bibliography Database [OpenOffice.org 2007] is the bibliographic tool that plugs into openoffice
writer. The main screen is shown in figure 2.48. It is a simple tool that helps in creating bibliographic
entries and maintaining them. It lets the users customize up to five bibliographic field names.
Search feature is supported wherein the user may enter a search term or up to three conditions
connected by logical expressions. It does not support import/export, duplicate detection, sorting
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Figure 2.44: KBibTeX BibTEX Source View
Figure 2.45: Patmus Main Screen
and does not generate citations or reference lists.
There is an active effort [openoffice.org 2007] to significantly improve bibliography features and
the version 2.x/3.x is expected to release late 2007-mid 2008.
2.9.22 Papyrus
Papyrus[Research Software Design.com 2004] was a popular program which is no longer being devel-
oped or maintained. Papyrus provides basic functionality for managing bibliographic databases and
inserts citations and references into documents. The entry types and fields cannot be customized.
Notes (called notecards) may be attached to any references. Papyrus performs field validations on
the fly and notifies any issues. It maintains lists of authors, journals and adds entries to these lists
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Figure 2.46: Patmus Sample Entry
Figure 2.47: Patmus Search Results
automatically.
Papyrus allows users to search by specifying expressions that may include wildcards. It does
not support any sort capability. It checks for duplicates and notifies the users when it detects that
the entry being created is a duplicate. Users may customize whether to detect duplicates based on
author, year, title or all the fields.
Papyrus imports from various popular bibliographic formats. For those that are not directly
supported, there are conversion programs to import/export to a supported format supported.
The evaluation files could not be used as importing was not supported from BibTEX format and
the converter program did not work as documented.
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Figure 2.48: OpenOffice Bibliography Database Main Screen
2.9.23 Pybliographic
Pybliographic[Bongiorno et al. 2006] is an open source tool for managing BibTEX bibliographic
files. It displays the formatted preview of the selected entries in the user chosen bibliography style
as shown in figure 2.49. It allows to create custom entry types and custom fields by configuring
entry types and their field names. The mapping of the field names to other exported formats may
be configured by the user.
BibTEX entry fields are categorized into Mandatory, Optional and Notes groups with corre-
sponding fields available for editing. Users are also allowed to edit the entry in the BibTEX format.
@String macros are supported.
Entries may be sorted by selecting a specific field. Sorting feature may be customized by selecting
the BibTEX entry fields and specifying how each field should be sorted. This tool processes multiple
bibliographies by displaying them in separate windows. Cut, copy and paste of bibliographic entries
may be accomplished between these open bibliographies. Entries may be searched for user specified
search string and the entries that match the search criteria are displayed. Duplicate citation keys
are not imported into the database and are reported to user, at the string level.
Pybliographic imports from and exports to BibTEX, ISIFile, Medline, Ovid and Refer formats.
References may be directly cited in LyX and Kile. Users are allowed to query PubMed database
and the resulting entries may be imported into BibTEX database.
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Figure 2.49: Pybliographic Main Screen
When tested with our evaluation files, it successfully imported the simple entries, @String macros.
It detected entries with duplicate citation keys but not the similar entries with different citation keys.
When erroneous file is imported, it stops processing the rest of the file and does not handle error
recovery.
Pybliographer is a tool for managing bibliographic databases. It is a simple framework that
provides easy to use Python classes and functions, and therefore can be extended to many uses like
generating HTML pages according to bibliographic searches, etc.
2.9.24 RefTEX
RefTeX[Dominik 2007] is an Emacs and XEmacs package to help users prepare LATEX documents,
cite labels and references, and create indexes in them. It automates the task of looking up different
parts of the document and searching through BibTEX files to generate the LATEX commands like
\cite, \ref, \label, and \index.
2.9.25 Synapsen
Synapsen[Krajwski 2007] is a tool for managing bibliographic databases and ideas (called notes). It
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displays the entries in a cardfile format and can automatically create links between entries based on
user entered keywords (called headwords). It supports only a few bibliographic entry types, Book,
InBook, Article, InCollection, Website and Image. New bibliographic types cannot be created nor
can additional fields be added to bibliographic entry types. Users can browse the entries easily by
using the keyword index. For easier navigation entries appear under all of the keywords that they
are assigned. Users may easily view an entry and to which other entries it is connected to (via
keywords) and bibliographic entries may be annotated with notes.
Searching is provided on up to five fields using boolean operators or on all fields. There is
no sorting capability. Files may be exported to Rich Text, ASCII, BibTEX and LATEX formats.
Exporting to LATEX format generates a .tex file with selected BibTEX entries. This tool does not
perform duplicate detection.
Synapsen had difficulties importing our evaluation files properly. Some of the imported entries
were partially correct and some were missing.
2.9.26 Tellico
Tellico [Stephenson 2007] is a tool to organise collections of bibliographic references, videos, coins,
stamps, etc. We reviewed the features for collection of bibliographic references. It supports all the
standard BibTEX entry types and fields. Custom fields may be created for all entries. It provides
an easy interface to edit entries and browse existing entries as shown in figure 2.50.
Searching is as simple as entering a string to search for. It also allows the users to create complex
filters based on multiple fields. These filters may be saved for later use. It also provides a grouped
index for easier navigation based on any field. This index may be sorted by the field value or by the
number of entries in the group. Sorting may be done by clicking on the group header and is limited
to one field only.
Tellico perfoms searching on Amazon, Library of Congress and ISBNdb.com to find references
and imports the selected references. It downloads any images and also saves the link to the online
resource. It has the feature to keep these entries updated by comparing them to the online sources.
Tellico acts like a simple library record keeping system by allowing uses to perfom check-out and
check-in of items.
It imports from BibTEX, bibtexml, Alexandria, MODS and RIS formats and exports to Alexan-
dria, BibTEX, bibtexml, and ONIX formats.
When tested with our evauation files, it proceesed them successfully. It only detects duplicates
and eliminates them automatically while importing with the Merge entries option. It processed the
bad entries file until it encountered the first error.
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Figure 2.50: Tellico Main Screen
2.9.27 Tkbibtex
Tkbibtex[Corke and Milde 00xs] is a popular tool for managing bibliographic databases. It allows
the users to edit BibTEX .bib files. Only one file may be edited at a time. Tkbibtex provides a
card file style display that allows the user to navigate the entries of a BibTEX file one by one.
Search capability is provided with the ability to search on all or a selected field, all or selected
entry type. Case in-sensitive searching may be specified. Sorting is performed only in ascending
order of the citation key. There is no import/export capability to/from other formats.
When tested with our evaluation files, it successfully processed them. While loading bad entries
file, tkbibtex displays the errors and does not process any of the entries by recovering. While
processing the file containing duplicate entries, it notifies the user about duplicates based on the
citation key.
2.10 Commercial Tools
Closed-source, non-free tools have been reviewed using their trial versions or their cost-free but
feature-“crippled” versions. When no trial versions were available, or if the tool ran only on Mac,
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the tools were reviewed using their product brochures.
2.10.1 askSam
askSam[AskSam.com 2006] allows for storing and managing a variety of information including contact
lists, notes, call logs, bibliographies, PubMed/Medline entries, references, movie collection, to-do
list, etc by providing templates. It also allows users to define their own collections by creating new
templates. This is a general purpose tool for gathering information and not specific to bibliographic
information, but we evaluate it for bibliographies alone.
askSam uses its own internal bibliographic format and does not import from or export to any
of the common bibliographic formats. It can however export its bibliographic entries to Citation
(Section 2.10.4), which would help the users to select the style and formatting of the references.
askSam provides a template for storing entries imported from PubMed/Medline.
The basic search capability allows the users to search for a set of words in any the currently
open database. Using the advanced search features, the users may search on a combination of
specific bibliographic fields by defining custom expressions. This tool does not provide any duplicate
detection features. askSam sorts on multiple fields or the first or last word of the fields, in ascending
or descending order.
This tool was not evaluated with the standard test files as there is no capability to import BibTEX
files but by creating some bibliographic entries manually in the tool. This evaluation was done on a
trial version of the tool.
2.10.2 Bibliographix
Bibliographix[MyBiblioGraphix.com 2006] is a tool for maintaining bibliographic references and
ideas. It allows the users to enter ideas into the system and keep notes about them and link them to
references as they develop these ideas further. It also integrates with word processors to help users
cite references as well as to allow them to create the references section at the end of their documents.
The figure 2.51 displays the list of bibliographic entries, details of selected entry and search options.
It allows documents to be attached to any bibliographic entries and these documents can be later
viewed or edited. Also, bibliographic entries can be assigned keywords that serve as attributes. A
preview of the selected reference is shown in a style selected by the user. This tool allows the user
to retrieve the bibliographic entry from online sources for any specified ISBN number.
Entries may be searched on one or more words or by keywords. In the advanced search feature,
multiple options are provided to include or exclude entries by the user-specified words. Also, a unique
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Figure 2.51: Bibliographix main screen
feature named History tracks all the entries in the order that the user has browsed so that the user
may quickly return to any recently browsed entry. This tool does not provide sorting feature.
Bibliographix can import from online libraries that support the Z39.50 protocol. It can also
extract information from the built in web browser from predefined web sites. The information is
extracted from the structured data present on a web page. For example, a web page containing bib-
liographic entry in medline format. It supports importing from multiple formats including BibTEX,
Refer, RIS, Medlar, Procite, Reference Manager. The input may either be a text pasted into a
field or a specified file. Bibliographic entries may be exported to BibTEX, Refer, Procite, EndNote,
ASCII, Reference Manager and Scientific Word formats. The basic version tested was restricted to
export to ASCII format only.
Bibliographix processes simple BibTEX files successfully, but does not recognize the BibTEX
@String macros and @Preamble constructs and creates a blank bibliographic entry for each of these.
Duplicate detection is available during import only. Entries are identified as duplicates if the title
fields match. It recovers from errors gracefully and continues processing the remaining entries.
2.10.3 Bookends, Reference Miner
Evaluation of Bookends [Software 2007] is based on their documentation brochure since it is only
supported on Mac platform. Bookends is a bibliographic tool for managing bibliographic entries
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and formatting citations and references in documents. Bookends allows users to attach multiple
attachments to the bibliographic entries and can be viewed from within the tool. Users may group
bibliographic entries by defining the groups based on keywords and the common entries among
selected groups can be viewed. Bookends integrate into word processors which makes the task of
citing and formatting the references easier.
Authors may import bibliographic references from various listed Internet sites including PubMed.
It imports and exports BibTEX and EndNote XML formats. Regular search capabilities are provided
with logical operators and is limited to only one field at a time. Bookends also lets users instantly
see all references that contain a particular author, editor, keyword, journal, or an item from any
field in the bibliography database. At most three fields can be sorted at any time. Duplicates are
detected and are automatically or manually deleted. Reference Miner is an add-on tool that supports
advanced searching of PubMed, Amazon and Library of Congress databases. It allows importing of
book cover images from Amazon. All this data can be imported into Bookends by simple drag and
drop. Full PubMed text articles can be accessed provided the user has subscription to the journals.
Bookends has a built in web server that could be enabled to allow users to share bibliographies.
2.10.4 Citation
Citation[CitationOnLine.net 2006] is a tool for managing bibliographic entries and research notes.
It helps users in preparing the references section for their papers by converting all the references
cited in a document using the currently open list of references. It integrates with word processing
programs like word, word perfect and generates the reference numbers as well as the references
section.
Citation displays one bibliographic entry at a time for editing. Users can select to preview the
entry in any of the predefined styles. Spell checking can be done either on a single entry or the
whole bibliography. It has predefined dictionaries for a large set of languages.
Citation detects duplicates when the entries are either exact duplicates or when the author,
year and title fields match. It also detects entries with duplicate citation keys.
Entries are sorted by one of the two predefined sort orders, Author, Year, Title and Author,
Title, Year. Also, Custom sort ordering can be specified by selecting up to four fields of users choice.
Up to two conditions can be specified while searching the entries. Options are provided for including
or excluding records based on the search criteria and the results are shown in a list.
It imports from BIDS, Medline, Ovid, RIS, Procite, EndNote, Notabene and other formats.
The conversion to native datafile format is done through an external utility Convert for Citation
and is invoked automatically while importing. Convert for Citation allows the users to modify
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existing or create new import specifications. Citation does not export to any other formats.
2.10.5 CiteIt
CiteIt[Software 2003] is a tool for managing bibliographic entries geared specifically for citing legal
references. It allows the users to create and edit entries and notes can be attached to any of these
entries in rich text format. The figure 2.52 displays a sample legal bibliographic file. This tool also
allows capturing web pages as snapshots and attaching them to these entries. These web captures
can be marked up to highlight relevant portions. A sample web capture is shown in figure 2.53.
Figure 2.52: CiteIt main screen with sample entries
This tool does not have any sort capability. By default, the entries are sorted in ascending order
of the citation key. The search capability allows for ability to optionally include keywords, web
captures, notes, all fields in the search. Since, the tool does not allow the users to search on a
specific field, it is given a rating of six for searching.
This tool cannot be customized for general bibliographic use in any other disciplines except legal,
as none of the generally used entry types except for book are available. CiteIt does not import
from or export to any of the common bibliographic formats. However, it integrates with Internet
Explorer and has the ability to import from online legal sources, namely FindLaw, WestLaw and
Lexis.
This tool was not evaluated with the standard test files as there is no capability to import BibTEX
files but was tested with creating some bibliographic entries manually in the tool. This evaluation
was done on a trial version of the tool.
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Figure 2.53: CiteIt with a sample Web Capture
2.10.6 EndNote
EndNote[EndNote.com 2007] is an open source tool for managing bibliographic entries. It displays
the entries in a list along with a preview of the selected entry and is shown in figure 2.54. Details
of an entry are shown in figure 2.55. EndNote allows the users to customize the bibliographic entry
types and fields. Users can also add a link to a file on the hard disk to a bibliographic reference.
EndNote provides the users with various options in spell check feature such as ignore domain
names, ignore words with numbers etc., as well as spelling dictionaries. Preferences can be assigned
to bibliographic fields as per users choice for EndNote to compare and detect duplicate entries. Also,
the user can set the preferences as to whether to look for an exact match or ignore spacing and
punctuation.
EndNote has a unique feature called Term Lists, which automatically allows the users to store
author name, journal name and keyword lists from their collections of bibliographic entries. This
feature helps in maintaining accuracy of the tool and in suggesting the closest matching name while
the user enters data in bibliographic fields. In addition, journals term list can also be used to store
abbreviated journal names that EndNote can substitute for the full journal name in bibliography.
Entries are sorted only on author and/or title fields and a list of words to ignore in those two
data fields can be specified by users. Bibliographic entries can be searched on multiple fields using
logical expressions. Also, the search string can be searched for in the beginning or ending of a field.
These search capabilities are shown in figure 2.56.
EndNote automatically imports data from the library catalogs that support Z39.50 protocol. It
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Figure 2.54: EndNote Main Screen
cannot import BibTEX format but imports other common bibliographic formats. It can also export
to common bibliographic formats except for BibTEX. Custom import filters allow EndNote to be
able to import data from different online bibliographic resource websites. Users can develop custom
filters for any sites that are not supported by default.
Since EndNote does not read BibTEX format, the sample files were converted to EndNote format
using JabRef. All input sample files were successfully processed.
2.10.7 Refbase
Refbase[Refbase 2006] is a web based tool for managing bibliographic entries, generating formatted
references and share bibliographies. Multiple users may interact with the same database and the
entries are shared among all the users. Entries may be categorized into named groups. Formatted
references may be generated from the selected entries and can be returned as a HTML, LATEX, PDF
and RTF. The main web page allows the users to see the entries that have been added of edited.
Searching may be done on one or more fields and sort order can be specified. Searching is also
allowed by writing SQL directly to query the database.
It imports from many common formats like BibTEX and exports to MODS, ODS, Endnote,BibTEX
and RIS formats. The results of the export can be directly emailed to the user or saved as files. User
may enter a ISBN, call number or citation key and the tool automatically queries online databases
and pulls in any matches. It can extract citations out of plain text by requiring the users to insert
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delimiters after each citation occurring in the text.
All of our evaluation files were imported successfully.
2.10.8 Reference Manager
Reference manager [Corporation 2007] is a bibliographic tool for maintaining and formatting bib-
liographic references. Users are allowed to customize entry types and field names. Bibliographic
entries may be grouped logically so as to limit operations to only a subset of entries. Users are
allowed to copy selected references from one database to another. The figure 2.57 shows a example
entry with all the fields.
Search feature is supported in any or all databases, fields and several fields may be searched with
the help of logical expressions. While entering search field values, users will be shown the list of
current field values as a guide as shown in figure 2.58. Internet searches are also supported from
PubMed, ISI web of science and Z39.50 sites. This tool allows the users to search these sites and
import the relevant references. Keywords, journals and authors lists are automatically maintained
for quick retrieval of references that contain the terms that the user selects from these lists. Sorting is
supported for up to three fields at any time. Users may customize detecting duplicates by specifying
the fields to compare.
Users may customize the bibliography formats by creating their own bibliography style files or
modifying the existing ones. It also allows the users to customize just the journals format. It
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integrates with Microsoft Word documents to cite the selected references and create the list of
references.
A built-in web server when enabled provides a web interface to access the bibliographies in
selected databases. Privileges may be setup so that users have view or edit access to the references.
A formatted bibliography is generated for selected entries. Exporting is also allowed to RIS and
XML formats from web browser.
This tool is evaluated by manually creating bibliographic references and the sample file that is
provided with the tool.
2.10.9 Referencer
Referencer [Spray 2007] is a tool to organize documents or bibliographic references. It allows users
to create entries out of files and automatically tries to gather the metadata from these files. For
example, when adding a PDF, it scans the PDF document for the metadata and auto-populates
some fields. It understands the DOI code as well as ArXiV Id embedded in PDF files and queries
online sources the field data. Referencer provides the ability to view entries in a thumbnail view
and it can open up any linked document in an external window for viewing. If the user selects a sub
directory to add, it creates references for each file in the sub directory (excluding some predefined
file extensions). It can generate LATEX citation command for any selected entries and places it on
the clipboard.
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To categorize the entries, users create tags and assign them to entries. Users easily filter the
entries by selecting the tags they wish to view. Searching may be done using one or more words
and the list of entries is dynamically filtered based on them. Sorting may be done by clicking on the
column headers.
Referencer imports from BibTEX, RIS, EndNote and MODS formats. It has the ability to
import BibTEX entries present on the clipboard. It exports to BibTEX format only. It allows the
user to specify to automatically keep the exported BibTEX file in sync.
When tested with our evaluation files, it processed them successfully. It did not however detect
duplicates. It processes the bad entries files till it encounters the first error and stops processing.
2.10.10 RefViz
RefViz [RefViz.com 2005] is a data visualization and analysis software for references. It helps to
identify major themes across groups of references based on keywords, major topics, minor topics that
represent key concepts. It then uses statistical analysis to generate visualizations in two formats,
Galaxy view and matrix view.
The Galaxy view as shown in figure 2.59 represents the references in close proximity to their
major and minor topics. The references being closer to one another indicate that they share common
topics. Users easily visualize topics that may be relevant to them and also find references that they
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may have missed. The Matrix view as shown in figure 2.60 provides an overview of the major
concepts discussed across group in a color coded grid with major topics on one axis and reference
groups/major topics on the other. It allows users to modify the major and minor topics and update
the views so that they can customize their topics of interest.
Users can search the references on all fields or up to four fields using boolean logic. The resulting
references will be shown as selected in the Galaxy/Matrix view. These references can be exported
to other bibliographic reference management tools like Reference Viewer or ProCite.
It allows the users to search PubMed and retrieve references and can also load references from
EndNote, Reference Manager and ProCite.
2.10.11 RefWorks
RefWorks[RefWorks 2007] is a web based bibliographic tool for creating, maintaining and formatting
bibliographic references. Users may enter up to five custom field names in addition to the long list
of fields supported by RefWorks. Users may select one of the several listed bibliographic styles to
create the list of references.
RefWorks supports searching where all the fields or the user specified fields are searched for the
search terms. Author, publication and descriptor lists are maintained and updated so that the users
may perform look ups and quickly see the related bibliographic references. Sorting is provided only
on one bibliographic field. Duplicates are detected as either exact matches or close matches and the
matching entries are displayed.
Refworks supports searching and importing references directly from PubMed and Z39.50 on-
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line databases. References may be imported from several listed bibliographic formats including
BibTEX. Exporting includes BibTEX, tagged, tab delimited, XML and others. An add on to this
tool supports capturing ISBN number, PubMed ID from webpages and automatically gathers the
related information from online databases. It integrates into word processors like openoffice, word,
text, HTML, RTF to generate citations, footnotes and list of references.
User accounts may be set up and read-only access for databases can be provided so that others
may search, export and create bibliographies and not edit references. RefWorks also allows users to
back up all the references and also save to local disk.
This evaluation is based on the documentation brochure.
2.10.12 Scholar’s Aid
Scholar’s Aid[ScholarsAid.com 2004] is tool for managing bibliographic references, associated notes
and formatting citations, references in documents. It is a suite consisting of two tools, Library and
Notes. The Notes tool as shown in figure 2.61 helps users capture their ideas, research and tie them
to references. This is the tool that the users will be working with to gather the content of their
documents. The Library tool helps them gather and maintain the list of bibliographical references
that are referred to from the Notes tool. Notes tool integrates with the Microsoft Internet Explorer
web browser and allows the users to capture a web page and automatically attach it to a note.
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Both Library and Notes tools integrate with Microsoft Word application to enable the users to
directly cite and format references. Users may automatically transfer selected notes and cite them
from within the Notes tool. Library tool gives the users the flexibility to browse their references in
multiple methods such as reference types, keywords, saved search criteria, favorite reference types,
locations, recently used records. Scholar’s Aid provides the APA,Chicago, Harvard, MHRA and
MLA styles. Users may modify these styles or create new styles by using the StyleEditor feature.
Example references formatted by Scholar’s Aid can be seen in figure 2.62
The Library tool as shown in figure 2.63 allows the users to search for one or more words in a
field or all fields. Sorting is as simple as clicking on the column header of the field to be sorted. The
Notes tool allows the users to search for one or more words by keywords or note data. Advanced
search options allow the users to specify subsets of the data to be searched. Entries are detected as
duplicates if the author and title fields match.
Library tool imports from online sources that support the Z39.50 protocol as well as EndNote,
XML, RAW library data(LR), Chicago style bibliographies and APA style reference list formats. It
exports to XML, LR, RTF and plain text formats.
The evaluation files could not be imported into this tool even after converting them into the
supported EndNote format. This tool was evaluated by creating and updating entries manually.
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Figure 2.61: Scholar’s Aid Notes Tool Main Screen
2.10.13 Ibdem, Nota Bene, Archiva
Ibdem [Nota Bene 2007] is a bibliographic database manager and is used with its companion, Nota
Bene word processor. It allows the users to enter and maintain bibliographic entries as shown in
figure 2.64. By default, it supports an extensive list of reference styles. Its integration with Nota
Bene word processor allows the users to easily cite references in their documents as shown in figure
2.65. It also allows the users to create the list of references at the end of their documents. At anytime,
the user can see which of the bibliographic entries are currently cited in their open document and
has the ability to export only these references to a separate database file.
Bibliographic entries can be sorted by any field by selecting the column header in the grid
displaying the entries. For faster searching, Ibdem provides searching either on key fields or all
fields.
Ibdem imports from BookWhere, EndNote, Procite, Citation, RIS, Library Master, RefWorks
formats. It does not export to any of the common bibliographic formats.
Archiva is an add-on to the Nota Bene, Ibdem tools and captures journal and book references
from the data copied to the clipboard. It then converts these references to Ibdem format. It also
searches online resources using the Z39.50 protocol for searching and results may be imported into
Ibdem.
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Figure 2.62: Scholar’s Aid Example Formatted References
2.10.14 Inflight Referencer
Inflight Referencer[InflightTM.com 2007] is a tool for managing bibliographic databases and
formatting references. This evaluation is based on the limited featured trial version. The main
screen is shown in figure 2.66.
Entries are automatically cited in documents by drag-drop of reference into the target document.
Users are allowed to select the listed bibliography style of their choice. An example formatted
references list is shown in figure 2.67. It allows the users to attach downloaded articles, pdf documents
and files just by a drag-drop. Additional notes or annotations can be attached to any bibliographic
entry. This tool allows users to create only the listed entries and fields and is not customizable.
A very limited searching feature is provided where the user can search for the occurrence of a
given sequence words. The matching entries are displayed only if the order of the words, punctuation,
spacing is exactly the same. Duplicate entries are not detected. Sorting is provided by clicking on
the column header of the grid displaying the bibliographic entries. No import/export feature is
supported.
Testing of this tool was done by manually creating entries as import feature is not supported.
Most of the features in this tool are disabled in the evaluation edition.
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Figure 2.63: Scholar’s Aid Library Tool Query Screen
2.10.15 Library Master
Library Master[Balboa-Software.com 2006] is a tool for managing bibliographic entries and it sup-
ports bibliographic, catalog, mailing list and notes databases. This tool is used to maintain bibli-
ographic entries, format references in documents and produce documents with references in widely
used and popular styles. It integrates with Microsoft Word to automatically insert citations as well
as format the citations and references. It displays the bibliographies in cardfile format as shown in
figure 2.68 and allows authors to attach annotations as notes to bibliographic entries. The Generate
Report feature allows the users to generate the bibliography in large variety of styles, formats and
sort orders. An example formatted references list is shown in figure 2.69.
Library Master detects duplicates in the bibliographic entries based on title and author fields.
This may be customized by user by editing the structure of the database and specifying the fields that
make the entries unique. Entries may be sorted based on predefined criteria or by selecting one or
more fields and their sort order. Flexible searching is provided by allowing the user to specify complex
expressions that may be created by using comparison and boolean operators. Search parameters
may be saved for future use.
It allows customization of the fields and screen displays by giving the ability to alter the structure
of the database. This allows the users to modify existing fields as well as add custom fields. It allows
the users to open any URL’s in a web browser by clicking on them. Library master databases may
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be accessed by multiple users for editing/searching as it supports record level locking.
Library Master imports from a variety of bibliographic formats but does not support BibTEX
format. It only exports as either comma or tab delimited files.
The evaluation files could not be imported into this tool even after converting them into the
supported EndNote format. This tool was evaluated by creating and updating entries manually.
2.10.16 Microsoft Word 2007
The following evaluation is based on the document brochure of Microsoft Word 2007 [Michelstein
2007], as there is no trial version available. Microsoft Word 2007 has an integrated bibliography
tool that helps in creating, maintaining and formatting references.
Bibliographic entries are created by creating a new entry manually by filling all the appropriate
field values. Each user saves his collection of all the bibliographic entries in a master list and is
allowed to share this list through a common share or by email with other users. Word imports
bibliographic data from external collections like libraries that are able to host a service that sends
bibliographic data to Word. Bibliographic references may be inserted anywherein a document easily
by selecting a citation from the provided current citation list gallery. Placeholder citations are
available for those citations where the bibliographic information is provided at a later time. These
are not included in the bibliography until more information is added to the source reference. Once
the fields of the placeholder citations are edited, they are automatically updated to reflect the new
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Figure 2.65: Notabene Scholar’s Workstation
information. Thus, citations and references list are created in the bibliographic style chosen by the
user.
Several bibliographic styles are supported and custom style may also be created by the user.
2.10.17 ProCite
ProCite[ProCite 2004] is a tool for managing bibliographic entries and formatting citations, refer-
ences cited in documents. It allows users to enter and maintain bibliographic entries which may
be assigned to one or more named groups. ProCite provides the users with multiple views of the
bibliographic entries, list of entries marked by the user, list of entries by groups, list of search results,
list by keywords and list of duplicate entries. These lists are shown in figure 2.70.
Search functionality provides a common interface for searching the bibliographic entries, Internet
resources and PubMed databases. ProCite uses Z39.50 protocol to search online resources. The
PubMed search screen which is also similar to other search screens is shown in figure 2.71. Search
results may be added to the user’s bibliographic entries and duplicate entries are detected. Search
criteria may be specified in the form of expressions and large number of comparison operators are
supported. Predefined sort orders are provided and users may develop custom sort orders easily.
Users may configure how entries are determined to be duplicates by specifying which fields should
be included in comparing entries.
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The version of ProCite tested only imports from text files and exports to comma or tab delimited
text formats only. Also, when trying to import records via the Internet search feature, the server
did not respond and could not be tested. The Internet search feature uses the Z39.50 protocol to
connect to online resources.
This tool is evaluated by creating and updating entries manually as import functionality is not
present for BibTEX or EndNote formats.
2.11 Utilities
Tools that execute only specific tasks such as converting between various bibliographic formats,
parse, sort BibTEX files, etc., are reviewed in this section.
2.11.1 Bib2html
Bib2html[Wagstaff 2002] is a utility for converting a BibTEX file into HTML, which conforms to the
style used in ACL papers. This tool handles any well formatted BibTEX file. It recognizes common
entry types namely article, book, booklet, inbook, incollection, inproceedings, manual, mastersthesis,
phdthesis, techreport, unpublished and misc. It also recognizes a limited number of field types and
is not customizable.
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Bib2html recognizes the URL field in the BibTEX entries and inserts appropriate hyperlinks in
the HTML output to link to those locations. However, it does not validate the URLs specified for
the PDF and ps fields. The comment and notes fields are ignored.
Bib2html is unable to process any BibTEX file that contains a field that is not in its list of
acceptable fields and stops the generation of the HTML output.
2.11.2 Bib2xhtml
Bib2xhtml[Spinellis 2004] is a utility for converting a BibTEX file into XHTML 1.0 format. This
tool is an enhancement to bib2html.
Bib2xhtml uses .bib file or .aux file as its source. The resulting XHTML file may be customized
by the user. When the tool is run multiple times, it replaces only the bibliography parts of XHTML
file leaving the rest untouched so that the user does not loose any customizations. To accomplish
this, XHTML comments are used to mark the beginning and ending of the bibliographies. Also,
multiple .bib files may be added to the same XHTML file without loosing existing customizations
and references.
It has the ability to sort the BibTEX entries chronologically and reverse chronologically. The
entries are ordered by year and then by author name. The style of references in the generated
HTML is determined by the specified input style file. It supports empty, plain, alpha, named,
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unsort and unsortlist bibliography styles.
Another feature of this tool is that we may specify the exact citations that should be generated
and the location in XHMTL file with ‘‘-i’’ command line option. Specified options to BibTEX
program may be provided by Bib2xhtml with ‘‘-b’’ command line option.
Bib2xhtml successfully created the HTML files of our evaluation .bib files. It does not recover
from errors and stops process an input .bib file at the first encountered error.
2.11.3 Bibcheck
Bibcheck[Beebe 2000a] is an open source tool for analyzing BibTEX files for syntax errors, style
issues and portability issues. This tool reports errors and issues along with line numbers which
makes it easier to locate them in the source file easier.
Some of the heuristic checks that are made by this tool and flagged as issues include unbalanced
braces in value strings, spaces before punctuation, unrecognized tokens, duplicate citation keys,
non-standard characters in citation keys, etc.
The output format of this tool is similar to that of Emacs compile command and hence integrates
well with Emacs editor by allowing the users to browse quickly to the location of error.
When tested with our evaluation files, it does not recognize the fields where field values contain
@String macros. It suggested a good format for author names and it complained about duplicate
citation keys at string level. It crashed on bad entries input file with no response.
2.11.4 Bib-cite
Bib-cite[Snodgrass 1991] is a package for managing Refer bibliographies and comprises of various
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tools described below. This brief description of the tool is based on the documentation brochure of
the tool since there were compilation issues.
bib tool is an editor that allows creating, editing, searching, and combining bibliographic files.
index tool is used to generate an index file for bibliographic files usually written by the bib
tool. This command is only used by the bib tool.
submit tool is used to enter one or more entries into a database (on the same system), which
is under “/usr/database/bibdb”. The ‘db name’ is specified as the name of the file that has the
submitted entries, without the prefix /usr/database/bibdb. The suffix of a database name “.bib”
may be omitted, and the multiple entries may be specified as a set name or wildcards, e.g., * or
[year/1989].
cite tool processes citations and bibliography in a manuscript. cite retrieves the references
specified in the named file and formats the citations and bibliographies according to the standards
in the “format file”. These format files may be in the TEX or Troff format. The references to be
cited in the bibliography must exist as entries in a bibliographic database in Refer format. If no file
argument is present, the standard input is read.
findref tool is used to search bibliographic entries in one or more .bib files for specified key(s).
refconvert tool converts the bibliographic entries in the specified Refer bibliographic file and
outputs a file containing the bibliographic entries in BibTEX format. If no file is specified, the source
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is read from the standard input.
The idea of the centralized database of bibliographic entries is a good feature of this tool since
it stores all the entries at a central location which is suitable for further queries.
2.11.5 Bibclean
Bibclean [Beebe 2000b] is used to check the syntax, “pretty print”, and normalize the appearance
of BibTEX bibliographic files. Checking the syntax involves checking for properly balanced braces
and well formed bibliographic entries. The error messages are sent to the standard output and could
be redirected by the user.
The normalization performed by Bibclean is customizable. The specific normalization task(s)
that ought to be performed may be specified by the user as command line arguments. Some of
the normalization tasks include formatting the BibTEX entry into a consistent structure, converting
outer parentheses around entries to braces, etc.
When Bibclean detects an error, it issues an error message to both STDERR and STDOUT.
Error messages begin with ‘??’ beginning in column one, followed by filename and the line number.
After issuing an error, Bibclean re-synchronizes its output by copying it verbatim to STDOUT until
a new bibliographic entry is recognized (new line starting with an at-sign(@)).
Bibclean does a good job of normalization of BibTEX bibliographic entries and is easy to use and
may be invoked from command line making it ideal for use by other tools.
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When tested with our evaluation files, it recognized @String macros and reported on pages field
having a alpha numeric value. Duplicate entries or citation keys are not detected. It detected and
reported all the errors including missing parentheses, missing equal sign, missing comma from the
bad entries file.
2.11.6 BibCollect
BibCollect[Allerkamp and Peinecke 2007] is a tool for gathering BibTEX entries cited in LATEX
documents from online bibliographic sites. Users must use a custom notation when citing in la-
tex documents E.g. \cite{citeseer:adya97fragment}. Currently only four sites are supported
namely CiteSeer, citeulike, dblp, mathscinet. It checks the .aux file and extracts the references from
these cites used in the document. For any citations that it does not find references in the above
specified sites, it queries the online databases if the citation key is correctly formatted. Users do not
need to invoke the BibTEX program separately to cite references.
2.11.7 BibConverter
BibConverter [Fauske 2006] is a web application for the conversion of IEEEXplore(IEEEX), En-
gineering Village (EV2) and ISI Web of Science(Wos) formats to BibTEX. It allows users to copy
references from respective web sites and paste them into BibConverter and invoke the conversion.
A screen shot of the IEEEXplore conversion form is shown in figure 2.72.
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A bookmark can be setup which when invoked, helps capture the selected information from the
supported web sites and automatically invoke the conversion. This tool was not tested as none of
the supported sites offer a limited or trial subscription to import sample test data.
2.11.8 Bibdup
Bibdup[Beebe 2004a] identifies duplicate entries and abbreviations in one or more input BibTEX files.
It checks for duplicate ‘@String’ abbreviations and citation keys in BibTEX bibliography files. It uses
Biblex (Section 2.11.11) to lexically analyze the BibTEX bibliography files, nawk utility for finding
the duplicates in the token stream and tr program to convert the token stream into lowercase for
comparison. The duplicate abbreviations and citation keys are sent to the standard output with
input file name and line number specified.
When tested with our duplicates evaluation file, it detected entries with same citation keys as
duplicates. However, if the citation key is different but the entry type and field values are same,
Bibdup does not detect them as duplicates.
2.11.9 Bibextract
Bibextract[Beebe 2001a] is an open source tool that extracts BibTEX entries from .bib files or
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STDIN that match the specified search criteria. It offers the flexibility of specifying two regular
expressions. The first regular expression is matched against the field names. If this is blank, then
the whole entry is searched. The second regular expression is matched against the field values. If
both of these regular expressions are specified, then entries matching both criteria are returned.
As an example, bibextract ‘‘author|editor’’ ‘‘hoare’’ csbib hoare.bib returns all entries
with “hoare” occurring in the author or editor field. The matching process is case insensitive. The
output BibTEX entries include a new field “bibsource” with a value of “file://hostname/filename”
to indicate the bibliographic file that the entry originated from.
2.11.10 Biblabel
Biblabel[Beebe 2001b] filters a bibliography fragment, or one or more BibTEX bibliography files
given in the command line, and prints on standard output STDOUT, lines containing pairs of old
and new citation labels. This output can then be fed into the companion program citesub (refer
to section 2.11.21) to substitute labels in the BibTEX bibliographic files.
The generated citation labels by Biblabel consists of the following three main fragments concate-
nated using a colon, the authors last name without any special characters, year of publication and a
string created by picking the initial characters of first three significant words excluding articles and
formatting information. If this produces a label that is already used, the label is appended with an
alphabet to make it unique. For example, Beebe:2001:BIB would be the label generated for citation
of Biblabel tool.
Biblabel does not provide a way to customize the format of labels generated and hence is only
useful if the format of the label generated is acceptable to the user.
Command line options allow users to customize the operation of this tool. The option --used-file
allows the users to provide a list of citation labels that are already being used by others and prevent
the tool from generating and assigning an already used label to a new bibliographic entry. The tool
is intelligent enough to add a suffix to the label to make it unique.
The option --ignore-file allows the users to specify which words to ignore when creating the
citation label.
The option --corporate-file allows the users to specify which words in the corporate names the
tool should not abbreviate.
When tested with our sample .bib file, it generated the current and proposed citation keys.
2.11.11 Biblex, Bibunlex
Biblex and Bibunlex[Beebe 2004b] tools help intokenizing and reconstructing BibTEX bibliogra-
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phies. Biblex converts one or more bibliographic files in BibTEX format to a lexical token stream
that may be used by other programs for further processing. Biblex does not verify the correctness
of the generated token stream and leaves it to the receiving programs like bibparse (refer to the
section 2.11.12) to verify the correctness of token stream using their defined grammar/rules.
Bibunlex reconstructs the lexical token stream (generated by Biblex) into a BibTEX file. This
data may be fed to bibclean for better formatted output. It processes multiple bibliographies spec-
ified in the command line at the same time. Alternatively, multiple .bib files may be redirected as
input to this tool.
When tested with our simple evaluation file, Biblex tokenizes the input file and when the tok-
enized input is given to the Bibunlex program, it generated the original input file, as expected.
2.11.12 Bibparse
Bibparse[Beebe 2004c] verifies the conformance of a BibTEX bibliography to BibTEX grammar[Beebe
1993]. The input to this tool is either .bib bibliographic file(s) or lexical token streams from
biblex/bibclean tools.
The grammar used for verification is provided in the documentation of this tool. Bibclean and
Biblex tools parse a .bib file and output token streams to the standard output which may then be
redirected to Bibparse.
Bibparse provides output messages only when there are errors to report. No output means that
Bibparse has completed parsing the input successfully. It processes multiple bibliographies specified
in the command line. Alternatively, multiple .bib files may be redirected as input to this tool.
When tested with our evaluation files, it reported the errors, recovers and processes rest of the
entries.
2.11.13 Bibsort
Bibsort [Beebe 2004d] tool is used to sort the bibliographic entries in a BibTEX bibliographic file or
standard input. The sorted results are sent to the standard output and may be redirected to a file.
Bibsort recognizes and removes duplicate entries provided that they are exactly (label may differ)
similar, including the white spaces. Bibsort recognizes various sections that include @Preamble,
@String, entries of a BibTEX bibliographic file and sorts the items only within each section and
the order of these sections is not changed. Users may specify the sort-by field and sorting is case
insensitive. For entries without a value in the sort-by field, bibsort assigns them a higher sort value
to make them appear at the end of the list.
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The default sort key is the BibTEX citation label for the BibTEX entries and the @String macro
name for the macro definition section of the BibTEX bibliographic file. Bibsort provides a variety
of predefined sort key combinations to cover the most common uses and are available via command
line options. Each of these predefined sorting combinations define which BibTEX fields are included
in sorting and in what order. For example, -byday command line option is intended for sorting
bibliographies of publications such as Technical reports, by day, month and year.
When tested with our evaluation files, it sorted the entries by the specified field.
2.11.14 Bibstuff
BibStuff[DuBois 1992] package is a collection of tools that help in manipulation of bibliographic
records. It contains the following utilities for searching through Refer format bibliographic records:
bibcmp tool finds near-duplicate records in bibliographic files. The comparisons are based on
character histogram distances. The results of these comparisons may be examined using the provided
bibcmpx tool. The output of the comparison contains the names of both the files and each line with
three fields, a distance of two records from each other, and the positions of the records in each file.
bibcomm tool finds unique and common records in bibliographic files. It is used to compare two
bibliographic files to find unique and common records and output the bibliographic entry positions
to the output files.
bibcross tool generates “cross product” of fields within records in bibliographic files. For each
field of each of the selected keys, it generates a record consisting of each combination of fields.
bibhead tool gives the first few records from bibliographic files. These records are output to a
file. If the command line parameter for the count of records to output is omitted, it defaults to ten
records.
biborder tool reorders fields within bibliographic records. Bibliographic entries are reordered by
sending to the output the fields specified on the command line then the remaining fields are written.
bibpos tool generates position file for a given bibliographic file. The position file contains the
name of the bib file on the first line and then numeric positions of each entry in the bib file. This is
used by other tools such as bibsel in this package.
bibsel tool selects or rejects records from a bibliographic file using a position file generated by
the bibpos tool. The input is a file with the bibliographic file name on the first line and positions
of bibliographic entries on consecutive lines. This program outputs the bibliographic entries at the
specified positions. The option “-r” in the command line excludes the specified records and the rest
of the records are sent to the output.
bibsplit tool splits a bibliographic file into files. The number of records that are put in each
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file is based on the command line parameter. If this parameter is missing, the number of records
per file defaults to 1000.
bibtrash tool finds bad and malformed records in bibliographyfiles and outputs them. The “-l”
and “-m” options indicate which keys should be considered legal, and which keys are allowed to be
present in multiple fields within a record.
bibuniq tool removes or selects duplicates from bibliographic files. It reads the input file, writes
status, summary information and file position for each record into a key file and sorts the key file. For
each set of records having identical summary information it outputs those records that are unique
(or duplicate, depending on command flags).
bibwc tool counts the number of records in bibliographic files.
2.11.15 BibTeXML
BiBTeXML contains a bibliography DTD and schema for XML that expresses the content model in
BibTEX. BibTeXML contains tools to translate BibTEX bibliographies to XML, and translate these
back to any markup scheme (currently HTML, BibTEX).
The bibtex2xml.py tool converts a .bib file to XML format. The BibTeXML.dtd, BibTeXML-ext.dtd,
BibTeXML-notmodular.dtd files describes the DTD for BibTEX entries. The .xsl files are used to
format the output to display in HTML format and also provides the ability to convert them to XML
for use by any other applications.
2.11.16 Bibtex2html
Bibtex2html package [Fillitre and March 1999] is a collection of command line tools for translating
bibliographic entries into HTML. These tools allow users to produce a bibliography in HTML format
from a set of bibliography files in BibTEX format. It consists of bibtex2html and bib2bib tools.
bibtex2html tool is a translator that reads a bibliography file and outputs two HTML documents.
The first file contains references in a nice presentation with hyperlinks to actual BibTEX entries in
the second file. This allows users reviewing the references in HTML to navigate to the actual BibTEX
entry. It supports any BibTEX style file in generating the references. It also inserts hyperlinks for
additional fields like abstract, url, ps, etc.
bib2bib tool reads one or more bibliography files and filters entries with respect to a given
criteria. It then outputs a list of keys matching the selected entries along with a new bibliography
file that contains the matching entries.
bib2bib program takes an optional filter condition which is used to search for specific entries in
the bibliographic file. It also takes an optional parameter that allows users to specify the keys or
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fields to sort output entries. It allows to process multiple bibliographic files at the same time which
makes the job of searching for entries in multiple files and extracting them easier.
aux2bib reads a .aux file which is produced by LATEX and writes to STDOUT a BibTEX file
containing BibTEX entries referenced in the .aux file. This is useful when the author desires to extract
and store the entries that were referenced in the LATEX document into a separate bibliographic file.
When tested with our sample evaluation file, it processed the @String macros as expected, and
output the filtered entries to STDOUT. It did not recover from bad input and stopped processing
the file once a malformed entry is hit.
2.11.17 Bibtex2refer
Bibtex2refer[Achilles 1995] is a perl script that converts entries in BibTEX format to Refer format.
This evaluation is based on the document brochure.
Bibtex2refer is invoked from command line and arguments can be passed as command line
parameters. It also takes input from STDIN or redirected data from the STDIN pipe. The output
is sent to STDOUT, which may be redirected to a file. However, it does not convert the field values
containing TEX formatting to troff.
2.11.18 BibTEX Tools
BibTEX Tools[Visser 2005] is a package of two tools that allow the users to convert their BibTEX
files to PDF and HTML formats and to limit the BibTEX entries to those referenced in the LATEX
.aux file.
Bib-to-html tool conversion options are specified using template files containing the rules for
dividing the entries into sections. Standard templates are provided for the common formats, for
example, by alphabetical order, year, type, or by year and type, etc. The generated HTML file
contains links to each individual BibTEX entry stored in a separate file as shown in figure 2.73. A
PDF file containing these references is also generated and linked to from the HTML file. All BibTEX
field names starting with the word “URL” are shown as hyperlinks.
Aux-to-bib tool generate a .bib file containing only the BibTEX entries present in the LATEX
.aux file. This is useful for quickly filtering the authors database of references to those currently
cited in the LATEX document.
This tool is not installed and tested as it requires installation of multiple other tools like
Stratego/XT and Hevea.
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Figure 2.73: Bibtextool - BibTEX to HTML Conversion Results
2.11.19 Bibutils
Bibutils [Putnam 2007] is a bibliography conversion program, with XML as intermediate language.
It converts BibTEX, COPAC, EndNote, EndNote XML, ISI, MedLine, RIS formats to XML format.
It also converts XML format to BibTEX, EndNote, ISI, RIS, Word formats. The above information
is derived from its documentation brochure.
This tool is only tested for XML to BibTEX and BibTEX to XML format conversions and it
worked as expected.
2.11.20 Bp
Bp[Jacobsen 1995a] is a Perl library of six Perl programs that is used to write custom bibliographic
programs to analyze and manipulate bibliographic entries. All Perl programs in Bp package accept
and process multiple bibliographic files from command line.
Bp package converts input bibliographies into its own intermediate format called canonical format.
All operations are performed on this format and the results are converted into the requested output
format.
The program grep.pl of Bp package searches the entries from specified bibliographic file(s)
and outputs the entries that matches specified criteria. The search criteria includes Perl regular
expression with an optional field name.
The program sort.pl of Bp sorts the entries from specified bibliographic file(s) and outputs the
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results to standard output. The entries are sorted based on the specified field name.
The rdup.pl program of Bp package finds duplicates in one or more bibliographic files. The flags
for this program result in returning either duplicate entries or after filtering the duplicate entries.
A flag option with fuzzy number (a decimal from 0 to 1) specifies to what extent the entries should
match in order to be considered duplicates.
The conv.pl program of Bp package converts bibliographic files between multiple formats. This
program imports from following formats, BibTEX, Refer, Tib, RFC1807, ProCite, text, CS Tech Re-
port format, IEEE Catalog format, INSPEC, Medline, Melvyl and Powells and exports to following
formats BibTEX, Refer, Tib, RFC1807, ProCite, text and HTML.
The count.pl program displays the number and type of entries in a bibliographic file.
2.11.21 Citesub
Citesub[Beebe 1996] finds and replaces the citation keys present in a BibTEX .bib file. The input
file contains multiple lines with two values in each line. First value is the key to find and the second
value is the key to replace the first value with. It process multiple .bib files as input by combining
them into one output file.
Citesub is designed to complement biblabel (refer to section 2.11.10) and its output may be used
as the input to biblabel.
2.11.22 Citetags
Citetags[Beebe 1992b] is an open source tool that extracts the list of references from either a LATEX
file or an .aux file. The output is a list of citation keys listed one per line. This tool helps the
authors to identify which references are being cited in LATEX document so that they can extract only
the relevant BibTEX entries for distribution.
This tool works in conjunction with Citefind (refer to the section 2.11.23) which uses the output
citation keys produced by Citetags to extract BibTEX entries from the bibliographic files.
When tested with a sample tex file, it output all the citation keys.
2.11.23 Citefind
Citefind[Beebe 1992a] is an open source tool that extracts requested BibTEX entries from .bib files.
The input to Citefind is a text file containing citation keys for which BibTEX entries should be
extracted. This input file may be generated by using Citetags (refer to section 2.11.22) or manually.
This tool along with Citetags help authors to extract all the BibTEX entries referenced in LATEX
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document or .aux file, so that they can extract only the relevant BibTEX entries for distribution.
This tool works in conjunction with Citetags tool (refer to the section 2.11.22) which can
produce the citation keys that are referenced in a LATEX document or .aux file.
When tested with our sample LATEX and BibTEX files, it outputs the BibTEX entries that are
cited in the LATEX document along with the list of @String macros that are present in the BibTEX
file.
2.11.24 Pubabstract
Pubabstract[Reitter 0000] is a simple perl script to remove abstracts from bibliography HTML files
produced by bibtex2html and write them to separate files and links to these abstracts accordingly.
This makes the bibliography files in HTML format smaller as the abstracts are linked instead of
being stored in the BibTEX entry.
2.11.25 ShaRef - Bibconvert
ShaRef(Shared References) Bibconvert[Wilde 2006] is an online bibliographic conversion service
that imports references from various formats and exports them to other formats. It supports im-
porting from BibTEX, EndNote XML and its own ShaRef XML formats and exports to BibTEX,
EndNote XML, Silva XML and ShaRef XML formats.
Options are provided to modify the input references before performing the conversion. These
include cleaning up of white spaces, resolving cross-references for BibTEX input, removing LATEX
formatting for BibTEX input. The exported references are customized by changing the options that
differ by the type of export. The format of the output references is customized using the options
available that differ by the output type. Options like Pretty printing, delimiters to use for fields,
etc., may be customized while exporting to BibTEX format. Displaying the title, keyword indexes,
author indexes, etc is specified by using the options. The results of a BibTEX to HTML conversion
is shown in figures 2.74 and 2.75. Book entry type references can be resolved using the specified
ISBN resolver url and the URL links are added to the HTML output. The OpenURL resolver url
may be specified for the user’s local library and a URL will be included in the HTML output. A
link to perform Google search may be included by selecting the option.
We successfully tested the conversion of references from BibTEX to HTML format. When tested
with the bad entries BibTEX file, it recovered from errors and continued to process the rest of the
file.
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Figure 2.74: ShaRef - HTML Export Results - Reference List
2.11.26 Sixpack
Sixpack[Boeck et al. 2000] is a tool for managing bibliographic databases and inserting citations
into documents. Both graphical and command line interfaces to the users are provided. It provides
a simple interface to add/edit entries and stores the entries in BibTEX format or its own custom
format as per the user preference. It displays all the fields for every entry type.
For exporting and importing entries from other formats, Sixpack invokes the popular Bp [Ja-
cobsen 1995a] package. It imports from PubMed and other sites supporting the Z39.50 protocol.
Sixpack allows users to specify complex search criteria by using logical expressions and multiple
field names. Sorting is only allowed on author and title fields.
This tool was not evaluated using the standard evaluation files as the features to open the input
file or import a BibTEX file had some issues. We were unable to save the entries that we created
and to open any existing BibTEX files as the program did not work as expected.
2.11.27 Tib
This evaluation is based on the documentation brochure as the tool could not be compiled. Tib
[Alexander 1987] is a preprocessor that operates on TEX, LATEX files with incomplete or keyed
citations, looks up a bibliographic database file that has a collection of reference entries, and outputs
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Figure 2.75: ShaRef - HTML Export Results - Authors List
another TEX, LATEX file with complete citations and a reference list formatted with a number of TEX
control sequences. This output file is ready to be processed by TEX, LATEX. Tib bibliographic files
use a .ref file extension and have a format that is similar to the Refer format. To contrast this with
BibTEX tool, the backslashcite command in the LATEX file should have the exact key for the BibTEX
bibliographic entries.
Tib package consists of the following five tools:
Tib tool takes a given LATEX file as input, replaces the citations with the TEX control sequences and
outputs a LATEX file.
Tibadd looks up a journal and prints the Tib abbreviation.
Tibdex tool creates inverted indexes from Tib bibliographic file(s) to be used by other tools in the
Tib package. Tibdex should be run only when any changes are made to the bibliographic file(s) to
update the inverted indexes.
Tiblist tool outputs the entries from Tib bibliographic file(s) to the standard output. The maxi-
mum limit to the number of entries output is 2000.
Tiblook tool allows the user to interactively search the Tib bibliographic files(s).
The citations in the source document are enclosed in non-TEX escape characters which Tib
recognizes. An ordinary Tib citation is surrounded by [. .] in a TEX document. E.g., [.hoare 1978.].
Words in these citations are matched against the inverted index created by Tibdex and hence
against the source bibliographic files. If an entry is found that matches all words in the citation,
that reference is used, a warning is sent if there is no matching entry, or if there are multiple matches.
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It outputs the reference list where it encounters .[ ] at the end of the document.
2.12 Tools with an Internal Database
Tools that use a relational database to store the bibliographic entries are classified under this section.
Only when the database usage is evident in the tools, they are listed in this section.
Document Database (refer to section 2.8.7), BibOrb (refer to section 2.8.3), Basilic (refer to
section 2.8.1) also use a relational database but were classified under more appropriate categories.
2.12.1 Bibus
Bibus [Schutz et al. 2006] is a bibliographic program that allows users to gather bibliographic entries,
generate citations and list of references. The user interface is shown in figure 2.76. A example entry
with its fields is shown in figure 2.77. By default it supports numerous bibliographic entry types
and fields. When this software is installed, the users are prompted to enter up to five custom entry
types and field names. Reference list can be viewed in the selected style for the selected/all entries.
It stores the bibliographic entries in the user configured SQLite or MySQL database.
Figure 2.76: Main Screen in Bibus
Queries may be created and stored for quick retrieval of the results from database and they
always show the current matching entries. Apart from supporting several bibliography style files,
Bibus allows users to create new style files or build upon existing style files. It provides a good
user interface to create/modify bibliography style files thus alleviating the users from knowing the
language of style file.
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Figure 2.77: Sample Entry in Bibus
Basic search feature is provided where multiple strings can be searched with the use of logical
expressions. An example search is shown in figure 2.78. It allows the expert users to enter the
SQL WHERE clause, which helps them to customize the search feature. An exmaple expert search
functionality is shown in figure 2.79. Bibus also allows users to search PubMed databases and
directly imports the matched bibliographic entries. Another feature supported by Bibus allows for
searching on paragraphs and returns all Medline abstracts that are similar to the paragraph being
searched. This allows the user to not have to search on keywords but use the abstract field of a
published or unpublished paper. These search results can be stored in the collection of entries in
database.
Bibus does not detect duplicates. Entries are sorted by any of citation key, author, title and
year fields. It imports from text window, BibTEX, Medline, Medline XML, EndNote, Refer, ISI, RIS
formats and exports to BibTEX, Refer, Medline, RIS, SQLite, HTML formats. The evaluation files
were imported, Bibus does not recognize @String macros and @Preamble constructs, and it gives
errors when it does not recognize a field or an entry type. A list of as many ‘uh oh’s as there are
errors, unrecognized entry types, field names to indicate errors pops up while importing the files.
2.13 List of Tools That Could Not Be Reviewed
We encountered the following tools
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Figure 2.78: Basic Search Functionality in Bibus
Alexandria Bibliography Groupware, AMS refs, Barracuda, Bibliograph, Bibliographer,
Bibindex, Biblook, Bibliophile, BiblioWeb, BiblioX, BibML, Bibster, BibTeXlib, BibTeXML,
Bibwiki, BibX, BibXML Editor, Bookwhere, cb2bib, Citer, CMFBibliographyAT, Cross-
TeX, Eprints, Greenstone, Noodletools, Jbib, Kasaliste, Kbib, Koha, LibDB, LitW3, Mambo
Bibliography Component, Natbib, PBib, PHPBibMan, pybtex, Qbib, Readerwre, RefDB,
Refs, Regex BibTeX Parser, RISImport.py, Rriki, Scribe, Jurabib, WriteNote, Yabman, Yaz,
and Znote
during our search on the Internet but have not been able to review them due to various reasons
such as: (i) missing software code libraries, (ii) software no longer available, (iii) trial versions of
commercial software not available, (iv) installation issues with the software, (v) no documentation
exists or is not in English language.
Note that a new project named BiBLaTeX is in active development. In the words of its devel-
opers[Lehman 2007], “The BiBLaTeX package is a complete reimplementation of the bibliographic
facilities provided by LaTeX in conjunction with BibTeX. It redesigns the way in which LaTeX
interacts with BibTeX at a fairly fundamental level. With biblatex, BibTeX is only used to sort
the bibliography and to generate labels. Instead of being implemented in BibTeX’s style files, the
formatting of the bibliography is entirely controlled by TeX macros. Good working knowledge in
LaTeX should be sufficient to design new bibliography and citation styles. There is no need to learn
BibTeX’s postfix stack language. Just like the bibliography styles, all citation commands may be
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Figure 2.79: Expert Search Functionality in Bibus
freely (re)defined.”
2.14 Discussion
In the last few years, both in the open source and commercial worlds, many bibliographic tools have
been developed and many more are still in various stages of development.
It is unclear why there is such an abundance of bibliographic tools. Perhaps it is that everyone
has their own likes and dislikes about any given tool as their needs and perceptions about the tools’
functionality are different. We note that commercial tools focus on specific subject areas like law,
biology, etc.
Analyzing chronologically, we see an evolution of bibliographic tools from command line tools, fat
client/console based, web browser based, peer to peer and lately to on-line communities. Majority
of initial tools were written by Leslie Lamport, Oren Patashnik, Nelson H. F. Beebe and Dana
Jacobsen and are considered standard tools for preparation of papers using LATEX and BibTEX.
Some of these tools demonstrated unique capabilities that may not be relevant to the day-to-day
activities of preparing papers and managing bibliographic references but do support the scholar’s
research. We are impressed with Daffodil (see Section 2.9.14) for its ability to visually analyze the
author networks.
2.15 Recommendation of Tools
In this section, we recommend to the readers the tools that we liked in different categories. Com-
mercial tools have been excluded from our recommendations.
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2.15.1 Format Conversion
We recommend Bibutils (Section 2.11.19) for converting between various bibliographic formats.
This is particularly useful for users working with data in XML format as it uses XML as an inter-
mediate format.
Another classic tool, we recommend is Bp ( Section 2.11.20), which supports some older formats.
However, being an older tool, it may not be compatible with newer revisions of the supported
formats.
2.15.2 Web Browser Based Bibliographic Tools
We recommend the Aigaion (Section 2.4), a web based tool, for its simplicity, ease of use and
feature set. The organization of the research and references to be cited are based on the topics being
researched which lends itself to academic use. Even though its focus is on research teams, it works
well for individual users also. This software is installed in the users’ computing environment.
Another actively developing tool that we recommend in this category is Bibsonomy (Section 2.5).
This tool is ideal if the author is willing to share their references to the on-line community and is
comfortable with their data residing on a hosted service.
Another unique tool is Zotero (Section 2.6) for its integration into FireFox web browser. This
should be a welcome addition to the scholars’ tool set and capturing of references while browsing
becomes easy.
2.15.3 Desktop/Small Scale Bibliographic Tools
We recommend the JabRef (Section 2.7)tool for its simplicity and ease of use. It has a good feature
set and runs on all platforms that support java. This tool has a lot of interest in the open source
community and is being actively developed with new features.
3
Requirements of New Bibliography
Tools
This chapter describes the requirements of a bibliography tool named BibTEXTools, including the
rationale behind these requirements. In the previous chapter we surveyed existing bibliography tools.
In this chapter, we highlight a few features missing from these. A goal of this thesis is to build a
bibliographic tool satisfying the requirements laid out in this chapter, using existing components as
appropriate.
3.1 Free Style References
We often want to add the references cited by papers, say as we read them, perhaps as PDF files,
online, to our own collection of bibliographic entries. Also, on-line search results may not be in a
standard bibliographic format (see Section 1.2). BibTEXTools should help us in converting these
references into entries in BibTEX format.
Recognition of free style references is not expected to be fool-proof. The examples appearing in
this section should be taken as sketching the boundaries of this heuristic recognition.
Example 1
As a simple example, consider the following piece of text.
C. A. R. Hoare, ‘‘Communicating Sequential Processes,’’ Communications of the ACM,
1978, Vol. 21, No. 8, 666-677.
It should be translated into the following BibTEX entry.
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@article{CARHoare1978,
author = {C. A. R. Hoare},
title = {Communicating Sequential Processes},
journal = {Communications of the ACM},
pages = {666-677},
year = {1978},
volume = {21},
number = {8},
}
Example 2
As a more difficult example, consider the following piece of text.
Difficulties in simulating the Internet. S. F. V.Paxson. IEEE/ACM Transactions
on Networking, Vol. 9.
It should be translated into the following BibTEX entry.
@article{VPaxsonSF2001,
author = {S.F.V. Paxson},
title = {Difficulties in simulating the Internet},
journal = {{IEEE}/{ACM} Transactions on Networking},
year = {0000},
volume = {9},
}
In this example, title field is not obvious since it is not enclosed in double-quotes and is succeeded
by authors, making it difficult to recognize.
Example 3
Given the input, [Bershad et al. 95] Bershad, B. N., Savage, S., Pardyak, P.,
Sirer, E. G., Fiuczynski, M., Becker, D., Eggers, S., and Chambers, C.
Extensibility, Safety and Performance in the SPIN Operating System. In
Proceedings of the Fifteenth ACMSymposium on Operating Systems Principles,
pages 267-284, Copper Mountain, CO, December 1995.
we would like to generate
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@inproceedings{ bershad95,
author = {B. N. Bershad and S. Savage and P. Pardyak and E. G. Sirer and
M. Fiuczynski and D. Becker and S. Eggers and C. Chambers},
title = {Extensibility, Safety and Performance in the {SPIN} Operating
System},
journal = {In Proceedings of the Fifteenth ACMSymposium on Operating
Systems Principles},
place = {Copper Mountain},
state = {CO},
pages = {267-284},
year = {1995},
month = {December},
}
In the above example, citation label is present and the author names are of the format Lastname,
Initials.
3.1.1 Recognizing Author Names
Author names should be recognized not by their position but from an ever-growing list of (first,
second and last) author names stored in a database. The accuracy of recognition shall depend on
this list of lookup names. Bibliography style files determine the format of author names that are
present in free style text and hence various formats of author names should be recognized.
A BibTEXTools should accumulate names as it processes various .bib files. This feature increases
the ‘certainty of recognition’ number when processing a new free style reference. This process relieves
scholars from the burden of manually typing numerous author names from his .bib collection.
Nevertheless, users should be able to add additional names.
3.1.2 Recognizing Journals
Journals, proceedings, and other venues of publications should be recognized from journal lists in the
database in a manner similar to author name recognition. Journal names might appear in different
variations that should be recognized. For example, ACM Communications and Communications of
ACM should be recognized as the same journal. A ‘Certainty Of Recognition Number’ (CORN) should
be computed for journal names similar to that of authors.
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3.1.3 Recognizing Title
Title recognition must be done in multiple ways. Often, a title is recognized by it being enclosed
in double-quotes, as in Example 1 above. In the Example 3 above, the title Extensibility,
Safety and Performance in the SPIN Operating System should be recognized by the fact that
it appears right after the authors names. Neither a title field is always enclosed in double-quotes
nor it follows the same order every time.
3.1.4 Correction of Recognition Errors
Each recognized BibTEX entry is given a ‘Certainty of Recognition Number’ (CORN), in the range
of 0 to 100, indicating the degree of correctness of recognition. Typically, users manually interact
with the resulting BibTEX entries when this value is below a threshold.
3.1.5 Extracting References from PDF papers
Authors while researching typically refer to academic papers in electronic format. One of the time
consuming tasks would be gathering resources referred in the document, that are typically listed
in the references section towards the end of the paper. Academic papers are widely available in
PDF format. A tool shall be provided to extract the references section from PDF papers and
convert the extracted information into bibliographic entries in BibTEX format. Even though the
references section in a single PDF document is highly structured, they may vary widely across
multiple documents. Hence the references section in the documents is treated as free style text that
can be dealt the same way as free style recognition.
3.1.6 Providing API for Free Style Translation
The free style citation translation (TextToBiBTeX) functionality is a useful feature to have in bib-
liographic applications. To make it easier for other developers to incorporate this functionality in
other applications, an API shall be provided that makes it easier to integrate TextToBiBTeX with
a tool of user’s choice.
3.1.7 Customizing Free Style Citation Translation
The goal of customizing TextToBiBTeX is to improve the accuracy of the translation of free style
references to BibTEX entries. The database has additional tables that are used to store lists of
names, journal names, publication names that aids in proper recognition of words in the frees style
references when they are being converted into BibTEX entries. These lists shall be modified by user
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to further improve the correctness of recognition of free style references. Tools shall be provided
for users to modify the lists. One such tool provided would read a .bib file and update the lookup
tables with any new author names, journals, publications that may be extracted from the input file.
Users should be allowed to customize the recognition by modifying a list of non significant words
that could be used during lookup of journal names, fluff words etc.
3.2 Normalization of .bib files
Equivalent BibTEX entries can needlessly differ too much at the level of tokens as illustrated below.
@article{Hoare-1978,
Author = "C. A. R. Hoare",
Journal = "Communications of the ACM",
Volume = 21,
Pages = 666-677,
Year = 1978,
Title = "Communicating Sequential Processes",
Number = 8,
}
@ARTICLE{Hoare-1978,
journal = "Communications of the {ACM}",
author = "C. A. R. Hoare",
title = {Communicating Sequential Processes},
pages = "666-677",
year = "1978",
volume = 21,
number = 8,
}
BibTEX entries are “normalized” using a set of predefined rules to make them consistent. To make
this idea clear, a few of our normalization rules are described below.
All the BibTEX fields should be enclosed in braces rather than in double quotes. E.g., “C.A.R.
Hoare” will be converted to {C. A. R. Hoare}. This makes semantically equivalent field entries
exactly the same at the token level. Author names are of the form Lastname1 Firstname1 and
Lastname2 Firstname2 and so on. E.g., “Hoare, C.A.R.” becomes ‘‘C. A. R. Hoare’’
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Month name abbreviations are expanded in the ‘Month’ BibTEX field, to make them consistent for
all BibTEX entries. Month names are natural language specific and can occur in multiple languages.
We accommodate this by allowing the user to customize the month names list that are present in
the database. E.g., Jan becomes January. Page numbers, volume, number, year, etc. should be
non-negative numbers, i.e., strings consisting of the digits 0 to 9 in decimal. Page numbers may also
be present in Roman Numeral format.
Required fields may be missing in some of the BibTEX entries. Our program should provide
default values for missing BibTEX fields. E.g., a missing ‘year’ field will be set to a default value of
0000. Missing title, author or journal fields will be set to empty strings, where required. Obviously,
“reasonable” defaults may not be selected by our tool. Our goal here is to bring attention to a
missing, but needed, field. Often entries that are marked as Misc should be inproceedings, etc.
Our BibTEXTools deals with this by searching the ‘title’ field for ‘In Proceedings of’ and if present,
converts the BibTEX entry from ‘@Misc’ to ‘@InProceedings’.
If a non-fluff word is completely uppercased, it should be enclosed in braces, so that BibTEX tool
may not convert them to lower case and loose the type setting information. E.g., “The LFX Storage
Manager” becomes {The {LFX} Storage Manager}.
The normalized entry for the above example would be
@article{Hoare-1978,
author = {{C}. {A}. {R}. {Hoare}},
title = {{Communicating} {Sequential} {Processes}},
journal = {{Communications} of the {ACM}},
year = {1978},
pages = {666-677},
volume = {21},
number = {8},
}
3.3 Detecting Duplicate Entries
Authors search various sources and update their bibliography collections. This could lead to du-
plicate entries across the files, resulting in inconsistencies. In a single .bib file there must not be
duplicate citation keys, and BibTEX does not attempt to identify duplicate references but with same
citation keys.
Normalization helps detect duplicate entries. For example, two entries should be detected as
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duplicates if the author, title, journal, year and pages fields match. Even so, there is no foolproof
way to identify duplicate entries. The criteria for comparison may differ by the type of BibTEX entry.
This should be a configurable item in the BibTEXTools. In general, a combination of citation keys,
author names, title names and other fields will be used to flag the duplicates. Duplicate detection
should be flexible enough to ignore differences due to non-significant words.
Entries that are undetected as duplicates shall be removed by the users whenever they are
discovered during the normal usage of the application. Even though there are some bibliographic
tools that report the users about duplicate entries, the process followed for detecting duplicates is
very rigid. In other words, logically similar entries should be, to some extent, detected as duplicates
even though they are not duplicates at string level.
3.4 Storing .bib Files as Databases
Storing BibTEX entries in a database opens up a number of useful operations, including flexible
searching and detecting duplicates. This helps to organize BibTEX entries in a central storage area.
It is immediately obvious that the database should consist of a schema to store BibTEX entries,
a list of author names, and a list of journals that can be used in recognizing the fields in free style
text. Functionality to insert, retrieve or manipulate entries is provided from command line so as to
facilitate batch processing. Querying by fields becomes easier with BibTEX entries being stored in a
central database rather than in multiple flat files.
We expect the space occupied in the database to be proportional to the .bib files. A typical
BibTEX entry occupies at most 1KB. A 10,000 BibTEX entry file would become a database of about
10MB. The overhead for storing author names, journal names would probably be a maximum of 5
MB. Thus, total space required approximately would be 15 MB for database storage.
3.4.1 Importing and Exporting BibTEX Files
Entries in BibTEX format should be imported into database. While importing, duplicate entries
should be flagged and the user should be given the option to skip the entries or to add/correct the
errors and try again.
Exporting a database into a standard, and normalized .bib file is simply a matter of querying
the database and then specifying that the whole/part of the results should be ‘saved’ to a .bib file.
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3.4.2 Flexible Searches
Since the bibliographic entries are stored in the database, the searches shall become faster and more
flexible and are not restricted to string matches.
A SQL knowledgeable user can query the tables directly and/or write his own tools to access the
data from the database. For example, tools may be developed to retrieve statistics, like count by
author name/publication, etc.
3.5 User Interface
LATEX and BibTEX are the tools of choice of many authors when preparing academic papers for
formal publications. The intended users for this tool are such authors. This tool eases the scholar’s
tedious task of searching and gathering cited references for their references section.
Command line tool(s) will be provided for the manipulation of BibTEX entries. These would
include operations to insert entries, correct entries, detect duplicates, search and retrieve entries.
3.5.1 GUI for Free Style Translation
A GUI tool shall be provided that allows the users to provide free style text as input and outputs the
translated BibTEX entries. This tool shall provide a visual representation of results of the translation
that allows users to visually analyze portions of the free style input that may have some issues during
translation.
3.5.2 GUI for Extracting References from PDF Papers
A GUI tool shall be provided that lets users input PDF documents and outputs a list of BibTEX
entries translated from the extracted list of references present in the references section of the docu-
ment.
3.6 Implementation Platform Independence
BibTEXTools should be implemented on a variety of computer platforms. It shall run on both
Windows and Unix (more specifically, Linux) platforms. A DBMS shall be used to store the BibTEX
entries so that a rich set of functionality can be provided.
4
Design of BiBTeXtools Package
The BiBTeXtools package contributed by this thesis incorporates the following programs.
TextToBiBTeX Translates free style text into bibliographic entries.
PDFrefsToBiBTeX Converts references from a PDF file into BibTEX entries.
LoadBibTeX Loads/updates lookup tables from .bib files that are used in the process of free style
recognition, stores BibTEX bibliographic entries in a database, and detects duplicates.
TextToBiBTeX API Integrates free style recognition into third party applications and other as-
sociated utilities.
BibSearch Searches the database for user specified keywords and outputs the matching BibTEX
entries.
These programs together satisfy the requirements laid out in the previous chapter. In this chapter,
we discuss details of the above components of BiBTeXtools, their design, and issues encountered
while implementing them.
4.1 Databases
Historically, bibliographic tools stored the bibliographic entries in files. Files have the advantage of
being portable and can be easily shared with others. However, the disadvantage with files is that,
operations across files is not easy to accomplish. Also, the data tends to get duplicated across files.
Any changes made to a bibliographic file cannot be easily replicated to duplicate entries in other
files, resulting in inconsistencies. With the advent of end user relational databases like MySQL,
MS Access, PostgreSQL, mSQL, etc, the idea of storing the bibliographic entries in a database has
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gained popularity. Databases provide the advantage of storing all the bibliographic entries in a
single location thereby avoiding the directory/file structures. With a proper design of the database,
searching and organizing issues can be mitigated. Being able to query the database using SQL gives
power to the users that greatly enhances and simplifies achieving appropriate results.
We have designed and used a database to ease the task of maintaining bibliographic entries,
provide flexible searching capability and to reduce inconsistencies. Since the BibTEX entries are
stored in the database, additional tools could be written by users without having to parse the
BibTEX files.
This section describes the SQL database tables populated and used by the BiBTeXtools pro-
grams. Some of these tables are used as lookup tables and configuration tables, while others for
storing BibTEX entries. All these tables are populated by the LoadBibTeX package and accessed by
TextToBiBTeX libraries and other utilities. Appendix A is a more detailed version of this section.
4.1.1 Lookup Tables
BiBTeXtools uses several SQL tables (see Figure 4.1), explained in the subsections below. Free
style translation recognizes fields such as journal names, author names, publishers, city, state and
organizations by looking them up in the corresponding tables.
LoadBibTeX program updates these tables with values obtained from user’s BibTEX files. Alter-
natively, these can also be manually populated by users with their own choice of values.
4.1.1.1 Author Sub-names
The LoadBibTeX program splits each author name in the input BibTEX file into sub-names (e.g.,
first, middle and last names) and stores them in authorsubnames table (Figure 4.2). The collection
of author sub-names accommodates recognizing various formats of author names. Note that BibTEX
field values may also contain LATEX typesetting information. Authorsubnames table stores two fields,
name and attribute. Name field holds author’s sub-names without any typesetting information and
the attribute field stores the same name with LATEX typesetting information, if any.
4.1.1.2 Journal Names
Journal names are stored in the journalnames table (Figure 4.3). This table stores three fields,
name, typeset name, and lookup name. The field name holds the journal name with any LATEX
typesetting information removed. Typeset name is the journal name as it appeared in the BibTEX
entry and Lookup name is the journal name in lower case with all the fluff words removed and sorted
that results in wide matching when searched for journal names with out worrying about the order
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Figure 4.1: Lookup tables in BiBTeXtools
of words and fluff words in the field value. Populating these fields is explained in the following sub
sections.
4.1.1.3 Publisher Names
Publisher names are stored in the Publishers table (Figure 4.4). This table stores only the names
of publishers unlike journalnames. When there are multiple variations of the name of a publishers
all variations need to be stored in this table. This list may be updated using the LoadBibTeX tool
or via SQL statements.
4.1.1.4 Organizations, Cities and States
Organizations, cities and states are stored similarly in named tables (Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 ) with
only one field name and no LATEX typesetting information as they are not standard fields and may
or may not appear in the BibTEX files.
These tables are not loaded/updated from existing BibTEX files and need to be loaded manually.
Many a time this information is hidden in other fields or goes by a different name. For example,
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Figure 4.2: Records in authorsubnames table
Figure 4.3: Records in journalnames table
the field address may have city or state name as a part of it and organization may be called
institution. Hence we let the user of the tool update these tables rather than automate the
process like author, journal and publisher fields.
4.1.1.5 Fluff Words
Fluffwords is a user configurable table (Figure 4.8) storing the list of words that are insignificant
while matching string fields such as journal names. This list also acts as a heuristic to recognize
that the current or preceding author/editor field recognition should be ended, the assumption being
fluff words usually do not appear in the names of authors. The default set of fluff words are shown
in figure 4.8. See also Appendix D.
4.1.1.6 Markup
The markup table is also a user configurable table. It helps in customization of colors in the HTML
markup of results of free style recognition. Records in this table should only be updated with values
that are in standard HTML color notations. Default colors are shown in the figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.4: Records in publishers table
Figure 4.5: Records in organizations table
4.1.2 Database of BibTEX Entries
BibEntries database (Figure 4.10) stores the BibTEX bibliographic entries. The results of a parsed
.bib file are stored in Java objects that hold the list of BibTEX entries. These entries are loaded into
four database tables BibEntries, BibEntryFields, BibStrings and BibEntryFieldStrings.
The BibEntries table stores the header information for each BibTEX entry and the entry type and
citation key. The BibEntryFields table stores field names and field values of all fields in each BibTEX
entry. The BibStrings table stores the BibTEX @string constructs and BibEntryFieldStrings
table stores the occurrences of these @string constructs in BibTEX fields.
These tables preserve the typesetting present in the source BibTEX entry and are used in the
generation of the BibTEX entries in response to user searches and exports.
4.1.3 Search Index Tables
To provide flexibility in searching and speed up the search, all the unique tokens that comprise a
BibTEX entry field values are stored in UniqueTokens table (Figure 4.11).
BibEntryTokens table stores the BibTEX citation keys and field values as a sequence of references
to the token records present in the UniqueTokens table. BibStringTokens table stores the sequence
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Figure 4.6: Records in cities table
Figure 4.7: Records in states table
of tokens that make up the value of @String constructs.
These tables do not preserve the typesetting of field values present in the source BibTEX entry
and are not used for recreating the source BibTEX entry for the same reason. These tables are
related to the BibEntries table so that any results of searching the tokens can be tied back to the
corresponding BibTEX entries, so as to preserve the formatting.
4.1.4 Correctness of Recognition Number (CORN)
Correctness of Recognition Number (CORN) for the whole entry is a numerical value between 0 and
100 that indicates the confidence of translating the input free style text. This number is a calculated
value based on the certainty of recognition of each BibTEX field. CORN for the entire BibTEX
entry is calculated based on the CORN for each of the following fields, authors, editors, journals,
publishers, title and pages. CORN for authors, editors and journals, publishers is calculated based
on their presence in the lookup tables. CORN for the rest of the above mentioned fields is calculated
based on some heuristics. Calculating CORN for all these fields is explained in their respective sub
sections.
CORN for the whole entry is a product of two factors, average of the field CORN for authors,
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Figure 4.8: Sample data in fluffwords table
Figure 4.9: Records in markup table
title, journal, publishers, pages and percentage of required fields present in the entry to the total
required fields for that particular entry type.
4.2 Lexical Analysis
Bibliography related lexical analysis (both within free style references and BibTEX entries) differs, in
some details, from that of programming languages. Our three priorities are (i) being robust, (ii) to
be forgiving of errors, and (iii) to match with BibTEX. Similarities and differences in lexical analysis
of free style references and BibTEX entries are mentioned below. A “standard” lexical analyzer
[Mateti 2007] is modified to suit their specific needs.
Most of our tokens are words. A word is a sequence of characters beginning with a letter followed
by zero or more letters or digits. Non-negative numbers and punctuation are treated like those in
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Figure 4.10: Tables to store BibTEX entries in BiBTeXtools
Figure 4.11: Tables that allow for searching BibTEX entries in BiBTeXtools
programming languages. ‘+2’ is tokenized as Plus, and the Number with a value of 2. Similarly,
‘-34’ is tokenized as Minus, and Number with a value of 34.
Macros and embedded special characters occur only while parsing BibTEX entries. Macros begin
with a back-slash, followed by one or more letters. For example, \URL, \tt, \sc are each tokenized
as a Macro-Name token. Embedded special characters that begin with a back-slash occur within
a single token. E.g., \" appears in some names, and \- appears as a soft-hyphen. Macros are
recognized as tokens as they are a part of LATEX and BibTEX constructs and should not be split
further.
Escape characters are recognized as tokens, for example, \-, \’, \", so as to preserve LATEX
typesetting codes. ‘%’ is a comment character and the lexer strips these comment lines from BibTEX
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files and ignores NEWLINE characters so that parser need not deal with them. Quoted strings are
further split into individual tokens since the field values of BibTEX entries may be enclosed in double
quotes and should be processed further to aid in the recognition process, for instance, processing
of author names and journal names as further explained in the section 4.1. Also, splitting quoted
strings provides better search capabilities.
When processing BibTEX entries, the percent token (%) is defined as the here-to-end-of-line
comment. When processing free style references, the percent token is left as-is because there are no
“comments” in free style references.
Two consecutive NEWLINE characters indicate the end of the current free style reference while
parsing free style references. However, there is no significance to a NEWLINE character while
parsing BibTEX entries except to indicate the ending of a comment starting with ‘%’ character.
4.3 Parsing
Our parser is a recursive descent parser, with some tweaking in a few places. For each syntactic
entity E, there is a correspondingly named Java method E with two inputs, a sequence of tokens T,
and a list of tokens any one of which indicates an end of the E-field. E returns two non-negative
integers. The first, f , is the number of tokens it consumed; i.e., tokens T[0] .. T[f-1] were used
up by E. The second number, s, is a number indicative of the confidence, on a percentage scale but
without fractions, with which the token subsequence T[0 .. f-1] was considered to be an instance
of E. We call this number a ‘Correctness Of Recognition Number’ (CORN) and the idea is derived
from TEX’s use of “badness” numbers. The correctness of recognition depends on completeness of
the look up lists in the database.
If a method E returns f == 0, no tokens were used up because T did not begin with an instance
of E, in which case we match other syntactic entities. When a field is recognized, parsing continues
with the remaining tokens. If none of the Java methods recognize a field, then the first token is
removed and the above process is repeated until all the tokens in the field are processed. The tokens
thus removed are saved, and appear in the optional error fields of the generated BibTEX entry.
To handle variations of each syntactic field, we have different Java methods each handling a
variation. This process is further explained in the following sections.
4.3.1 Parsing a BibTEX File
A BibTEX file consists of @string, @preamble, @comment and @<entrytype> constructs that may
appear in any order. Any other construct is ignored by LoadBibTeX and is output to STDERR.
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When an error is encountered while parsing the constructs in a .bib file, the parser skips tokens
till a new construct is encountered. Each new construct begins with an ‘@’ character. This allows
the parser to continue parsing when it encounters a malformed construct. The skipped portions of
the input are reported in the error messages.
Note that the @string and @preamble constructs must appear before the usage of the named
strings. The Java classes that represent the constructs @string, @preamble, @<entrytype> are
StringMacro, Preamble and BibEntry respectively.
While parsing the @<entrytype> construct, only valid entry types are recognized. The list of
valid entry types are obtained from the EntryTypes table that may be customized by users. However,
the parser does not validate field names present in the BibTEX entry against a list of field names,
thus allowing custom field names in the BibTEX entries.
Any enclosing double-quotes or open braces are removed after parsing field values. Any other
open braces and double-quotes are not touched to preserve LATEX typesetting. The parser also does
not validate the content of the field values. Author has full control over what he wants to store in the
BibTEX fields. However, it does ensure that the field value is syntactically well formed. A properly
formed field value is terminated by a comma except for the last field where comma is optional, if
prefixed with a left brace ends with a right brace and may contain matching braces, and if begins
with a double-quote ends with a double-quote and may contain matching braces or double-quotes.
4.3.1.1 @String Construct
A field extent is recognized as a @string if it matches @String{<string-name>=<string-value>}
where string-name is a sequence of tokens which may include special chars with out spaces
and string-value is sequence of tokens with optional LATEX typesetting information.
For example,
@String{pub-AMS = ‘‘Amer. Math. Soc.’’}
@String{CCR = ‘‘{ACM} Computer Communication Review’’}
4.3.1.2 @Preamble Construct
A field extent is recognized as a @Preamble construct if it matches @Preamble{<latex code>} where
latex code is a sequence of tokens with matched braces.
For example,
@PREAMBLE{{\newcommand\{\SortNoop\}[1]{}}}
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4.3.1.3 @<entrytype> Construct
A field extent is recognized as an @<entrytype> if it matches
@<entrytype>{bibkey, [field-name = field-value ,]∗ field-name = field-value [,]}
For example,
@article{Hoare-78,
author = {C.A.R. Hoare},
title = {‘‘Communicating Sequential Processes’’},
journal= {Communications of the ACM},
year = {1978},
volume = {21},
number = {8},
pages = {666-667},
}
4.3.2 Parsing Free Style Text
Similarities and differences in tokenizing the input for parsing free style text and a BibTEX file are
described in Section 4.2.
Free style references are expected to have the syntactic entities (“fields”) such as author names,
title, editor names, journal names, pages, volume, year, publisher, URL, state, city, organization.
Except for authors field which if occurred again is considered editors field, every other field is assumed
to occur only once and any further occurrences go unrecognized.
The fields in free style input are delimited by white spaces, and punctuation symbols. Fields
are classified as ordinary English that could occur in titles, names of people, names of journals and
conferences, a number that is part of a date, a number that is a volume number, etc. The recognition
of these fields is described in Section 4.5.
4.4 LoadBibTeX
The accuracy of parsing and recognition of freestyle references by BiBTeXtools is directly related
to the quality and quantity of lookup data that is available for it to use while recognizing them.
The lookup data available is author sub-names and journal names, and is stored in the database
tables, that may be loaded either manually via SQL statements or automatically via LoadBibTeX
utility. Manual loading of lookup data takes a huge amount of time and is not practical. A manual
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process is suited for inserting a few entries in these tables. Automated loading of data is faster but
its accuracy and usefulness depend on the source of data.
Existing bibliographic databases are most likely the sources of author and journal names that
appear in free style references. Hence, we use BibTEX bibliographic files as input for automatic
loading of lookup data. LoadBibTeX program accomplishes this task of loading author names and
journal names from .bib files.
Note that BibTEX entries are not always written in the same format. To improve the accuracy
of extraction routines, these input files should be cleaned-up by using tools such as bibclean so as
to make them consistent.
4.4.1 Program Usage
LoadBibTeX is a command line program with optional input parameters as specified below.
Usage: java -jar LoadBibTeX.jar [-dupdisc] [-loadjournals] [-loadauthors] [-loadentries]
[-loadall] [-bibtag tagname] -bibfile <bibtex-file(s)>
-dupdisc Checks for duplicate entries in the input .bib file against database entries.
-loadjournals Loads the JournalNames lookup data with the journal names
-loadauthors Loads the AuthorSubNames lookup data with the author names
-loadentries Loads the BibTEX entries into the Entries data
-loadall Equivalent to including all three options (loadjournals, loadauthors, loadentries)
-bibtag tagname Tags the entries to separate .bib entries logically
-bibfile bibtex-file file name of the .bib file to process.
If no -load∗ arguments are specified, loadbibtex runs in read-only mode and the input .bib file is
processed but none of the databases are updated.
Multiple bibliographic files may be specified in the command-line to process more than one file.
LoadBibTeX parses all input files, stores them in the database and updates lookup tables with
author and journal names.
4.4.2 Normalizing the BibTEX Entries
The right place to implement normalization of BibTEX entries is before loading them into the
database. This allows users to skip any additional steps of normalizing the entries before invok-
ing LoadBibTeX.
There are two types of normalization rules, those that apply to the whole entry (entry level) and
those to specific fields(field level). Hence, the process of applying the normalization rules is two fold.
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While the entries are being read and stored in the Java objects, normalization rules at field level are
applied. For example, Month field is normalized immediately after it is parsed. If the value in the
field is “January”, it is changed to “Jan”.
The remaining normalization rules are applied immediately after the whole entry is parsed. This
allows us to apply rules at the entry level, for example to substitute all the missing required fields
with default values.
Another normalization rule, ordering of the fields, does not apply to LoadBibTeX program since
it is a formatting rule and is aptly implemented in BibSearch program. A list of entries is output
by BibSearch program on user’s query, be it a tagname or file name or a search string, and the
program outputs the list of entries that conforms to the rules of formatting BibTEX entries.
4.4.3 Populating BibTEX Database Tables
This section talks about storing BibTEX bibliography files in the database. Input BibTEX files are
parsed and stored as Java objects, and the data is then loaded into database tables.
4.4.3.1 Populating BibTEX Entry Tables
The BibTag field in BibEntries specifies the user specified tag name. This tag is used by the users
to identify and logically group the BibTEX entries stored in the database. Sample values stored in
BibTag field could be the file name of source .bib file, a grouping name used by the author, etc.
BibEntries table is loaded first with citation keys and entry types from the input BibTEX file.
BibEntryFields is loaded next with atleast one record for each field in the source BibTEX entry.
Author field is further split by ‘ and ’ with the resulting author names stored as a separate records.
As an example, loading a single BibTEX entry with two fields typically results in the addition of one
record into BibEntries table and two records into BibEntryFields table. BibEntryFields table
stores a sequence number field that stores the order of occurrence of fields in the BibTEX entry. If
the citation key is not present in input, a key is generated by the tool, as described in the section
4.5.10.
4.4.3.2 Populating the BibTEX @String Tables
@String macros are usually defined at the beginning, but not restricted to, of a BibTEX source file.
Each BibTEX field value may have zero or more occurrences of any @string macro present in that
BibTEX file.
BibStrings table stores one record for each @string entry definition in the BibTEX source. If
the length of the string value is larger than the column size (default is 240 characters), the string
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value is split across multiple records. The order of these records is captured by using the sequence
number column StringSeqNo.
BibEntryFieldStrings table stores the occurrences of @string macros in any BibTEX entry
fields. It stores one record for each usage of a @string macro in the BibTEX field value. This table
allows for flexible searching of the values of @string macros used across one or more BibTEX entries.
4.4.3.3 Populating the Search Index Tables
Search tables are populated at the same time as the BibTEX entry tables. UniqueTokens stores
the list of all unique tokens from the BibTEX files. The field TokenPlainSpelling stores the token
string value with the LATEX typesetting removed. The LatexSpelling field stores the string value
as it appears in the input token. TokenSymbol field stores the token symbol type and indicates
whether it is numeric, word, symbol, etc.
Tokens for each field in a BibTEX entry are stored in the BibEntryTokens table. BibEntryId,
FieldName and TokenSeqNo fields identity the BibTEX entry and field name that this token is present
in and it’s order. BibStringTokens table stores the lexical analyzer tokens that are present in the
@string macro value field. Any usage of @string macros in the BibTEX entry field values, are
replaced with the expanded token list from the @string macros.
For example, if all BibTEX entries should be searched for the word “computer”, a query is made
on the UniqueTokens table on the TokenPlainSpelling to get GUTokenID value. BibEntryTokens
table is then searched on GUTokenID to get the list of unique BibEntryID field values. These values
when joined to the BibEntryID field of BibEntries table results in matching BibTEX entries, which
contain the word “computer”. The following query gives a visual representation of how all the tables
are linked to get the search results. BibSearch program uses similar queries to yield search results
for the user input search strings.
select distinct bibtag, bibkey
from bibentries, bibentrytokens, uniquetokens
where bibentries.bibentryid = bibentrytokens.bibentryid and
bibentrytokens.gutokenid = uniquetokens.gutokenid and
uniquetokens.tokenplainspelling = ‘computer’
Similarly, to search for the occurrence of any of the two words “computer science”, the following
query is used.
select distinct bibtag, bibkey
from bibentries, bibentrytokens
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where bibentries.bibentryid = bibentrytokens.bibentryid and
bibentrytokens.gutokenid in (
select uniquetokens.gutokenid
from uniquetokens
where uniquetokens.tokenplainspelling in (‘computer’, ‘science’) )
4.4.3.4 Handling Large BibTEX Field Values
The field values in a BibTEX entry are not large and typically fit in one line in a text editor. However,
it is observed that some sample BibTEX entries have fields that are large, especially the abstract
field. For an optimal relational design, the size of each field value is set to an arbitrary size of 1000
characters. To accommodate the storage of fields with text larger than 1000 characters, the field
value is split into multiple strings each less than 1000 characters. Each of these strings are stored
as multiple records with same field name in the table BibEntryFields. The original field value can
be recreated by concatenating these fields and the order is specified by the sequence number.
4.4.4 Populating Lookup Tables
Loading the lookup tables is simpler since the input .bib file is already parsed in the process of
storing BibTEX entries in the database and stored in Java objects.
Author, journal and publisher tables are loaded into the lookup tables using LoadBibTeX tool
with BibTEX bibliographic files as input. LoadBibTeX parses the input BibTEX entries and stores
them internally in Java objects and inserts/updates the lookup tables with appropriate parsed values
towards the end of session. Users should use this method to automatically update the lookup lists
with all possible author, journal and publisher values from his/her BibTEX files. On the other hand,
users may choose to manually update all database tables via SQL statements. Updating lookup
tables with appropriate values results in a better functioning of TextToBiBTeX tool, as discussed in
the section 4.5.
4.4.4.1 Populating Sub-Names of Authors
Each author field value of a BibTEX entry is a list of author sub-names. All these author sub-
names from an input BibTEX file are loaded into authorsubnames table using LoadBibTeX program
or via SQL statements by the user. Along with each author sub-names, it’s attribute containing
possible LATEX typesetting information is also stored in the database. For those author names with
no LATEX typesetting, this attribute is same as the author name. Removing typesetting information
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from author sub-names helps in better recognition of authors, since there would be no typesetting
information present in the free style reference.
Multiple author names are enclosed in either double-quotes or braces, with optional LATEX type-
setting codes and are separated by an “and”. To obtain the list of author names, Java objects storing
the BibTEX entries are searched for fields with field name, ‘author’. A sample BibTEX author field
and its value is shown below.
author = {Andrew Tanenbaum and Sape Mullender and Robbert van Renesse}
After extracting each author name from author’s field value, sub-names are generated for each
author name and these tokens are loaded into authorsubnames table, along with any typesetting
information as it’s attribute.
The BibTEX style file used determines the order and format of author names in a free style
reference. For example, in one style file, the middle name could be an initial, and in another,
middle names could be omitted. As explained in the section 4.5, these tables act as lookup tables in
translating free style text and storing author sub names instead of full names assists in recognizing
these variations in author names.
4.4.4.2 Populating Journal Names
Journal names are extracted the same way as authors. To obtain the list of journal names, Java
objects storing the BibTEX entries are searched for ‘journal’ field. A sample ‘journal’ field is, journal
= {Communications of the ACM},
There is a considerable variation in how journals appear in free style references. If we were to
search for journals in the database table using the journal name as it appears in a free style entry,
there will be very few matches because of the possible omission of fluff words and/or possible change
in the order of words in free style text.
In order to accommodate for useful search capability, the following pre-processing is applied
before loading journal names into the journalnames table from a BibTEX file. Fluff words are
removed from the BibTEX journal field value, the resulting set is changed into lower case, sorted
in ascending order and then concatenated to form an entry in journalnames table. In the above
example, the resulting set of non-fluff words is {Communications, ACM}. Lower cased, sorted in
ascending order and concatenation results in a string “acm communications”, which is loaded into
the database table journalnames. Thus the presence of any of the strings, “{Communications}
of {ACM}”, “ACM, Communications”, “Communications of {ACM}”, “Communications ACM” in
the free style reference results in a match in the database, after applying the same pre-processing to
these strings.
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4.4.4.3 Populating Publisher Names
Publisher names are extracted the same way as authors. To obtain the list of publisher names,
LoadBibTeX program searches the Java objects storing BibTEX entries for ‘publisher’ field and up-
dates the publisher table if the value does not already exist. A sample ‘publisher’ is, publisher
= "IEEE Computer Society". There is not much variation of publishers in free style references.
Hence, case insensitive string matching should be sufficient to identify publishers while recognizing
free style references. Publisher name is stored in the name field in the publisher database table.
4.4.4.4 Populating Other Lookup Tables
The remaining lookup tables organizations, cities, months and states are manually populated
by the users. As these are not required fields, they might appear with various field names, resulting
in a very little or no use from automation.
4.5 Free Style Reference Translation (TextToBiBTeX)
This section describes in detail the design of TextToBiBTeX (Free Style Reference Translation)
module and of a tool named TextToBiBTeX that uses it. The TextToBiBTeX module converts free
style text into a BibTEX entry automatically with out any user assistance. Correctness of the output
depends on the heuristics and user configurable lists, that are further explained in this chapter.
Since this process is done with no human intervention, a hundred percent correct output is not
guaranteed, and is indicated by the Correctness Of Recognition Number (CORN). HTML marked
up output of free style text is also generated with color coding, indicating the guaranteed, assumed
and unrecognized fields in each entry. The degree of correctness improves with continued usage of
the tool as the tables gather more and more data.
The TextToBiBTeX module also provides an API for developers to include free style reference
recognition capability into their applications. TextToBiBTeX API allows users to programmatically
query the results of free style conversion. This API is further described in 4.6.
The TextToBiBTeX uses the TextToBiBTeX API to implement a command line program that
translates free style text to a list of BibTEX entries.
4.5.1 Usage of TextToBiBTeX Program
TextToBiBTeX may be invoked as specified below.
java -jar TextToBibTeX.jar <input-file>[ output-file]
If no output-file argument is specified, TextToBiBTeX outputs the BibTEX entries to STDOUT.
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The output of free style recognition is a .bib file with a list of BibTEX entries corresponding to
the references in the free style input. All the fields of BibTEX entries are properly formatted and
normalized. All occurrences of abbreviations, significant words that are capitalized in the input are
enclosed in braces so as to let the BibTEX tool preserve the typesetting format. Along with the .bib
file, a color coded HTML page of the free style input references is also generated, so that the user
may visually see the recognition results marked up, as further described in the following sections.
The Correctness of Recognition Number (CORN) of author, journal, year, pages fields is calcu-
lated and displayed in a different color, along with the recognized fields in the color coded output
HTML page, that indicates the accuracy of the tool.
4.5.2 Lookup Tables
TextToBiBTeX tool uses the many tables updated by LoadBibTeX program in the recognition of fields
such as journal names, sub-names of authors and publishers. An “item” appearing within delimiters
in the free style reference is recognized as a BibTEX field by checking for its presence in the database
tables.
At the end of a session, TextToBiBTeX highlights the free style text via HTML markup, indicating
possible updates to the lookup tables, that results in better recognition in future. This color coded
mark up, the BibTEX field values, and CORN hint the users about errors and possible updates to
database tables.
4.5.3 Determining the Field Type
The general assumption is that the fields occur in this order: author(s), title, publication, location,
year, and pages.
In the above format, the third field is expected to be the place of publication. But in as-yet
undiscovered example this may be some other field. A simple heuristic to conclude what field is it
that we obtained by tokenizing on comma is described below.
The field is tokenized on white spaces and collected as a set UST (that is, with duplicates re-
moved). The lists (more precisely, sets) of JournalNames JS, AuthorSubNames AS, PublisherNames
PS assist us in recognizing the fields. A single journal entry J in JS is represented as a pair: its
exactly spelled name (J.spelling) as a string, and a set of words (J.words) occurring in this string.
An unknown field is a journal name if UST == J.words for some J and a field is an author name if
UST == an for some an from AS.
However, the order of fields, except for the title field, is not relevant. In the scenario that the
title field in the free style text is not quoted, the first unrecognized field name is considered a title
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field. The validity of other standard fields depends on the look up tables and not on their location.
4.5.3.1 Author Field
There are two canonical forms of author names:
firstname middlename lastname,
lastname, initials|firstname middlename.
It is fairly common that middle name is empty. An example of typical variations of author names is
Bershad, B. N., Savage, S., versus
B.N. Bershad, S. Savage,.
The percentage of CORN for Authors field is calculated depending on the presence of sub-names
in database. If an author’s sub-name is recognized or is an initial, and the rest of words in the field
are not present in the database, the whole field is assumed to be an author name, and is marked
in blue indicating an assumed author name and is assigned a 50% CORN. For those that are not
present in the database are assigned a CORN of 0. CORN for the entire Authors field is calculated
as an average of CORN of all the individual author names.
If an unrecognized name follows an initial, or one or more sub-names in a field matches authors
name in the database, it is assumed to be an author name with a reduced CORN. If none of the
sub-names in a field match those in the database, they are checked for other field types.
In Example 2, for Oblitey, W., the period serves both to abbreviate the W and to terminate
the list of authors. Also, each part of the author name is separated by commas.
In examples 2 and 3, the fields are difficult to recognize. We accomplish this by using the collection
of authors sub-names to recognize variations of author names. Using comma again, we get the
following:
Oblitey | W. | Paul | M. | Wolfe | J. |
Fry | M. | Wynters | E. | Calhoun | W. | and Montante | R. |
A field such as W. is recognized as a possible abbreviated name, and since it follows Oblitey
that is a recognized author sub-name with no initials, W. Oblitey is derived as an author’s name.
However, the period after the last initial R serves a double role, initialize it as well as end the
authors field. The heuristic used in this case is hitting a fluff word “into” and backtracking till the
last occurred delimiter, in this case a period, resulting in the author name R. Montante and also
ending the authors field.
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4.5.3.2 Title field
Any text beginning with double quotes, or double acute characters or two single quotes is assumed
to be the beginning of a title. Title may not always be enclosed in quotes, in which case, the first
unrecognized field is taken as a title field.
In Example 1, ‘‘Communicating Sequential Processes’’ is tokenized as a Double-Quote,
/Communicating/, /Sequential/, /Processes/, Double-Quote and is recognized as title field as it
is enclosed in double quotes. In Example 2, Integrating security concepts into computer
courses is recognized as title since it is not recognized as any other field. In this case, title field is
delimited by the occurrence of a period.
CORN for title field is 100 if it is enclosed in quotes. In case quotes are not present and
title field occurred in any of the first three fields (authors, year, title), CORN is 50% based on the
heuristic that it is most probably a title. The recognition of title field anywhere else in the entry
gets a CORN of 0, indicating not guaranteed.
4.5.3.3 Editor field
When a list of author names is followed by "editor(s)" or ed(s).", they are recognized to be
editor’s names and thus fill the editor field. Also, if authors are already recognized in a reference,
and another set of author names is present after the author field is recognized, the new set of authors
is portrayed as editor field. The rules to recognizing names of editors are same as those of recognizing
author names, as described above.
Collins R. J. and Jefferson D. R. "AntFarm: towards simulated evolution." In:
C. G. Langton, C. Taylor, J. D. Farmer, and S. Rasmussen (Eds.), Artificial
Life II, Vol. X of SFI Studies in the Sciences of Complexity. Redwood City,
CA: Addison-Wesley, 1991, pp.579-601.
For example, the above free style input has both authors and editors. We recognize them correctly
as shown in the corresponding output BibTEX entries below.
@MISC{J-R-1991,
AUTHOR = {{Collins} {R}. {J.} AND {Jefferson} {D}. {R.}},
TITLE = {"{AntFarm}: towards simulated evolution."},
YEAR = {1991},
EDITOR = {{C}. {G}. {Langton} AND {C}. {Taylor} AND
{J}. {D}. {Farmer} AND {S}. {Rasmussen}},
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PLACE = {{Redwood} {City}},
STATE = {{CA}},
PUBLISHER = {{Addison} - {Wesley}},
PAGES = {579-601},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Artificial} {Life} {II}},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {{Vol}. {X} of {SFI} {Studies} in the
{Sciences} of {Complexity}},
}
Any descriptive words such as “editor”, “(eds)” appearing after or before the editors are elim-
inated in the generated BibTEX output and appear in black indicating recognized in the HTML
markup.
CORN for editors field is calculated in the same way as that of authors field.
4.5.3.4 Journal Field
The list of journal names in database assists the process of recognizing journal fields. The process
of matching is accomplished using set operations on non-fluff words instead of exact string matches.
To verify that two sets S1 and S2 contain the same elements, it is enough to verify that the two
strings formed by removing fluff words and concatenating the sorted, lower-cased elements match
exactly. The list of journal names in the database are also created similarly, while extracting the
journal names from the BibTEX entries.
For example, if the input stream of tokens is “Communications”, “of”,“the”,“ACM”, a sorted
lower cased string after removing any fluff words is formed, which results in the string “acm com-
munications”. Journal names in the database are searched for this resulting string.
This process results in better recognition of journal names as the matching involves only non-fluff
words. If none of them match, then the presence of any of ‘proceedings’, ‘conference’, ‘proc.’, ‘.conf’,
‘In:’ indicates a journal field with a reduced Correctness Number (CORN) and is marked in blue,
by default, indicating assumed field. CORN for journals is 100 if there is a full match with the
database list of journal names. If not, the presence of any of the above specified words assigns a
CORN of 50, indicating an assumed but not guaranteed journal field.
The above list of journal words as well as the list of fluff words is user configurable. The degree
of recognition depends on the accuracy of these lists.
Generally period serves as a terminator for the journal field. However, in example 2, the number
2002 ends the journal field. Since, “SIGCSE” is a valid journal name from the journal names table,
it is recognized as such.
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4.5.3.5 Pages Field
A field extent is recognized as a pages field if it matches <number><hyphen><number> | <number>
and the first number is less than the second number.
[pages.|page.|pp.|p.] <number>[-[-]<number>]
<number>[-[-]<number>] [pages.|page|pp.|p.]
A number may be in an Arabic decimal or Roman numeral format. If the prefix or suffix for the
page numbers is “p.”, only one page number is expected and both starting and ending page numbers
are expected for other page suffixes/prefixes.
Some examples are listed below.
Page 20
Page XV
Pages 20-30
Pages XI-XVII.
A correctly formatted input with starting page number not greater than the ending page number
is assigned a CORN of 100. If the range is not correct, the pages field is correctly recognized,
however CORN is assigned value of zero. This semantic check to validate the first number in the
range should be lower than the second number indicates any error to the user. If the number of
page numbers do not match with the page suffix/prefix, CORN is zero.
4.5.4 Publisher field
A field extent is recognized as a Publisher field if it is present in the Publishers lookup table. A
CORN of 100 is assigned if present in the lookup table and if not a 0.
4.5.5 Organization/Institution field
A field extent is recognized as a Organization field if it is present in the Organizations lookup
table. Since TechReport defines Institution field instead of an Organization field, the field extent
is recognized as a Institution field.
4.5.6 Place field
A field extent is recognized as a Place field if it is present in the Cities lookup table.
4.5.7 State field
A field extent is recognized as a State field if it is present in the States lookup table.
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4.5.7.1 Volume field
A field extent is recognized as a Volume Field if it matches <vol> <number> where <vol> ::=
‘‘Vol.’’ | ‘‘Volume’’.
4.5.7.2 Number field
A field extent is recognized as a Number Field if it matches <no> <number> where <no> ::= ‘‘No.’’
| ‘‘Number’’.
4.5.7.3 Abbreviated Volume, Number and Pages fields
An abbreviated notation often shows up as Volume(Number):StartPage-EndPage
Some examples are listed below.
20(5):10-27
20(5):77
20:10-27
20:77
20(5)
The number, volume and pages fields are populated if present in any of the forms listed above.
4.5.7.4 Year field
A field extent is recognized as a Year Field if it matches <number> and the number has 4 digits and
is in the range 1900-2010.
4.5.8 Edition field
A field extent is recognized as an Edition if it matches Edition <number>.
4.5.9 Determining Entry Type
An entry type is derived from checking for a few criteria described below, failing which is assumed to
be a Misc entry type. If a journal field is recognized, then entry type is an Article. If an ISBN field
is recognized, it is a Book, if an ISSN field is recognized, it is a Article and if a ‘Technical Report’
or ‘Tech. Report’ is present in the free style reference, it is assumed to be a TechReport. If any one
of ‘proceedings’, ‘conference’, ‘proc.’ or ‘conf’ tokens is present in a field value, an Inproceedings
entry type is assumed. If none of these criteria are met, by default, an entry is assumed to be Misc
entry type.
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4.5.10 Citation Key
Each generated BibTEX entry by TextToBiBTeX tool has a unique citation key. Citation key is
generated based on number of authors present in the BibTEX entry as described below.
When only one author name is present in the BibTEX entry, citation key consists of last name of
the author, hyphen, followed by year as a 4-digit number. For example, Mateti-2007.
In the case of two authors, citation key is made up of last name of the first author, hyphen,
followed by last name of second author, hyphen, followed by year as a 4-digit number. For example,
Mateti-Gadi-2007.
When three or more authors are present in the entry, citation key is formed by last name of the
first author, hyphen, followed by “et al.”, hyphen followed by year as a 4-digit number the citation
key. For example, Mateti-et-al.-2007.
If the key formed in the above process is already in use by another reference, a character is
appended starting incrementally starting from ‘a’. For example, Mateti-1978a,
Mateti-1978b, etc.
4.5.11 Error Handling and Recovery
When the current sequence of tokens is not recognized as any of the known fields, they are saved
into an optional error field OPTERRORFIELD suffixed with a sequence number. The sequence number
increments with each contiguous unrecognized sequence of tokens. A comma acts as a terminator
for unrecognized sequence of tokens.
For the example listed in section 4.5.3.3, there are two unrecognized fields in the output BibTEX
entry.
@MISC{....
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Artificial} {Life} {II}},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {{Vol}. {X} of {SFI} {Studies} in the
{Sciences} of {Complexity}},
}
Users may manually update the resulting BibTEX entries to correct the field names if desired.
Since the input is free style text and a specific grammar is not assumed, we have only two error
handling situations: end of reference and end of file. When an end of reference is encountered, the
entry being recognized has ended implying a new entry may have started. In this case, the entry
being recognized is concluded and the output BibTEX entry is generated.
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To simplify code logic, so that the above two conditions need not be checked at every invoca-
tion of getNextToken(), exceptions are generated and raised in getNextToken() function call on
encountering the end of a free style reference or end of file. Thereby, exception handling logic is
implemented in all field recognition functions and appropriate actions are taken as a result.
4.5.12 Visual Presentation of Results
Along with the list of BibTEX entries, a HTML version of the input free style text is generated
with the recognized text color coded in black, the assumed and logically derived fields in blue, and
unrecognized and erroneous text in red, by default. A list of marked up free style entries are shown
in the Appendix C.3 that is generated by TextToBiBTeX module. These colors may be customized
by the user. The user, at a glance, may evaluate the results and decide if he wants to accept or
modify the BibTEX entry. The displayed CORN reminds the user to update the database tables for
a better recognition. Semantic errors such as invalid page number range, invalid year are marked
up in black indicating a correctly recognized field, but assigned a CORN of zero to let the user
know of possible errors in input. All the unrecognized fields are marked in red and are assigned to
OPTERRORFIELD field in the generated BibTEX entry.
4.6 API for Free Style Reference Translation
Authors typically would have one or more preferred bibliographic tools to accomplish their task of
maintaining references and referring citations. Adding another tool to perform free style reference
translation may not be preferred. It would be ideal if free style reference translation could be
integrated into their preferred tools. An API is developed to allow other developers to incorporate
the free style recognition feature into their applications. It is available as a Java package and is
delivered as TextToBiBTeX.jar archive file and includes all the required java classes. Java classes in
this API and their usage are explained in the sections below.
This API may be used by other Java programs to instantiate TextToBiBTeX module, pass the
free style text to be parsed and retrieve the normalized BibTEX entries and HTML markup output.
The resulting output BibTEX entries and their fields may be programmatically queried by external
programs so that the calling program is relieved of parsing the text of output BibTEX entries.
4.6.1 Instantiating the TextToBiBTeX object
An object of TextToBiBTeX class is created by instantiating it.
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Method Signature(s)
public TextToBiBTeX()
Method Usage
TextToBiBTeX myfsct = new TextToBiBTeX();
4.6.2 Setting up the TextToBiBTeX object
To initialize the database connection needed by TextToBiBTeX, the method SetupDbConnection
is invoked with the database connection information that includes database name, database user
and password. This sets up the database for TextToBiBTeX tool with authentication information
provided by the user.
Method Signature(s)
public void SetupDbConnection( String dbname, String uname, String passwd );
Method Usage
myfsct.SetupDbConnection( dbname, dbuser, dbpass );
4.6.3 Setting Up the Input
TextToBiBTeX accepts a Java String or Java input Stream object as the input source for free style
text. This allows the flexibility of passing a user entered string or a user specified file as input. Input
is restricted to one of these two objects.
Method Signature(s)
public void setInputStream( InputStreamReader inpStream, int inpLength );
public void setInputString( String input );
Method Usage
myfsct.setInputStream( my input string );
myfsct.setInputStream( my input stream, streamLength );
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4.6.4 Setting Up the Outputs
TextToBiBTeX writes it’s output to Java stream objects. Two streams should be provided, one
for the translated BibTEX output and another for the HTML marked up free style text. Since,
TextToBiBTeX accepts Java streams as output objects, the calling program is at liberty to use any
Java stream writer object, such as a StringWriter, FileWriter etc to support different destinations.
Method Signature(s)
public void setBibTeXStream( OutputStreamWriter outStream );
public void setMarkupStream( OutputStreamWriter outStream );
Method Usage
myfsct.setBibTeXStream( my bibtex stream );
myfsct.setMarkupStream( my markup stream );
4.6.5 Converting Free Style Text to BibTEX Entries
Now that all the ground work of creating an instance, setting up the database connection and input,
output streams is done, the following method reads the input from the input stream, recognizes
fields in the free style text and outputs streams of BibTEX entry list and HTML markup of input
free style text.
Method Signature(s)
public void textToBiBTeX();
Method Usage
myfsct.textToBiBTeX();
4.6.6 Obtaining the results of translated BibTEX entries
The following API methods help the external programs to process the results of free style reference
translation, thus relieving them of parsing the BibTEX output generated by TextToBiBTeX and focus
on the task at hand.
4.6.6.1 Number of BibTEX entries in output
To retrieve the number of entries in BibTEX output, getEntriesCount method is invoked.
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Method Signature(s)
public int getEntriesCount();
Method Usage
int count = myfsct.getEntriesCount();
4.6.6.2 Retrieve the BibTEX entry as text
To retrieve a single BibTEX entry as text, getBibTeXEntry method is invoked with index of the
entry as its argument. This method returns the BibTEX entry as a formatted text.
Method Signature(s)
public String getBibTeXEntry( int entryno );
Method Usage
String strBibTeX = myfsct.getBibTeXEntry( index );
4.6.6.3 Retrieve count of fields in a BibTEX entry
To retrieve the count of fields in a BibTEX entry, getBibTeXEntryFieldCount method is invoked
with the index of the entry as its argument. The valid range of index is 0 through count of BibTEX
entries - 1.
Method Signature(s)
public int getBibTeXEntryFieldCount( int entryno );
Method Usage
int fldCount = myfsct.getBibTeXEntryFieldCount( index );
4.6.6.4 Retrieve the Field Names and Field Values from a BibTEX Entry
To retrieve the field names and field values from a BibTEX entry, the method getBibTeXFields is in-
voked with index of the entry as its argument. This method populates two ArrayList<String>objects
and one optional ArrayList<String>object. The first object stores field names and the second ob-
ject the field values, and the third optional object stores the field value with LATEX formatting to
preserve the typesetting for BibTEX program to process.
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Method Signature(s)
public void getBibTeXFields( int entryno, ArrayList<String> fnames,
ArrayList<String> fvalues );
public void getBibTeXFields( int entryno, ArrayList<String> fnames,
ArrayList<String> fvalues, ArrayList<String> fTexValues );
Method Usage
String strBibTeX = myfsct.getBibTeXFields( index, fnamelist, fvaluelist );
String strBibTeX = myfsct.getBibTeXFields( index, fnamelist, fvaluelist,
ftexvaluelist );
4.6.7 Extracting References Section from PDF Documents
ReadPDF Java class extracts the text from the References section of PDF documents and tailor it
to fit the input format of TextToBiBTeX module. It also takes as a parameter a flag to indicate
whether to perform cleanup of the free style text by applying heuristics. Refer to section 4.7.3 for
details.
Method Signature(s)
public String readPDF( String fileName, boolean bHueristics );
Method Usage
ReadPDF rdp = new ReadPDF();
String strReferences = rdp.readPDF( filename, true );
4.6.8 Finalizing the TextToBiBTeX Object
To release the resources used by the TextToBiBTeX object, dispose method is invoked.
Method Signature(s)
public void cleanup();
Method Usage
myfsct.cleanup();
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4.6.9 Tools Developed Using TextToBiBTeX API
The TextToBiBTeX (refer to the section 4.5.1) and PDFrefsToBiBTeX (refer to the section 4.7.4)
utilities that are components of BiBTeXtools package, are written using TextToBiBTeX API.
4.7 Translating References from PDFs into BibTEX Entries
One of the popular formats for distribution of publications, articles, and information on the world
wide web is through PDF formatted files. Extracting references from these documents and converting
them automatically into BibTEX format is a feature that is very helpful and practical in day to day
life of a scholar. Incorporating this feature into our tool relieves the authors from manual tasks of
opening the PDF, copying references from References section and translating them into BibTEX
format.
There are a variety of programs that generate PDF files from source formats. For example, a
variety of LATEX packages have a utility to convert .dvi files to PDF format such as dvipdfm that
is present in MiKTeX package. Abode Acrobat writer allows users to create PDF documents. Also
present are a variety of printer drivers like PrimoPDF that allow users to create PDF documents
from any program that can print documents.
4.7.1 References in PDF documents
References are typically but not necessarily, present towards the end of a document. The section
would typically be titled References followed by one or more references. The beginning of the
references section in the text of a PDF document is determined by the presence of word “References”
occurring by itself in a single line. Samples of the references sections are shown below in figures
4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
In all four samples, the references are preceded by a label. The label is in one of the following
formats.
‘‘[’’ reference label | sequence number ‘‘]’’ or
sequence number
These reference labels indicate the start of a reference and should be stripped for free style recogni-
tion. An additional NEWLINE character in the place of reference label is added since the free style
reference translation logic requires that each reference be separated by two NEWLINE characters.
(Refer to the section 4.5).
Resulting extracted text from PDF file of Example 3, after adding NEWLINE in the place of
citation label, is shown in the figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.12: Example 1 - References Section of PDF Documents
4.7.2 Issues in Extracting Text from PDF Files
A variety of tools available on the Internet are evaluated for the functionality of extracting text
out of PDF documents. In the open source world, only a few tools provide this functionality, such
as PDFBox(http://www.pdfbox.org/), kpdf (http://kpdf.kde.org/), and Eytmon PJX(http://
www.etymon.com/epub.html). PDF2TXT is a commercial utility with similar functionality. PDFBox
is selected for use in TextToBiBTeX, but any other command-line utility to extract text from PDF
documents may be easily substituted.
Translating references from PDF is crash-proof but may require manual editing due to the nature
of PDF documents. PDF documents are geared towards display purposes and hence extracting their
content as text is complicated. Not all PDF document creation programs use Unicode or ASCII
character sets while generating PDF content. The internal representation of text in the PDF files
depends on the program that generates it. This encoding character set is not specified in a PDF
document.
The programs that attempt to extract text from PDF files often run into issues, and there is
no guarantee that the text version generated from a PDF document is fully legible. For example,
when text is selected or highlighted for copying from a PDF document, using Adobe Acrobat Reader
software, the copied text may be gibberish and illegible as a targeted text editor may understand
only standard ASCII or Unicode character sets. ExtractText utility of PDFBox package could
not successfully extract text from some documents and in some instances crashed producing Java
unhandled exception errors. After processing many files, we found several issues that occur in the
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Figure 4.13: Example 2 - References Section of PDF Documents
extracted text such as hyphens and ligatures resulting in question marks or left curly brackets,
missing spaces between words, URLs extracted as illegible text, and logos such as LATEX coming out
on two lines.
The look of extracted text of two consecutive references in a PDF paper, although similar to
that of the source PDF document, the visually distinctive separation is lost. As such, there is no
easy way to identify, from the extracted text, the ending of one reference and the beginning of the
next. Addressing these problems is beyond the scope of this thesis. We limit our recognition to the
references beginning with citation labels to assure a reasonably accurate conversion.
4.7.3 Heuristics to Clean-up the PDF Extracted Text
In almost all cases, a hyphen in the extracted text is interpreted by PDFBox and other PDF to text
conversion programs as a question mark or left curly brace. This results in the incorrect recognition
of Pages field since there is either one hyphen or two present in the range of pages. A helpful
heuristic is to convert a question mark or left curly bracket present in between numbers to a hyphen.
This is an optional feature provided for PDFrefsToBiBTeX so as to let the user turn on or off the
above specified heuristic in the process of extracting text.
4.7.4 Usage of PDFrefsToBiBTeX Program
java -jar PDFrefsToBiBTeX.jar [-clean] <pdf-file> [output-bib-file]
-clean applies heuristics to clean the extracted references.
pdf-file is fully qualified path and file name of PDF file.
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Figure 4.14: Example 3 - References Section of PDF Documents
output-bib-file is fully qualified path and file name of the BibTEX file.
4.8 Integrating Free Style Reference Recognition into Aigaion
We selected Aigaion (see Section 2.4) to demonstrate how easy and seamless it is to integrate our
free style reference translation (TextToBiBTeX) functionality into other tools. The reasons behind
selecting Aigaion are that it has an elegant and simple to use web interface, clean code and excellent
functionality. It allows multiple users to work at the same time and has well defined security
access setup. It has all the basic functionality required for a bibliographic tool. Also, the free style
functionality fits in seamlessly with few changes to the Aigaion base code.
Aigaion provides functionality for users to import publications in BibTEX format. It checks
these entries against its database of publications and notifies the user of any possible duplicates
in the input. It also provides suggestions on using existing author names in the database if the
input has slight variations in author names. As part of the thesis work, this feature is extended to
allow the user to enter free style text which is then converted to BibTEX entries. On users prompt,
these BibTEX entries are automatically loaded into the database using the native BibTEX import
functionality.
Aigaion is written in PHP programming language and this code is extended to provide additional
menu items Import Free Style and Import PDF File References which allow the users to import
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Figure 4.15: Example 4 - References Section of PDF Documents
Figure 4.16: Extracted text of references Section in Example 3
BibTEX entries from free style text and the references at the end of papers in PDF format. This
integration does not use the API described in Section 4.6 due to different programming languages.
Instead, it uses the TextToBiBTeX and PDFrefsToBiBTeX command line utilities.
4.8.1 Importing Free Style Text References
When Import Free Style menu item is selected, the user is provided a form where the text input
of free style references is entered. Clicking the Recognize button invokes TextToBiBTeX program
on this input. The resulting BibTEX entries and the HTML markup are displayed as output which
is similar to the Aigaion’s standard Import page. The user verifies the BibTEX entries and makes
necessary corrections and clicks the Import button to invoke Aigaion’s native BibTEX import func-
tionality. This functionality is shown in Figure 4.17. The BibTEX results of the recognition are
shown in figure 4.18 and the HTML markup is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.17: Aigaion Free Style Recognition Input Screen
4.8.2 Importing References Section of PDF Papers
When Import PDF File References menu item is selected, the user is provided a form where the
file name of PDF file (on the users workstation) is specified. An example screen is shown in 4.20.
Clicking Upload button uploads the user specified file from the users machine on to the web server.
Then the PDFrefsToBiBTeX program is invoked by passing to it the user provided file name on
the web server. The PDFrefsToBiBTeX extracts the references section from the PDF file using the
ExtractText utility from the PDFBox package. It then processes the references section to massage
the input to conform to the TextToBiBTeX tool requirements and invokes the TextToBiBTeX to
obtain the BibTEX entries. The resulting BibTEX entries and the HTML markup are displayed as a
result which is similar to the Aigaion’s standard Import page. The user verifies the BibTEX entries
and makes necessary corrections and clicks the Import button to invoke Aigaion’s native BibTEX
import functionality.
4.8.3 Synchronize BiBTeXtools Database from Aigaion
During free style reference translation, TextToBiBTeX module uses its own lookup tables that store
the author sub-names, journal names, organizations, etc. Since, the users of Aigaion typically use
it as their primary bibliographic tool, BiBTeXtools database should be synchronized with the data
from Aigaion database. This process relieves the users from loading data in two places.
The Sync BiBTeXtools menu option allows the user to update global lookup tables in BiBTeX-
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Figure 4.18: Aigaion Free Style Recognition BibTEX Results
Tools’ database from the publications in Aigaion database as shown in 4.21. This allows users of
Aigaion to maintain their bibtex entries in Aigaion and not manually load them into BiBTeXTools’
database tables in order to update the lookup tables. The results of synchronization are shown
in 4.22. Running the synchronization process after each use of Aigaion is preferred to improve
the recognition process of TextToBiBTeX. With the synchronization process, the author sub-names,
journal names and publishers tables are updated with any new values from the Aigaion database.
4.9 Duplicate Discovery
Detecting duplicates is a useful feature due to the nature of the BibTEX software. Currently BibTEX
software requires the entries to be present in a .bib file in order to create references in the LATEXed
document. Authors using a centralized database to store their bibliographic entries should export
the cited references in the document, to a .bib file. If any corrections are made to those entries
in the .bib file, they should be uploaded into the author’s central database for future use. Unless
the author keeps track of new, altered and not changed entries and updates the database based on
these, it may result in inconsistencies in the database. Thus it is possible to load the same .bib file
more than once.
BiBTeXtools handles this so that duplicate entries are not created and that any updates in the
latest load are also captured. This is accomplished by checking that the citation key for the entry
being loaded does not exist in the database. If the citation key does exist, further check is done
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Figure 4.19: Aigaion Free Style Recognition Input Free Style Text Markup
to ensure that the Entry Type and the field values match between the two entries. If a match is
found for all the required fields as described in the following sections, the user is warned about the
possible duplicate. If the entry types do not match, a new entry is created with a new citation key
by appending a character between ‘a’ and ‘z’. If an input BibTEX entry does not have a citation
key specified, then a citation key is calculated using the logic in Section 4.5.10. As a result of this
process, users are notified about the list of possible duplicate BibTEX entries in the database that
are also present in the BibTEX file that the user is trying to upload into the database. On viewing
the results, users may decide to make the necessary changes or go ahead for his own reasons using
LoadBibTeX program.
4.9.1 Program Usage
To check for duplicates for entries in the input file against the database, the following command is
used.
java -jar LoadBibTeX.jar -dupdisc -bibtag <tag-list> -bibfile <input-file>
tag-list Entries tagged by tag-list in the database against which the entries in the input file should
be compared.
input-file Input .bib file entries to check for duplicates.
Output is a report that lists a source BibTEX entry and possible duplicates in the database.
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Figure 4.20: Aigaion Free Style Recognition PDF Input
4.9.2 Definition of Duplicates
@book{Knuth94,
author = {Donald E. Knuth},
title = {CWEB System of Structured Documentation},
edition = {3.0},
publisher = {Addison-Wesley Pub Co},
Year = {1994},
Month = {October},
}
@book{Knuth94-a,
author = {Knuth, Donald Ervin},
title = {The {CWEB} System of Structured Documentation},
publisher = {Addison-Wesley},
note = {ISBN 0201575698},
Year = {1994},
Month = {oct},
}
The two entries above are clearly duplicates. Other situations can be more complex, and in the
end it is upto the user to define what constitutes a duplicate. Below is an example of how this can
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Figure 4.21: Synchronizing BiBTeXTools’ Lookup Tables From Aigaion Publications
be formulated.
Two entries E1 and E2 are considered duplicates if E1 and E2 do not have conflicting required
fields. In other words, E1 is distinct from E2 if there is atleast one conflict. We define two fields S1
and S2 as conflicting based on the following rules, where S1 and S2 are treated as sets of tokens.
1. If S1 = S2, there is no conflict.
2. If S1 = ∅ or S2 = ∅, there is no conflict.
3. If S1 ( S2 or S2 ( S1, there is no conflict.
4. If [S1 * S2 and S2 * S1 and S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅], there is no conflict.
5. If S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, i.e., nothing in common, there is a conflict.
4.9.3 Duplicate Detection by Field
The input BibTEX file is already parsed by the LoadBibTeX program and the results are stored
in Java objects. The database is now searched for tags specified on the command line to obtain
resulting entries. Each matching entry from the database is compared against each of the entries
from input BibTEX file stored in the Java objects.
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Figure 4.22: Results of Synchronizing BiBTeXTools’ Lookup Tables From Aigaion Publications
Slight differences in the field values cause duplicate detection to fail if exact string comparisons
are used. In order to obtain better results, the detection process has to be tailored to the specific
field being compared. The fields that are not present or not populated are not considered in the
comparisons.
4.9.3.1 Comparing Authors/Editors Fields
Authors and editors fields contain one or more author names concatenated with ‘and’. Also, author
name variations could throw off the comparisons. For example, “C. A. R. Hoare” and “Charles A. R.
Hoare” are the same author and would not be considered to be similar using exact string matches.
Similarly, “Nelson H. F. Beebe” and “Beebe, N. H. F.” result in different names even though they
are the same author names.
Authors/editors field are considered to be equivalent if any of the following comparisons succeeds.
String matches on whole field ignoring case: The two field values are checked for an exact
match ignoring case.
Set matches of authors names: A set of initials is created for each author name that is present
in the author field. These sets are compared for the entries at hand and if they are equivalent, then
they are considered to have logically similar author field value.
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4.9.3.2 Comparing Journalname Field
Journal names may occur in multiple variations in BibTEX entries. For example, “ACM Commu-
nications” and “Communications of ACM” should be considered to be the same field values which
is not possible with exact string matches. In this case, the exact same logic used during the pop-
ulation of journal names lookup table is used. If the set of words after the removal of fluff words
and duplicate words is same for both entries, the two entries are said to have the same journal field
value.
4.9.3.3 Comparing Title Field
Same titles may slightly vary in spacing, punctuation across entries. They could also be different by
the presence or absence of fluff words. Any LATEX typesetting throws off exact string matches.
For example, “The CWEB System of Structured Documentation” and “CWEB System of Struc-
tured Documentation” should be considered equivalent. The title values are tokenized by the punc-
tuation characters, spaces after the removal of ‘{’ and ‘}’. The fluff words are then removed. If the
resulting set of words is the same for both entries, then the titles are considered to be a match.
4.9.3.4 Comparing Month Field
Month fields may appear abbreviated. While loading, the normalization process converts the entries
into standard formats to make all the month field values consistent. As such an exact string match
would yield correct results.
4.9.3.5 Comparing all Other Fields
All other fields are compared using exact string matches.
4.9.4 Duplicate Detection for Entries
Two entries are considered duplicates when (i) the entry types are the same and (ii) the required
fields for that entry type are equivalent.
4.9.5 Results of Duplicate Detection
The results of the comparison are displayed in the following format.
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Citation Key Entry Type Database Key Entry Type
Knuth94 Book Knuth94a Book
Beebe97 Article Beebe97b Misc
Beebe97 Misc Beebe97k Article
4.10 Searching the Database of BibTEX Entries
It is a fairly typical task of authors to extract selected BibTEX entries from the centralized database
for various reasons such as adding them to the references section at the end of research papers or
share them with another user. This section talks about the search feature of our BiBTeXtools.
4.10.1 Program Usage
java -jar BibSearch.jar [-bibtag <bibtags>] [-fields <fieldnames>]
-matchall -keywords <keywords> [-bibfile <bibfilename>]
bibtags - limits the search to one or more tags specified
fieldnames - limits the search to one or more fields specified
keywords - searches for one or more of these keywords
bibfilename - saves the results to the file if specified
matchall - specifies that all the keywords should be matched
4.10.2 Flexible Searching
A user selects a matching criteria and expects it to be flexible. For example, exact matches at string
level or numerical-equality may yield empty results.
A BibTEX database is searched using any BibTEX fields as keywords such as author names, titles
of papers, journals, year of publication, etc. Each BibTEX entry field value is a sequence of tokens.
Every token has a spelling and a type. The numerical tokens also have a numerical value.
A user specifies the field names and keywords that ought to be matched. The specified field
values are searched in the database for the presence of any of the keywords. Matching entries are
returned if atleast one keyword is present in any of the specified fields in the entries. To obtain the
entries that match all the keywords, the option -matchall should be specified. This checks for the
presence of all keywords in all specified fields. The searches are limited to the bibtags specified
which allows authors to search the subset of whole database. If no bibtag is specified, entire database
of BibTEX entries is searched.
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4.10.3 Querying the Database Tables
BiBTeXtools has search index tables as described in section 4.1.3. BibSearch generates the SQL
query based on the inputs specified by the user. The first step in generating the BibTEX entries is
obtaining the list of entries that match the user specified search criteria. BibEntries.BibTag col-
umn is filtered on the user specified bibtags values. UniqueTokens.TokenPlainSpelling column
is filtered on the user specified keywords values. BibEntryTokens.FieldName is filtered on the user
specified fieldnames values.
For example, if the user specifies the following search criteria,
BibSearch -bibtags mycs201 mycs222
-fieldnames title -keywords java html -output thisyear.bib
BibSearch generates the following SQL to obtain the list of BibEntryIDs.
select distinct bibentryid
from bibentrytokens, uniquetokens
where bibentrytokens.fieldname in ( ‘title’ ) and
bibentrytokens.gutokenid = uniquetokens.gutokenid and
uniquetokens.tokenplainspelling in ( ‘java’,‘html’ );
If the user specifies the following search criteria,
BibSearch -bibtags mycs201 mycs222
-fieldnames title -matchall -keywords java html -output thisyear.bib
BibSearch generates the following SQL to obtain the list of BibEntryID’s.
select distinct bibentryid from
( select bibentryid, fieldname, count( * )
from uniquetokens,
( select distinct bibentryid, fieldname, gutokenid
from bibentrytokens ) bet
where bet.fieldname in ( ‘title’ ) and
bet.gutokenid = uniquetokens.gutokenid and
uniquetokens.tokenplainspelling in ( ‘java’, ‘html’ )
having count( * ) >= 2
);
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4.10.4 Generating the BibTEX Output
After the BibEntryID list is obtained using the above queries, BibEntries tables is queried for the
entry type and citation key. From these two values, the entry header is formed.
Thereafter, BibEntryFields table is queried for field names and field values and BibStrings and
BibEntryFieldStrings are queried for any string macros used in these fields. These are appended
to the header string as name value pairs in BibTEX format. The @String macros are appended
before the BibTEX entries section in the .bib file.
5
Conclusion
This thesis explored the citation and bibliography problem from an authors’ perspective. It focused
on three aspects of the otherwise vast bibliography frame work: (i) a survey of existing bibliography
tools, (ii) a database view of BibTEX files and functionality and (iii) processing and translating
references given as free style pieces of text into BibTEX format and providing an API for other
programs to integrate this functionality. All the implementation work was on developing tools that
ease the task of finding, maintaining standard bibliographic entries, and translating free style text
into BibTEX references.
5.1 Survey of Bibliography Tools
In the last ten years, numerous tools that ease the citation task have been developed and many more
are in the development phase. We reviewed thoroughly 60+ open source, and freeware tools, and
somewhat less thoroughly around 20 commercial tools because of limitations of trial ware. Tools
that are in pre-alpha and alpha stages are not included for review. The tools surveyed range from
stand-alone utilities, tools that could be integrated into any of the bigger tools to large suites of
tools that resulted from the research work of teams over the years.
Tools that were released during the initial years are simple tools with functionality restricted to
maintaining bibliography databases and format conversions. Additional useful features such as on-
line search functionality for references and bibliographies for full details of references, web-interface
for ease of use, integration into various word processors etc., communicating with protocols such as
Z39.50[WikiPedia 2007] to retrieve bibliographies from library catalogers, are included in the later
releases of tools.
In our survey, bibliography tools are classified into the following categories: most popular tools,
web browser based tools, desktop/small scale tools, commercial tools, utilities and tools with internal
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databases. Some of the tools may belong to more than one category and are indicated as such. one
or more tools are recommended based on their features and ease of use in the web browser based,
desktop/small scale and format conversion tool categories. All of the tools surveyed are rated based
on a selected list of characteristics. Since there is a wide range of bibliographic tools available,
our survey helps authors to select one or more tools. Many screen-shots of usage of tools are also
included along with the description of tool, to help users visualize the tools features.
5.2 New Tools Developed
One of the aspects we focused on is the maintenance of bibliographies by users. In this context,
we contributed several new tools collectively referred to as BiBTeXtools that provide the following
functionality: (i) LoadBibTeX stores bibliographic entries as a MySQL database and updates author,
journal and publisher look-up tables that aid in TextToBiBTeX functionality (ii) BibSearch allows
authors to search the database of BibTEX entries based on multiple keywords that can be matched
in multiple fields and the resulting output may be saved as a standard .bib file. (iii) Normalization
feature that brings about normalization of equivalent BibTEX entries is a part of LoadBibTeX tool.
(iv) Duplicate discovery feature implemented as a part of LoadBibTeX tool detects duplicates in a
bibliography database. Duplicate entries are often not exact replicas but are semantically the same.
An algorithm to detect duplicate entries in a flexible way is designed and implemented. It detects
logically similar entries by ignoring the order of words and insignificant words during comparisons.
5.3 Translating Informal References to BibTEX Entries
We addressed the problem of extraction and conversion of references from free style plain text into
bibliographic entries in BibTEX format in creating the TextToBiBTeX package. Often an author
collects references as copied-and-pasted pieces of text, usually from the papers being read in his
research process or from on-line web sites. The conversion of this free style text to references is a
time consuming task and is better spent on the content of the paper, yet unavoidable. We developed
a tool TextToBiBTeX that converts free style text to bibliographic entries in BibTEX format, thus
saving authors’ time and effort.
In free style text, author names, titles of papers, names of journals and conferences, page numbers,
etc. may not appear in a guaranteed order. Recognition of these fields is driven by heuristics that
vary for each field and MySQL look-up tables that store author names, publications, organizations,
journals, cities, states and months. LoadBibTeX tool helps authors to automatically update some
look-up tables from the specified .bib files. As the recognition accuracy depends on the look-up data,
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the functioning of TextToBiBTeX can be customized by altering the look-up data. TextToBiBTeX
provides feedback to the authors with (i) a confidence number indicating the correctness of the
recognition of a field, and (ii) a colorized HTML version of the input free style text indicating the
results of the translation.
PDFrefsToBiBTeX extracts the references section of PDF papers and translates them into BibTEX
entries. This tool invokes an external program to convert PDF to text. The resulting text file often
has “strange looking” characters that arise from ligatures, accented characters and such that are
present in PDF. We provide an option to clean the output text of the conversion tool (such as
replacing ‘?’ if present in between numbers with a ‘-’) to improve the recognition process.
To help other developers in incorporating the free style recognition functionality into their appli-
cations, we developed an API, called TextToBiBTeXAPI as a java package. This API is demonstrated
in TextToBiBTeX and PDFrefsToBiBTeX.
To provide a GUI for free style recognition, we integrated both translating free style references
and extracting references from PDF files into Aigaion, an effective web-based bibliographic tool.
Also, BiBTeXtools’s database is synchronized with look-up data from references list of Aigaion
database to improve recognition feature.
5.4 Future work
Various aspects of this thesis can be further pursued and improved.
Note that this thesis did not address the problem of citation accuracy (e.g., citing a wrong
reference written by the same author) in contrast with reference accuracy which it did. In our
literature survey, we have not come across a thorough discussion of this problem.
Free style text translation may be improved by recognizing more variations of the input fields
since there are numerous bibliographic styles in use and by applying more heuristics.
Incorporate TextToBiBTeX functionality into a tool that searches on-line citation repositories for
scholar specified values such as author and/or title field. With this integration, if web search results
include unknown format or free style text, TextToBiBTeX feature may be used to translate the
references into the standard BibTEX format.
BibSearch tool does not currently allow scholars to specify complex queries involving logical
combinations of keywords and fields. This functionality can be improved by letting users specify
multiple search criteria, as demonstrated below.
AUTHOR!=’Hoare’ and (TITLE=’computer’ or TITLE=’science’)
Duplicate discovery can be improved by allowing the users to configure the criteria for detecting
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duplicates, thus letting them decide when two entries are considered duplicates. The duplicate
detection engine should interpretively execute the expression entered by the user. As an example,
consider the following.
isDuplicate := (S1 != 0) and (S2 != 0) and ((S1 sub S2) or (S2 sub S1))
where S1 is the title of first entry and S2 is the title field of second entry. The above user configured
expression indicates that two non-empty title fields are considered duplicates if the set of tokens
from the title field of one entry is a subset of the set of tokens from the second entry or vice-versa.
The lexer used by BibTeXtools does not support ASCII characters with ordinal value greater
than 127, as such all special characters in the BibTEX fields are truncated to 7-bit characters.
Preserving the formatting of special characters may be included in the future work.
Although BibTEX is one of the most popular bibliographic formats, incorporating a format con-
version tool into BiBTeXtools would make it useful to non-BibTEX users.
5.5 Downloads
Source code of the BiBTeXtools package, MySQL setup script, and the LATEX and BibTEX source
files of this thesis, as well as the thesis.pdf can be downloaded from
http://www.cs.wright.edu/~pmateti/GradStudents/MunushreeThummala/.
AppendixA
BiBTeXtools Database Overview
BiBTeXtools database design provides the ability for users to store .bib files in the database. It has
tables to store @string, @preamble and @<entrytype>constructs in the .bib file. It also has tables
that allow for flexible searching of the contents of .bib files stored in the database.
A.1 ER Diagram
The Entity-Relationship diagram in figure A.1 displays the relationships between the tables used
by all modules in the BiBTeXtools. LoadBibTeX program updates these tables and TextToBiBTeX,
PDFrefsToBiBTeX, BibSearch programs lookup these tables.
A.2 Representation of BibTEX String Values in the Database
BibTEX entry field values are stored as strings in the database. These strings are used when gener-
ating the BibTEX entries. To allow for flexible searching, we also store the sequence of lexical tokens
returned by the lexical analyzer. It is difficult, if not impossible to reconstruct the original string
from the sequence of tokens as the spacing is lost during tokenization and the generated BibTEX
entry looks awkward especially with regards to LATEX typesetting formats and spaces.
A.3 Lookup Tables
Some of the lookup tables are loaded by LoadBibTex program while others manually by the users.
This section describes about the lookup tables schema definition and the methods of populating
them.
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Figure A.1: BiBTeXtools ER Diagram
A.3.1 Unique Tokens
A global database is maintained that stores unique tokens returned by the lexical analyzer in
uniquetokens table. Ideally, this database table should store all available unique tokens but as
this is not feasible, this database table is updated by LoadBibTeX program with all the unique
tokens from .bib files.
A.3.2 Author Sub Names
This table is loaded from existing BibTEX files by LoadBibTeX program. It searches the .bib file for
author fields, extracts author sub names and loads the AuthorSubNames table with the one record
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Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
GUTokenID integer Yes It is the unique token number that
identifies a unique TokenPlainSpelling
TokenPlainSpelling varchar 80 Yes Plain spelling of the token
without LATEX typesetting
LatexSpelling varchar 100 Yes LATEX typesetting of the token
TokenSymbol integer Yes Internal Symbol value assigned by lexical
analyzer to identify the type of token
Table A.1: UniqueTokens Table Definition
for each sub name. This table is used while recognizing author names in free style parsing.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes Author sub name without LATEX typesetting
attribute varchar 40 Yes Author sub name with LATEX typesetting
Table A.2: AuthorSubNames Table Definition
A.3.3 Journal Names
This table is loaded from existing BibTEX files by LoadBibTeX program. It searches the .bib file
for the journal field, extracts the journal names and loads them into the JournalNames table. This
table is used while recognizing journal names in free style parsing.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes Journal name without LATEX typesetting
typeset name varchar 160 Yes Journal name with LATEX typesetting
lookup name varchar 140 Yes String with the set of nonfluff words
in the journal name to help in searching
Table A.3: JournalNames Table Definition
A.3.4 Publishers
This table is loaded from existing BibTEX files by LoadBibTeX program. It searches the .bib file
for publisher field, extracts and loads them into the Publishers table. This table is used while
recognizing publishers in free style parsing.
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Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes Publisher without LATEX typesetting
Table A.4: Publishers Table Definition
A.3.5 Cities
This table is loaded manually by the users and is used while recognizing cities in free style parsing.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes City without LATEX typesetting
Table A.5: Cities Table Definition
A.3.6 States
This table is loaded manually by the users and is used while recognizing states in free style parsing.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes State without LATEX typesetting
Table A.6: States Table Definition
A.3.7 Organizations
This table is loaded manually by the users and is used while recognizing organizations or institutions
in free style parsing.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes Organization without LATEX typesetting
Table A.7: Organizations Table Definition
A.3.8 Fluff Words
This table is loaded manually by the users and is used while recognizing titles, author/editor names,
journal names, etc in free style parsing.
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Field Name Data Type Size Non-null Note
name varchar 40 Yes One row for each fluff word
Table A.8: Fluffwords Table Definition
A.3.9 HTML Markup
This table is populated with default values. Users may update these values by altering ‘value’ column
to customize the colors in the output of HTML during free style citation translation.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
name varchar 40 Yes setting name
value varchar 40 Yes setting value
Table A.9: Markup Table Definition
A.4 Tables to Store @string Constructs
@String construct in a .bib file is represented as @string{LHS = RHS}
These @string constructs are stored in the following two tables in database.
BibStrings: Each @string construct in the .bib file is loaded as one record into this table. The
name (LHS) and value (RHS) are stored without any modification so that they can be reproduced
when the @string entry needs to be generated for a particular BibTEX entry.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
BibTag varchar 80 Yes It is the name of .bib file or
a user supplied tag name
StringName varchar 80 Yes LHS of @String construct
StringValue varchar 1000 Yes RHS of @String construct
Table A.10: BibStrings Table Definition
BibStringTokens: This table represents the string value of @string construct as a sequence of
the tokens returned by the lexical analyzer. Each token in this sequence is stored as a record.
The TokenSeqNo specifies the order of the tokens in the @string construct. The GUTokenID is
obtained by looking up the token value in the “UniqueTokens” table.
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Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
BibTag varchar 80 Yes It is the name of the .bib file or
an user supplied tag name
StringName varchar 80 Yes LHS of @String construct
TokenSeqNo integer Yes Position of the token in the field value
GUTokenID integer Yes It is the unique token number
obtained by looking up in “UniqueTokens” table
Table A.11: BibStringTokens Table Definition
A.5 Tables to Store BibTEX Entries
A BibTEX entry in a .bib file has the following syntax.
@entry-type{citation-key,
field-name1 = field-value1,
field-name2 = field-value2,
.......}
To store these BibTEX constructs in the database, we define the following tables.
BibEntries: Each BibTEX entry can be represented as a header with details. The header consists
of the entry type and the citation key. The detail of a BibTEX entry consists of a set of field
name and field value pairs. The header information is stored in the BibEntries table with one
record per entry.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
BibTag varchar 100 No It is the name of .bib file or
a user supplied tag name
BibEntryID integer Yes Internal number that uniquely
identifies a BibTEX entry across different tables
BibKey varchar 80 Yes BibTEX citation key
EntryType varchar 20 Yes BibTEX entry type, e.g., article, book etc.
Table A.12: BibEntries Table Definition
BibEntryFields: The details of a BibTEX entry are stored in this table with each record storing
field name and field value pairs. These records are related to the BibEntries table via the
BibEntryID field. The field value is stored as a string and is used when generating the BibTEX
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entry.
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
BibEntryID integer Yes Internal number that uniquely
identifies a BibTEX entry across different tables
FieldName varchar 40 Yes String representation of BibTEX field name
FieldValue varchar 1000 Yes String representation of BibTEX field value
Table A.13: BibEntryFields Table Definition
BibEntryTokens: This table stores token representations of the field name and field value pairs.
Each field name and field value pair of a BibTEX entry corresponds to one or more rows in this
table. The number of rows for a field depends on the number of tokens that form its field value.
The sequence of tokens that form the field value is preserved by the TokenSeqNo.
BibEntryFieldStrings: @String constructs are referenced in the BibTEX entries. To provide the
capability of searching the entries based on the content of referenced @string’s, the relationship
between the entry, entry fields and @strings is stored. BibEntryFieldStrings stores one record
for each occurrence of an @string macro in a field value.
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Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
BibEntryID integer Yes Internal number that uniquely
identifies a BibTEX entry across different tables
FieldName varchar 40 Yes String representation of BibTEX field name
TokenSeqNo integer Yes Position of the token in the field value
GUTokenID integer Yes It is the unique token number
obtained by lookup of “UniqueTokens” table
Table A.14: BibEntryTokens Table Definition
Field Name Data Type Size Non-Null Note
BibEntryID integer Yes Internal number that uniquely
identifies a BibTEX entry across different tables
FieldName varchar 40 Yes Field name of BibTEX entry that
contains the @string macro
StringName varchar 80 Yes Name of the @string appearing on the RHS
BibTag varchar 80 Yes Name of the .bib file or a user supplied
tag name
Table A.15: BibEntryFieldStrings Table Definition
AppendixB
Evaluation Files Used in Tool
Survey
To evaluate the tools, a common set of input file are created. To accurately test whether a tool
processes BibTEX format correctly, the evaluation files included entries with the following criteria,
simple entries, entries using @String constructs, entries with duplicate information and bad/invalid
entries.
B.1 Simple Entries
Simple BibTEX entries do not include any @String macros, duplicates or bad entries. This represents
a typical simple BibTEX file.
% Simple Entries for Tool Survey
@ARTICLE{Schafer-et-al-2001,
AUTHOR = {J.H. Schafer and D.J. Ragsdale and J.R. Surdu and
C.A. Carver, Jr.},
TITLE = {The IWAR Range: A Laboratory for Undergraduate Information
Assurance Education},
YEAR = {2001},
PAGES = {223-232},
JOURNAL = {The Journal of Computing in Small Colleges},
VOLUME = {1964},
}
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@BOOK{Chapman-Zwicky-1995,
AUTHOR = {D. Brent Chapman and Elizabeth D. Zwicky},
TITLE = {Building Internet firewalls},
YEAR = {1995},
PUBLISHER = {O’Reilly \& Associates},
}
@BOOK{Cheswick-Bellovin-1994,
AUTHOR = {William R. Cheswick and Steven M.Bellovin},
TITLE = {Firewalls and Internet Security: Repelling the Wily Hacker},
YEAR = {1994},
PUBLISHER = {Addison-Wesley},
}
@BOOK{Cobb1996,
AUTHOR = {Stephen Cobb},
TITLE = {The NCSA Guide to PC and LAN Security},
YEAR = {1996},
PAGES = {640pp},
PUBLISHER = {McGraw-Hill},
}
@BOOK{Comer1996,
AUTHOR = {Douglas E. Comer},
TITLE = {Computer Networks and Internets},
YEAR = {1996},
PUBLISHER = {Prentice Hall},
}
B.2 Entries with @Strings
BibTEX files contain the @String definitions that are referred to in the entry fields. This file is used
to test whether the tool acknowledges and uses the @String values.
%Entries to test @Strings
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%=======================================================================
% Publisher abbreviations:
@String{pub-SUCSLI = "Stanford University Center for the Study of
Language and Information"}
@String{pub-SUCSLI:adr = "Stanford, CA, USA"}
%=======================================================================
% Journal abbreviations:
@String{j-CACM = "Communications of the ACM"}
@String{j-IEEE-CGA = "IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications"}
@String{j-SIAM-J-COMPUT = "SIAM Journal of Computing"}
%%% ====================================================================
%%% Acknowledgement abbreviations:
@String{ack-nhfb = "Nelson H. F. Beebe,
University of Utah,
Department of Mathematics, 110 LCB,
155 S 1400 E RM 233,
Salt Lake City, UT 84112-0090, USA,
Tel: +1 801 581 5254,
FAX: +1 801 585 1640, +1 801 581 4148,
e-mail: \path|beebe@math.utah.edu|,
\path|beebe@acm.org|,
\path|beebe@ieee.org| (Internet),
URL: \path|http://www.math.utah.edu/~beebe/|"}
@ARTICLE{Beebe:1996:LEW,
author = {Nelson H. F. Beebe},
title = {Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned},
journal = {BYTE Magazine},
year = {1996},
volume = {21},
pages = {20, 22},
number = {9},
month = sep,
note = {Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers.},
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acknowledgement = {#ack-nhfb#},
bibdate = {Wed Aug 21 09:46:00 1996},
coden = {BYTEDJ},
issn = {0360-5280}
}
@ARTICLE{Beebe:1976:CIC,
author = {Nelson H. F. Beebe and Eric W. Thulstrup and Andreas Andersen},
title = {Configuration Interaction Calculations of Low-Lying
Electronic States of {$O_2$}, {$O_2^+$}, and {$O_2^{++}$}},
journal = {J. Chem. Phys.},
year = {1976},
volume = {64},
pages = {2080--2093},
number = {5},
month = mar,
abstract = {Minimal basis full valence CI calculations of potential curves are
reported for more than 300 low-lying states of O$_2$, O$_^+$,
and O$_2^{2+}$. A large number of new bound states of O $_^+$and
some metastable states of O$_2^{2+}$ are predicted, and from a
comparison with known states of O$_2$ and O$_2^{2+}$, predictions
are made for the spectroscopic constants of the as yet
experimentally unknown states.},
bibdate = {Sat Nov 18 12:04:31 2000},
coden = {JCPSA6},
day = {1},
issn = {0021-9606},
url = {Http://Ojps.Aip.Org/Jcpo;
Http://Ojps.Aip.Org/Journal_cgi/Search?KEY=JCPSA6}
}
@BOOK{Knuth:1992:LP,
title = {Literate Programming},
publisher = pub-SUCSLI,
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year = {1992},
author = {Donald E. Knuth},
pages = {xv + 368},
series = {CSLI Lecture Notes Number 27},
address = pub-SUCSLI:adr,
note = {Distributed by the University of Chicago Press.},
acknowledgement = {#ack-nhfb#},
bibdate = {Fri Jul 22 09:08:14 1994},
isbn = {0-937073-80-6 (paperback), 0-937073-81-4 (hardcover)},
lccn = {QA76.6 .K644 1992},
price = {US\$24.95 (paperback), US\$59.95 (hardcover)}
}
B.3 Duplicate Entries
This input file is used to test whether if and when the tool being evaluated recognizes the presence
of duplicate entries. Several possible versions of duplicate entries are included below.
% Testing Duplicate Bibliography Entries
@Article{Broyden:1973:LSC,
author = {C. G. Broyden and J. E. Dennis and J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {On the local and superlinear convergence of
quasi-{Newton} methods},
journal = {J. Inst. Math. Appl.},
volume = {12},
pages = {223--245},
year = {1973},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
% Exact duplicate of above
@Article{Broyden:1973:LSC,
author = {C. G. Broyden and J. E. Dennis and J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {On the local and superlinear convergence of
quasi-{Newton} methods},
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journal = {J. Inst. Math. Appl.},
volume = {12},
pages = {223--245},
year = {1973},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
@Article{More:1973:PFR,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e and W. C. Rheinboldt},
title = {On {P- and S-functions} and related classes of
$n$-dimensional mappings},
journal = {J. Inst. Math. Appl.},
volume = {6},
pages = {45--68},
year = {1973},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
%duplicate of above entry More:1973:PFR with a different key
@Article{More1:1973:PFR,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e and W. C. Rheinboldt},
title = {On {P- and S-functions} and related classes of
$n$-dimensional mappings},
journal = {Linear Algebra and Its Applications},
volume = {6},
pages = {45--68},
year = {1973},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
@Article{Dennis:1974:CSC,
author = {J. E. Dennis and J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {A characterization of superlinear convergence and its
application to quasi-{Newton} methods},
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journal = {Math. Comp.},
volume = {28},
pages = {549--560},
year = {1974},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
%duplicate of above entry Dennis:1974:CSC with Same key but slightly
%different title
@Article{Dennis:1974:CSC,
author = {J. E. Dennis and J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {This is A characterization of superlinear convergence and its
application to quasi-{Newton} methods},
journal = {Math. Comp.},
volume = {28},
pages = {549--560},
year = {1974},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
@Article{More:1974:CCN,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {Coercivity conditions in nonlinear complementarity
problems},
journal = {SIAM Review},
volume = {16},
pages = {1--16},
year = {1974},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
%duplicate of above entry with same key but an additional field
@Article{More:1974:CCN,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e},
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title = {Coercivity conditions in nonlinear complementarity
problems},
journal = {SIAM Review},
volume = {16},
pages = {1--16},
year = {1974},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
newfield = {Testing for duplicates with additional optional
field and same key},
}
@Article{More:1974:CFF,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {Classes of function and feasibility conditions in
nonlinear complementarity problems},
journal = {Math. Programming},
volume = {6},
pages = {327--338},
year = {1974},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
% duplicate of above entry with different key and new optional field
@Article{More1:1974:CFF,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e},
title = {Classes of function and feasibility conditions in
nonlinear complementarity problems},
journal = {Math. Programming},
volume = {6},
pages = {327--338},
year = {1974},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
newfield = {Testing for duplicates with additional
optional field and different key},
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}
@Article{More:1976:GCB,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e and J. A. Trangenstein},
title = {On the global convergence of {Broyden}’s method},
journal = {Math. Comp.},
volume = {30},
pages = {523--540},
year = {1976},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
% duplicate of above entry with same key and a required field missing
@Article{More:1976:GCB,
author = {J. J. Mor\’e and J. A. Trangenstein},
title = {On the global convergence of {Broyden}’s method},
volume = {30},
pages = {523--540},
year = {1976},
bibsource = {ftp://ftp.math.utah.edu/pub/bibnet/authors/m/more-jorge.bib},
}
B.4 Bad Entries
This input file is used to test if and when the tool being evaluated recognizes the errors present in
the BibTEX entries and if it successfully recovers from these errors. Several possible errors and bad
syntax entries are included below.
% Sample bib file for testing erroneous input
@article{Schafer-et-al-2001,
author = {J.H. Schafer and D.J. Ragsdale and J.R. Surdu and C.A. Carver, Jr.},
title = {The IWAR Range: A Laboratory for Undergraduate Information
Assurance Education},
journal= {The Journal of Computing in Small Colleges},
volume = {1964},
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year = {2001},
pages = {223-232},
number = {4},
volume ={16}
}
@article{Schafer-et-al-2001a,
evalerror = {missing closing brace for journal},
author = {J.H. Schafer and D.J. Ragsdale and J.R. Surdu and C.A. Carver, Jr.},
title = {The IWAR Range: A Laboratory for Undergraduate Information
Assurance Education},
journal = {The Journal of Computing in Small Colleges,
volume = {1964},
year = {2001},
pages = {223-232},
number = {4},
volume = {16},
}
@book{Chapman-Zwicky-1995,
evalerror = {missing equal character in author field},
author {D. Brent Chapman and Elizabeth D. Zwicky},
title = {Building Internet firewalls},
publisher = {O’Reilly \& Associates},
year = {1995},
isbn = {1-56592-124-0}
}
@UNKNOWNENTRYTYPE{Cheswick-Bellovin-1994,
evalerror = {Unknown bibtex entry type},
author = {William R. Cheswick and Steven M.Bellovin},
title = {Firewalls and Internet Security: Repelling the Wily Hacker},
publisher = {Addison-Wesley},
year = {1994},
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isbn = {0-201-63357-4}
}
@book{Cobb 1996,
evalerror = {spaces in citation key},
author = {Stephen Cobb},
title = {The NCSA Guide to PC and LAN Security},
publisher = {McGraw-Hill},
year = {1996},
isbn = {0079121683},
pages = {640pp}
}
@book{Comer1996,
evalerror = {missing closing brace for whole entry},
author = {Douglas E. Comer},
title = {Computer Networks and Internets},
publisher = {Prentice Hall},
year = {1996},
isbn = {0-13-239070-1}
@book{Comer1996a,
author = {Douglas E. Comer},
title = {Computer Networks and Internets},
publisher = {Prentice Hall},
year = {1996},
isbn = {0-13-239070-1}
}
AppendixC
Results of Recognition of Free
Style Text References
This appendix is an example of free style recognition for sample inputs.
C.1 Free Style Clippings Chosen
To evaluate the TextToBiBTeX program, a few free style clippings of references from the Internet
are collected, mostly from the references section of published papers and the Citeseer web site.
These references are selected with an intent of showing how the free style parser works in different
scenarios.
Mitchell, M. and Holland, J. H. 1993. When Will a Genetic Algorithm
Outperform Hill-Climbing? Technical report, Santa Fe Institute.
Collins R. J. and Jefferson D. R. "AntFarm: towards simulated evolution."
In: C. G. Langton, C. Taylor, J. D. Farmer, and S. Rasmussen (Eds.),
Artificial Life II, Vol. X of SFI Studies in the Sciences of Complexity.
Redwood City, CA: Addison-Wesley, 1991, pp.579-601.
Wegener, I.: Methods for the Analysis of Evolutionary Algorithms on
PseudoBoolean Functions. In: Evolutionary Optimization. Kluwer Academic
Publishers (2002)
Scharnow, J., Tinnefeld, K., & Wegener, I. (2002). Fitness landscapes based
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on sorting and shortest paths problems. Proc. of 7th Conf. on Parallel Problem
Solving from Nature (PPSN--VII), LNCS 2439, 54--63. http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
scharnow02fitness.html
Mitchell, M. and S. Forrest (1993). Genetic Algorithms and Artificial Life.
Santa Fe Institute. Working paper 93-11-072.
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/mitchell93genetic.html
M. Mitchell and J.H. Holland. When will a genetic algorithm outperform
hill-climbing ? In S. Forrest, editor, Proceedings of the 5 th International
Conference on Genetic Algorithms, page 647, 1993.
Holland, J. H. Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems. The University of
Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, MI (1975).
Frank Hoffmeister and Thomas Back. Genetic selflearning. In Varela and
Bourgine [20].
C.A.R. Hoare. An Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming, CACM
Vol. 12, No. 10, October 1969, pp. 576--580.
Robert J. Collins and David R. Jefferson. AntFarm: Towards simulated
evolution. In Artificial Life II: Proceedings of the Workshop on Artificial
Life, pages 579--601, Santa Fe, NM, February 1990. Addison-Wesley.
Oblitey, W., Wolfe, J., Fry, M., Wynters, E., Calhoun, W., and Montante,
R. Integrating security concepts into existing computer courses.
SIGCSE 2002 (2002).
Werner Damm and Bernhard Josko. A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic
for a language with higher type procedures. Acta Informatica, 20:59-101, 1983.
C. A. R. Hoare. Programs are predicates. In Institute for New Generation
Computer Technology (ICOT), editor, Proceedings of the International
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Conference on Fifth Generation Computer Systems. Volume 1, pages 211-218,
Burke, VA, USA, 1992. IOS Press.
David Luckham. Programming with Specifications. Springer, Berlin, 1 edition, 1990.
Susan S. Owicki and David Gries. Proving properties of parallel programs: An
axiomatic approach. Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer
Science Department, May 1975.
C. Perkins and P. Bhagwat, "Highly dynamic Destination Sequenced
Distance-Vector routing (DSDV) for mobile computers," Proceedings of ACM
SIGCOMM, pp. 234-244, August 1994.
S. Merugu and J. Ghosh. "Privacy-preserving Distributed Clustering using
Generative Models." In The Third IEEE International Conference on Data
Mining (ICDM’03), Melbourne, FL, November 2003.
E. M. Clarke and J. M. Wing. "Formal Methods: State of the Art and Future
Directions," NIST Journal of Research, December 1996.
C.2 Resulting BibTEX Output
The following .bib file, shown as-is, is generated by our TextToBiBTeX tool with no human inter-
vention from the input of the section above.
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100
@TECHREPORT{Mitchell-Holland-1993,
AUTHOR = {{M}. {Mitchell} and {J}. {H}. {Holland}},
TITLE = {{When} {Will} a {Genetic} {Algorithm} {Outperform} {Hill}-{Climbing?}},
INSTITUTION = {{Santa} {Fe} {Institute}},
YEAR = {1993},
}
-- Entry CORN = 65 Author = 100 Editor = 77 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
-- Publisher = 100
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@INPROCEEDINGS{J-R-1991,
AUTHOR = {{Collins} {R}. {J.} and {Jefferson} {D}. {R.}},
TITLE = {{AntFarm}: towards simulated evolution.},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1991},
EDITOR = {{G}. {Langton} and {C}. {Taylor} and {J}. {D}. {Farmer} and {S}.
{Rasmussen}},
PAGES = {579-601},
PUBLISHER = {{Addison} - {Wesley}},
JOURNAL = {{In}: {C}},
PLACE = {{Redwood} {City}},
STATE = {CA},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Artificial} {Life} {II}},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {{Vol}. {X} of {SFI} {Studies} in the {Sciences} of {Complexity}},
}
-- Entry CORN = 65 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Wegener-2002,
AUTHOR = {{I}. {Wegener}},
TITLE = {{Methods} for the {Analysis} of {Evolutionary} {Algorithms} on
{PseudoBoolean} {Functions}},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {2002},
PUBLISHER = {{Kluwer} {Academic} {Publishers}},
JOURNAL = {{In}: {Evolutionary} {Optimization}},
}
-- Entry CORN = 62 Author = 83 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Scharnow-et-al-2002,
AUTHOR = {{J}. {Scharnow} and {K}. {Tinnefeld} and {I}. {Wegener}},
TITLE = {{Fitness} landscapes based on sorting and shortest paths problems},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {2002},
PAGES = {54--63},
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JOURNAL = {{Proc}. of 7th {Conf}. on {Parallel} {Problem} {Solving} from {Nature}
({PPSN}--{VII)}},
URL = {http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/scharnow02fitness.html},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{LNCS} 2439},
}
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100
@MISC{Mitchell-Forrest-1993,
AUTHOR = {{M}. {Mitchell} and {S}. {Forrest}},
TITLE = {{Genetic} {Algorithms} and {Artificial} {Life}},
YEAR = {1993},
ORGANIZATION = {{Santa} {Fe} {Institute}},
URL = {http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/mitchell93genetic.html},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Working} paper 93-11-072},
}
-- Entry CORN = 67 Author = 100 Editor = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Mitchell-Holland-1993,
AUTHOR = {{M}. {Mitchell} and {J}. {H}. {Holland}},
TITLE = {{When} will a genetic algorithm outperform hill-climbing ?},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1993},
EDITOR = {{S}. {Forrest}},
PAGES = {647},
JOURNAL = {{Proceedings} of the 5 th {International} {Conference} on {Genetic}
{Algorithms}},
}
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100 Publisher = 100
@MISC{Holland-1975,
AUTHOR = {{J}. {H}. {Holland}},
TITLE = {{Adaptation} in {Natural} and {Artificial} {Systems}},
YEAR = {1975},
PUBLISHER = {{The} {University} of {Michigan} {Press}},
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PLACE = {{Ann} {Arbor}},
STATE = {MI},
}
-- Entry CORN = 75 Author = 50 Title = 100
@MISC{Hoffmeister_Back,
AUTHOR = {{Frank} {Hoffmeister} and {Thomas} {Back}},
TITLE = {{Genetic} selflearning},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{In} {Varela} and {Bourgine} [20]},
}
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100 Pages = 100
@MISC{Hoare-1969,
AUTHOR = {{C}. {A}. {R}. {Hoare}},
TITLE = {{An} {Axiomatic} {Basis} for {Computer} {Programming}},
MONTH = {October},
YEAR = {1969},
VOLUME = {12},
NUMBER = {10},
PAGES = {576--580},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {CACM},
}
-- Entry CORN = 67 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100 Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Collins-Jefferson-1990,
AUTHOR = {{Robert} {J}. {Collins} and {David} {R}. {Jefferson}},
TITLE = {{AntFarm}: {Towards} simulated evolution},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1990},
PAGES = {579--601},
MONTH = {February},
PUBLISHER = {{Addison} - {Wesley}},
JOURNAL = {{In} {Artificial} {Life} {II}: {Proceedings} of the {Workshop} on
{Artificial} {Life}},
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PLACE = {{Santa} {Fe}},
STATE = {NM},
}
-- Entry CORN = 88 Author = 66 Title = 100 Journal = 100
@MISC{Oblitey-et-al-2002,
AUTHOR = {{W}. {Oblitey} and {J}. {Wolfe} and {M}. {Fry} and {E}. {Wynters}
and {W}. {Calhoun} and {R}. {Montante}},
TITLE = {{Integrating} security concepts into existing computer courses},
YEAR = {2002},
JOURNAL = {SIGCSE},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {(2002)},
}
-- Entry CORN = 87 Author = 50 Title = 100 Journal = 100 Pages = 100
@MISC{Damm-Josko-1983,
AUTHOR = {{Werner} {Damm} and {Bernhard} {Josko}},
TITLE = {{A} sound and relatively complete {Hoare}-logic for a language
with higher type procedures},
YEAR = {1983},
JOURNAL = {{Acta} {Informatica}},
PAGES = {59-101},
VOLUME = {20},
}
-- Entry CORN = 67 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100 Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Hoare-1992,
AUTHOR = {{C}. {A}. {R}. {Hoare}},
TITLE = {{Programs} are predicates},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1992},
VOLUME = {1},
PAGES = {211-218},
PUBLISHER = {{IOS} {Press}},
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JOURNAL = {{Proceedings} of the {International} {Conference} on {Fifth}
{Generation} {Computer} {Systems}},
STATE = {VA},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{In} {Institute} for {New} {Generation} {Computer} {Technology}
({ICOT)}},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {Burke},
OPTERRORFIELD2 = {USA},
}
-- Entry CORN = 75 Author = 50 Title = 100
@MISC{Luckham-1990,
AUTHOR = {{David} {Luckham}},
TITLE = {{Programming} with {Specifications}},
YEAR = {1990},
EDITION = {1},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {Springer},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {Berlin},
}
-- Entry CORN = 90 Author = 80 Title = 100
@TECHREPORT{Owicki-Gries-1975,
AUTHOR = {{Susan} {S}. {Owicki} and {David} {Gries}},
TITLE = {{Proving} properties of parallel programs: {An} axiomatic approach},
INSTITUTION = {{Cornell} {University}},
YEAR = {1975},
MONTH = {May},
TRNUMBER = {TR75-243},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Computer} {Science} {Department}},
}
-- Entry CORN = 62 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Perkins-Bhagwat-1994,
AUTHOR = {{C}. {Perkins} and {P}. {Bhagwat}},
TITLE = {{Highly} dynamic {Destination} {Sequenced} {Distance}-{Vector}
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routing ({DSDV}) for mobile computers,},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1994},
PAGES = {234-244},
MONTH = {August},
JOURNAL = {{Proceedings} of {ACM} {SIGCOMM}},
}
-- Entry CORN = 56 Author = 75 Title = 100 Journal = 50
@INPROCEEDINGS{Merugu-Ghosh-2003,
AUTHOR = {{S}. {Merugu} and {J}. {Ghosh}},
TITLE = {{Privacy}-preserving {Distributed} {Clustering} using {Generative}
{Models.}},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {2003},
MONTH = {November},
JOURNAL = {{In} {The} {Third} {IEEE} {International} {Conference} on {Data}
{Mining} ({ICDM}’03)},
PLACE = {Melbourne},
STATE = {FL},
}
-- Entry CORN = 62 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50
@INPROCEEDINGS{Clarke-Wing-1996,
AUTHOR = {{E}. {M}. {Clarke} and {J}. {M}. {Wing}},
TITLE = {{Formal} {Methods}: {State} of the {Art} and {Future} {Directions,}},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1996},
MONTH = {December},
JOURNAL = {{NIST} {Journal} of {Research}},
}
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C.3 HTML Mark Up
Free style parser generates a marked up version of the free style text that was input along with the
output .bib file. This marked up free style text serves as feedback to the user about the translation
process. This helps users to visually interpret the fields that are recognized with a guaranteed
correctness, which are by default, marked in black. The fields that are assumed to be a certain
field based on the heuristics are displayed in blue, and the ones that are unrecognized are printed
in red. Also, CORN is displayed, along with the fields, as a percentage number which specifies the
correctness of Recognition.
C.4 Analysis of the Free Style References
This section analyzes each input free style entry of the above list and explains how the output
BibTEX entry and markup are generated.
Mitchell, M. and Holland, J. H. 1993. When Will a Genetic Algorithm
Outperform Hill-Climbing? Technical report, Santa Fe Institute.
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100
@TECHREPORT{Mitchell-Holland-1993,
AUTHOR = {{M}. {Mitchell} and {J}. {H}. {Holland}},
TITLE = {{When} {Will} a {Genetic} {Algorithm} {Outperform}
{Hill}-{Climbing?}},
INSTITUTION = {{Santa} {Fe} {Institute}},
YEAR = {1993},
}
In this reference, the author field is recognized fully as indicated by the CORN of 100. The first
field that does not match with any of the field types is recognized as title, as no field is enclosed in
quotes. Since the title field is not enclosed within quotes and since it immediately follows author
field and year field, the CORN is set to 100. ‘Santa Fe Institute’ is recognized as an institution as
it is present in the list of organizations and entry type being TECHREPORT. The entry type is set
to techreport due to the presence of the words ‘Technical report’. Entry CORN is low due to the
fact that the input did not contain all the required fields for techreport entry type.
Collins R. J. and Jefferson D. R. "AntFarm: towards simulated evolution." In:
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Figure C.1: free style input with html markup - part 1
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Figure C.2: free style input with html markup - part 2
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Figure C.3: free style input Mitchell and Holland
C. G. Langton, C. Taylor, J. D. Farmer, and S. Rasmussen (Eds.), Artificial
Life II, Vol. X of SFI Studies in the Sciences of Complexity. Redwood City,
CA: Addison-Wesley, 1991, pp.579-601.
-- Entry CORN = 65 Author = 100 Editor = 77 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
-- Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{J-R-1991,
AUTHOR = {{Collins} {R}. {J.} and {Jefferson} {D}. {R.}},
TITLE = {{AntFarm}: towards simulated evolution.},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1991},
EDITOR = {{G}. {Langton} and {C}. {Taylor} and {J}. {D}. {Farmer} and
{S}. {Rasmussen}},
PAGES = {579-601},
PUBLISHER = {{Addison} - {Wesley}},
JOURNAL = {{In}: {C}},
PLACE = {{Redwood} {City}},
STATE = {CA},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Artificial} {Life} {II}},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {{Vol}. {X} of {SFI} {Studies} in the {Sciences} of {Complexity}},
}
Figure C.4: free style input Collins and Jefferson
Most of the fields are recognized correctly including the editor field. Journal is not present in
the list of journals in our database and hence the occurance of ‘In:’ is recognized as the journal and
inproceedings entry type using heuristics. Publisher, place and state fields are all recognized as
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they are present in the list of publishers, cities and states respectively. Editor sub names ‘Langton’
and ‘Farmer’ are highlighted to indicate that they are not present in the list of author sub names
in the database, but they are assumed to be author names as they follow initials. Title field is
recognized as it is enclosed in double quotes. Entry CORN is lower due to not all required fields
being present for inproceedings entry type.
Wegener, I.: Methods for the Analysis of Evolutionary Algorithms on PseudoBoolean
Functions. In: Evolutionary Optimization. Kluwer Academic Publishers (2002)
-- Entry CORN = 65 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Wegener-2002,
AUTHOR = {{I}. {Wegener}},
TITLE = {{Methods} for the {Analysis} of {Evolutionary} {Algorithms}
on {PseudoBoolean} {Functions}},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {2002},
PUBLISHER = {{Kluwer} {Academic} {Publishers}},
JOURNAL = {{In}: {Evolutionary} {Optimization}},
}
Figure C.5: free style input Wegener
The entire input is recognized. The journal name ‘Evolutionary Optimization’ is not present in
list of journals but the occurance of ‘In:’ signaled the presence of journal field. Publisher is recognized
due its presence in the list of publishers. Title is the first unrecognized field and immediately follows
the authors so, title fields CORN is 100. The entry CORN is reduced due to missing required fields
for the inproceedings entry type.
Scharnow, J., Tinnefeld, K., & Wegener, I. (2002). Fitness landscapes
based on sorting and shortest paths problems. Proc. of 7th Conf. on
Parallel Problem Solving from Nature (PPSN--VII), LNCS 2439, 54--63.
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/scharnow02fitness.html
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-- Entry CORN = 62 Author = 83 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Scharnow-et-al-2002,
AUTHOR = {{J}. {Scharnow} and {K}. {Tinnefeld} and {I}. {Wegener}},
TITLE = {{Fitness} landscapes based on sorting and shortest paths problems},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {2002},
PAGES = {54--63},
JOURNAL = {{Proc}. of 7th {Conf}. on {Parallel} {Problem} {Solving}
from {Nature} ({PPSN}--{VII)}},
URL = {http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/scharnow02fitness.html},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{LNCS} 2439},
}
Figure C.6: free style input Scharnow and Tinnefeld
The markup results indicate that ‘Tinnefeld’ is not a known author sub name and that it is
assumed to be an author as it follows in the same pattern as the author name before it. Due to the
occurance of the string ‘Proc.’, the entry type is set to InProceedings and the string is highlighted
since it is not present in the list of journals but is an assumed field. The string ‘LNCS 2439’ did
not match any our fields and hence goes into optional error field. Title is the first unrecognized
field and immediately follows the author and year fields, and so is assigned a CORN of 100. URL is
recognized. Entry CORN is low due to missing required fields.
Mitchell, M. and S. Forrest (1993). Genetic Algorithms and Artificial
Life. Santa Fe Institute. Working paper 93-11-072.
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/mitchell93genetic.html
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100
@MISC{Mitchell-Forrest-1993,
AUTHOR = {{M}. {Mitchell} and {S}. {Forrest}},
TITLE = {{Genetic} {Algorithms} and {Artificial} {Life}},
YEAR = {1993},
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ORGANIZATION = {{Santa} {Fe} {Institute}},
URL = {http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/mitchell93genetic.html},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Working} paper 93-11-072},
}
Figure C.7: free style input Mitchell and Forrest
Author and organization fields are correctly recognized as they are present in the respective
lookup tables. Title is the first unrecognized field and its CORN is set to 100 as it occurs immediately
after author and year fields. URL field is correctly recognized. Entry CORN is 100.
M. Mitchell and J.H. Holland. When will a genetic algorithm outperform
hill-climbing ? In S. Forrest, editor, Proceedings of the 5 th
International Conference on Genetic Algorithms, page 647, 1993.
-- Entry CORN = 67 Author = 100 Editor = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50
-- Pages = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Mitchell-Holland-1993,
AUTHOR = {{M}. {Mitchell} and {J}. {H}. {Holland}},
TITLE = {{When} will a genetic algorithm outperform hill-climbing ?},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1993},
EDITOR = {{S}. {Forrest}},
PAGES = {647},
JOURNAL = {{Proceedings} of the 5 th {International} {Conference}
on {Genetic} {Algorithms}},
}
Figure C.8: free style input Mitchell and Holland
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Author, editor, title, page and year fields are correctly recognized. In this example, author names
are in the format of initials followed by last name. The journal field is recognized due to the presence
of the word ‘proceedings’. Editor is recognized due to the ‘Forrest’ being present in the author sub
names list. The entry CORN is lower due to the missing required fields and journal field..
Holland, J. H. Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems.
The University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, MI (1975).
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100 Publisher = 100
@MISC{Holland-1975,
AUTHOR = {{J}. {H}. {Holland}},
TITLE = {{Adaptation} in {Natural} and {Artificial} {Systems}},
YEAR = {1975},
PUBLISHER = {{The} {University} of {Michigan} {Press}},
PLACE = {{Ann} {Arbor}},
STATE = {MI},
}
Figure C.9: free style input Holland
This input is correctly recognized. The first unrecognized field is the title field. Author name,
publisher, city, state are present in their respective lookup tables and hence are guaranteed correct.
Entry CORN is 100.
Frank Hoffmeister and Thomas Back. Genetic selflearning. In Varela and
Bourgine [20].
-- Entry CORN = 75 Author = 50 Title = 100
@MISC{Hoffmeister_Back,
AUTHOR = {{Frank} {Hoffmeister} and {Thomas} {Back}},
TITLE = {{Genetic} selflearning},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{In} {Varela} and {Bourgine} [20]},
}
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Figure C.10: free style input Hoffmeister and Back
Author names are correctly recognized on the heuristic that if a part of a field is a recognized
author sub name, then the remaining part is most likely an author name. The sub names ‘Hoffmeis-
ter’ and ‘Back’ are highlighted to indicate that they are assumed to be author sub names and that
they are not present in the list of author sub names in the database. ‘In Varela and Bourgine [20]’
is not recognized and hence it goes into an optional error field. The entry CORN is low due to the
author CORN being low.
C.A.R. Hoare. An Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming, CACM
Vol. 12, No. 10, October 1969, pp. 576--580.
-- Entry CORN = 100 Author = 100 Title = 100 Pages = 100
@MISC{Hoare-1969,
AUTHOR = {{C}. {A}. {R}. {Hoare}},
TITLE = {{An} {Axiomatic} {Basis} for {Computer} {Programming}},
MONTH = {October},
YEAR = {1969},
VOLUME = {12},
NUMBER = {10},
PAGES = {576--580},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {CACM},
}
Figure C.11: free style input Hoare
In this input, author, month, year, volume, number and pages fields are recognized correctly.
The abbreviation ‘CACM’ is not recognized, as it is not present in the list of journal names in the
database. Entry CORN is 100.
Robert J. Collins and David R. Jefferson. AntFarm: Towards simulated
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evolution. In Artificial Life II: Proceedings of the Workshop on
Artificial Life, pages 579--601, Santa Fe, NM, February 1990. Addison-Wesley.
-- Entry CORN = 67 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
-- Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Collins-Jefferson-1990,
AUTHOR = {{Robert} {J}. {Collins} and {David} {R}. {Jefferson}},
TITLE = {{AntFarm}: {Towards} simulated evolution},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1990},
PAGES = {579--601},
MONTH = {February},
PUBLISHER = {{Addison} - {Wesley}},
JOURNAL = {{In} {Artificial} {Life} {II}: {Proceedings} of the
{Workshop} on {Artificial} {Life}},
PLACE = {{Santa} {Fe}},
STATE = {NM},
}
Figure C.12: free style input Collins and Jefferson
All the fields are correctly recognized. The journal field is still highlighted to indicate that it
is an assumed journal field, as it is derived from the presence of ‘Proceedings’ and not present in
the database of journal names. Hence, the journal CORN is low. Pages field is recognized with
the presence of ‘pages’, followed by a range of numbers. The remaining fields are all present in
their database lookup tables. Entry CORN is low due to the journal CORN being low and missing
required fields..
Oblitey, W., Wolfe, J., Fry, M., Wynters, E., Calhoun, W., and Montante, R.
Integrating security concepts into existing computer courses. SIGCSE 2002 (2002).
-- Entry CORN = 88 Author = 66 Title = 100 Journal = 100
@MISC{Oblitey-et-al-2002,
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AUTHOR = {{W}. {Oblitey} and {J}. {Wolfe} and {M}. {Fry} and
{E}. {Wynters} and {W}. {Calhoun} and {R}. {Montante}},
TITLE = {{Integrating} security concepts into existing
computer courses},
YEAR = {2002},
JOURNAL = {SIGCSE},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {(2002)},
}
Figure C.13: free style input Oblitey and et al
Author sub names ‘Wolfe’, ‘Wynters’, ‘Calhoun’ and ‘Montante’ are not present in the author
sub names lookup list, but are preceded or followed by initials and hence they are assumed to be
authors and are highlighted in the markup. Year field is recognized and the second occurrence of
the year is highlighted and becomes an optional error field. Also, the abbreviation ‘SIGCSE’ is in
the list of known journals and is recognized as a journal.
Werner Damm and Bernhard Josko. A sound and relatively complete
Hoare-logic for a language with higher type procedures.
Acta Informatica, 20:59-101, 1983.
-- Entry CORN = 87 Author = 50 Title = 100 Journal = 100 Pages = 100
@MISC{Damm-Josko-1983,
AUTHOR = {{Werner} {Damm} and {Bernhard} {Josko}},
TITLE = {{A} sound and relatively complete {Hoare}-logic
for a language with higher type procedures},
YEAR = {1983},
JOURNAL = {{Acta} {Informatica}},
PAGES = {59-101},
VOLUME = {20},
}
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Figure C.14: free style input Damn and Josko
Author sub names ‘Damm’ and ‘Josko’ are not present in the author sub names list, but are
assumed to be authors as some of them are in the database and hence are highlighted in the markup.
‘Acta Informatica’ is in the list of journals and hence is recognized as a journal. Pages and volume
field are recognized from their abbreviated version 20:59-101. Entry CORN is lower due to author
CORN being low.
C. A. R. Hoare. Programs are predicates. In Institute for New Generation
Computer Technology (ICOT), editor, Proceedings of the International
Conference on Fifth Generation Computer Systems. Volume 1, pages
211-218, Burke, VA, USA, 1992. IOS Press.
-- Entry CORN = 67 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
-- Publisher = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Hoare-1992,
AUTHOR = {{C}. {A}. {R}. {Hoare}},
TITLE = {{Programs} are predicates},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1992},
VOLUME = {1},
PAGES = {211-218},
PUBLISHER = {{IOS} {Press}},
JOURNAL = {{Proceedings} of the {International} {Conference}
on {Fifth} {Generation} {Computer} {Systems}},
STATE = {VA},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{In} {Institute} for {New} {Generation} {Computer}
{Technology} ({ICOT)}},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {Burke},
OPTERRORFIELD2 = {USA},
}
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Figure C.15: free style input Hoare
Journal is recognized due to the presence of the keyword ‘Proceedings’. The publisher ‘IOS
Press’ is recognized as it is present in the publishers list. ‘Burke’ is not recognized as it not a valid
entry in cities lookup table.
David Luckham. Programming with Specifications. Springer, Berlin, 1 edition, 1990.
-- Entry CORN = 75 Author = 50 Title = 100
@MISC{Luckham-1990,
AUTHOR = {{David} {Luckham}},
TITLE = {{Programming} with {Specifications}},
YEAR = {1990},
EDITION = {1},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {Springer},
OPTERRORFIELD1 = {Berlin},
}
Figure C.16: free style input Luckham
Author sub name ‘Luckham’ is considered to be an author even though it is not in the author
sub names list as it follows a valid author sub name. Title and year fields are recognized correctly.
‘Springer’ and ‘Berlin’ are not present in the lookup tables and are highlighted in markup. Edition
field has been recognized due to the presence of the word ‘edition’. Entry CORN is same as the
author and title CORN as ‘Misc’ entry type does not have any required fields.
Susan S. Owicki and David Gries. Proving properties of parallel
programs: An axiomatic approach. Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell
University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
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-- Entry CORN = 90 Author = 80 Title = 100
@TECHREPORT{Owicki-Gries-1975,
AUTHOR = {{Susan} {S}. {Owicki} and {David} {Gries}},
TITLE = {{Proving} properties of parallel programs: {An}
axiomatic approach},
INSTITUTION = {{Cornell} {University}},
YEAR = {1975},
MONTH = {May},
TRNUMBER = {TR75-243},
OPTERRORFIELD0 = {{Computer} {Science} {Department}},
}
Figure C.17: free style input Owicki and Gries
Author sub name ‘Owicki’ is considered to be an author even though it is not in the author sub
names list as it follows valid author sub names. The correct entry type is recognized due to the
presence of the string‘Technical Report’. TR Number is recognized as it matches the format of the
Technical report number. Organization field is recognized as it is present in the list of organizations.
The string ‘Computer Science Department’ is not recognized as it is not present in any of our lookup
tables and is highlighted in the markup. The institution field is populated instead of organization
due to the entry being recognied as techreport.
C. Perkins and P. Bhagwat, "Highly dynamic Destination Sequenced
Distance-Vector routing (DSDV) for mobile computers," Proceedings
of ACM SIGCOMM, pp. 234-244, August 1994.
-- Entry CORN = 62 Title = 100 Journal = 50 Pages = 100
@INPROCEEDINGS{Perkins-Bhagwat-1994,
AUTHOR = {{C}. {Perkins} and {P}. {Bhagwat}},
TITLE = {{Highly} dynamic {Destination} {Sequenced}
{Distance}-{Vector} routing ({DSDV}) for mobile computers,},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1994},
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PAGES = {234-244},
MONTH = {August},
JOURNAL = {{Proceedings} of {ACM} {SIGCOMM}},
}
Figure C.18: free style input Owicki and Gries
The author sub names ‘Perkins’ and ‘Bhagwat’ are not in the list of author sub names but
are assumed to be author sub names as they follow initials. The title is recognized correctly as
it is enclosed in double-quotes. The journal field is recognized due to the presence of the word
‘Proceedings’. The pages field is recognized due to the presence of the word ‘Pages’.
S. Merugu and J. Ghosh. "Privacy-preserving Distributed Clustering using Generative
Models." In The Third IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM’03),
Melbourne, FL, November 2003.
-- Entry CORN = 56 Author = 75 Title = 100 Journal = 50
@INPROCEEDINGS{Merugu-Ghosh-2003,
AUTHOR = {{S}. {Merugu} and {J}. {Ghosh}},
TITLE = {{Privacy}-preserving {Distributed} {Clustering}
using {Generative} {Models.}},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {2003},
MONTH = {November},
JOURNAL = {{In} {The} {Third} {IEEE} {International} {Conference}
on {Data} {Mining} ({ICDM}’03)},
PLACE = {Melbourne},
STATE = {FL},
}
Author sub name ‘Merugu’ is not in the author sub name list and hence is assumed to be an
author sub name as it follows an initial. The title is recognized due it being enclosed within double-
quotes and is assigned a CORN of 100. Journal is recognized due to the presence of the word
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Figure C.19: free style input Owicki and Gries
‘Conference’. The other fields are recognized due to their presence in the corresponding lookup
tables.
E. M. Clarke and J. M. Wing. "Formal Methods: State of the Art and Future
Directions," NIST Journal of Research, December 1996.
-- Entry CORN = 62 Author = 100 Title = 100 Journal = 50
@INPROCEEDINGS{Clarke-Wing-1996,
AUTHOR = {{E}. {M}. {Clarke} and {J}. {M}. {Wing}},
TITLE = {{Formal} {Methods}: {State} of the {Art} and {Future}
{Directions,}},
BOOKTITLE = {},
YEAR = {1996},
MONTH = {December},
JOURNAL = {{NIST} {Journal} of {Research}},
}
Figure C.20: free style input Owicki and Gries
All the fields are recognized correctly with the journal field being marked as assumed. Journal
field is recognized due to the presence of the word ‘Journal’ and is given a reduced CORN of 50.
AppendixD
MYSQL
Several of the tools contributed by this thesis use the MySQL 5.0 “Community Sever - Generally
Available (GA)” Release. MySQL database is developed and distributed by MySQL AB and is avail-
able from their website, http://www.mysql.com/. This appendix describes the setup for authors,
perhaps from non-CS fields, intending to use our tools.
D.1 Installing MySQL
The default installation instructions are provided with the downloaded package. The password for
the “root” account is configured during the installation of MYSQL database.
D.2 Accessing MySQL
Password for “root” account should be provided by the user while connecting to MySQL, when it
prompts to enter password on the command line.
D.3 Creating the Database for BiBTeXtools
BiBTeXtools uses its own database in MySQL. This database is the place where all the tables for
the BiBTeXtools applications reside. This is created by executing the following statement on the
MySQL command line prompt, while logged in as a root user.
create database bibliotool;
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D.3.1 Creating the User Account for BiBTeXtools
All BiBTeXtools applications use ‘bibuser’ user account to connect to the BiBTeXtools database
while querying or inserting/updating the information. This user account is created by executing the
following statement on the command line.
use mysql;
create user bibuser identified by ‘bt’;
D.3.2 Granting Privileges
All privileges on bibliotool database are granted for the account “bibuser”, so as to let the BiBTeX-
tools applications manipulate the tables in BiBTeXtools database through the account “bibuser”.
grant all on bibliotool.* to bibuser;
D.3.3 Customizing BiBTeXtools database
The user id and password specified in the previous section can be set as per user preferences and the
above specified SQL statements should reflect the new values. Also, the BiBTeXtools Config.xml
file should be updated so that the application programs are aware of the change. Multiple users can
have their own databases on the same mysql server by creating their own user accounts.
D.3.4 Installing MySQL Server on a Different Host
The configuration in the previous sections deals with running BiBTeXtools on the same host that
runs MySQL server. To allow MySQL server to run on a different host, permissions needs to be
changed on the MySQL server. MySQL server security allows the setup permissions to allow requests
only from valid hosts. Default setup of BiBTeXtools is to allow connections from the same host on
which MySQL server is installed. This is due to the assumption that BiBTeXtools is a personal
database for the user. This can be modified to allow connections from any host by executing the
following statement:
insert into
mysql.host(
host, db, Select_priv, Insert_priv,
Update_priv, Delete_priv, Create_priv, Drop_priv )
values
(’\%’, ’bibliotool’, ’Y’, ’Y’, ’Y’, ’Y’, ’Y’, ’Y’);
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D.3.5 Creating the Tables for BiBTeXtools Database
The following list of MySQL statements create the tables necessary for the operation of BiBTeXtools.
1. Inform MySQL to use BiBTeXtools database as its current database so that any SQL statements
are directed towards that database. To accomplish this, the following command is executed while
logged in as ‘root’ user.
use bibliotool;
2. For the TextToBiBTeX module to recognize the author sub names, journal names, publishers,
organizations, cities and states in free style input, a list of valid input values are stored to help
in recognition. These lists are physically stored in authorsubnames, journalnames, publishers,
organizations, cities and states tables. The authorsubnames, journalnames and publishers tables
are populated by the LoadBibTeX program which takes as input .bib files provided by the author.
Organization, cities and states tables are loaded manually by the users. To create these lookup
tables and setup sample data, the following SQL statements are executed.
(a) create table authorsubnames (name varchar(40), attribute varchar(40));
(b) alter table authorsubnames
add constraint pk authornames primary key (name,attribute);
(c) create table journalnames(
name varchar(40) primary key,
typset name varchar(160),
lookup name varchar(140));
(d) create table cities(name varchar(40) primary key);
insert into cities values (’Chicago’),(’Melbourne’),(’New York’),
(’Washington’);
insert into cities values (’Ann Arbor’),(’Santa Fe’);
(e) create table publishers(name varchar(100) primary key);
insert into publishers values (’Addison-Wesley’),(’Addison Wesley’),
(’McGraw Hill’),(’Kluwer Academic Publishers’);
insert into publishers values (’The University of Michigan Press’);
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(f) create table states (name varchar(40) primary key);
insert into states values
(’ALABAMA’),(’AL’),(’ALASKA’),(’AK’),
(’AMERICAN SAMOA’),(’AS’),(’ARIZONA’),(’AZ’),(’ARKANSAS’),
(’AR’),(’CALIFORNIA’),(’CA’),(’COLORADO’),(’CO’),
(’CONNECTICUT’),(’CT’),(’DELAWARE’),(’DE’),
(’DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA’),(’DC’),
(’FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA’),(’FM’),(’FLORIDA’),(’FL’),
(’GEORGIA’),(’GA’),(’GUAM’),(’GU’),(’HAWAII’),(’HI’),
(’IDAHO’),(’ID’),(’ILLINOIS’),(’IL’),(’INDIANA’),(’IN’),
(’IOWA’),(’IA’),(’KANSAS’),(’KS’),(’KENTUCKY’),(’KY’),
(’LOUISIANA’),(’LA’),(’MAINE’),(’ME’),(’MARSHALL ISLANDS’),(’MH’),
(’MARYLAND’),(’MD’),(’MASSACHUSETTS’),(’MA’),
(’MICHIGAN’),(’MI’),(’MINNESOTA’),(’MN’),
(’MISSISSIPPI’),(’MS’),(’MISSOURI’),(’MO’),
(’MONTANA’),(’MT’),(’NEBRASKA’),(’NE’),(’NEVADA’),
(’NV’),(’NEW HAMPSHIRE’),(’NH’),
(’NEW JERSEY’),(’NJ’),(’NEW MEXICO’),(’NM’),
(’NEW YORK’),(’NY’),(’NORTH CAROLINA’),
(’NC’),(’NORTH DAKOTA’),(’ND’),(’NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS’),(’MP’),
(’OHIO’),(’OH’),(’OKLAHOMA’),(’OK’),(’OREGON’),(’OR’),
(’PALAU’),(’PW’),(’PENNSYLVANIA’),(’PA’),
(’PUERTO RICO’),(’PR’),(’RHODE ISLAND’),(’RI’),(’SOUTH CAROLINA’),(’SC’),
(’SOUTH DAKOTA’),(’SD’),(’TENNESSEE’),(’TN’),(’TEXAS’),(’TX’),(’UTAH’),
(’UT’),(’VERMONT’),(’VT’),(’VIRGIN ISLANDS’),(’VI’),(’VIRGINIA’),(’VA’),
(’WASHINGTON’),(’WA’),(’WEST VIRGINIA’),(’WV’),(’WISCONSIN’),(’WI’),
(’WYOMING’),(’WY’);
(g) create table organizations(name varchar(100) primary key);
insert into organizations values (’Santa Fe Institute’),
(’Wright State University’),(’University of Michigan’),
(’Ohio State University’),(’Franklin University’),
(’University of Dayton’),(’MIT’),(’Cornell University’);
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3. There are two more tables used by TextToBiBTeX module to help in its recognition and markup
of input free style text.
(a) create table fluffwords(name varchar(40) primary key);
insert into fluffwords values (’WITH’),(’AS’),(’FOR’),(’ON’),(’IN’),
(’THE’),(’OF’),(’AN’),(’AT’),(’IF’),(’IS’),(’TO’),(’INTO’),
(’FROM’),(’THIS’);
(b) create table markup( name varchar(40) primary key, value varchar(40));
insert into markup values (’NORMAL’,’BLACK’), (’ASSUMED’,’BLUE’),
(’UNRECOGNIZED’,’RED’), (’CORN’,’MAGENTA’);
4. To store BibTEX entries in the database, tables that represent their structure are created. These
tables store the BibTEX entries that are processed from .bib files.
(a) create table BibEntries(
bibtag varchar(100),
bibentryid integer primary key,
bibkey varchar(80) not null,
entrytype varchar(20) not null);
(b) alter table BibEntries add primary key pk bibentries(BibTag, BibKey);
(c) alter table BibEntries add unique key uk bibentries(BibEntryID);
(d) create table BibEntryFields(
bibentryid integer not null,
fieldname varchar(40) not null,
fieldvalue varchar(1000) not null);
(e) alter table BibentryFields add primary key pk bibentryfields(
BibEntryId,SeqNo);
(f) create table BibEntryTokens(
BibEntryID integer not null,
FieldName varchar(40) not null,
TokenSeqNo integer not null,
GUTokenID integer not null);
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(g) alter table BibentryTokens add primary key
pk bibentrytokens(BibEntryId, FieldName, TokenSeqNo);
(h) create table UniqueTokens (
GUTokenID integer not null,
TokenPlainSpelling varchar(80) not null,
LatexSpelling varchar(100) not null,
TokenSymbol integer not null );
(i) alter table UniqueTokens add primary key pk uniquetokens(GUTokenId);
(j) alter table UniqueTokens add unique key uk uniquetokens(TokenPlainSpelling);
(k) create table BibStrings(
BibTag varchar(80) not null,
StringName varchar(80) not null,
StringValue varchar(1000) not null,
Primary Key (BibTag, StringName, StringSeqNo));
(l) create table BibPreamble(
BibTag varchar(80) not null,
PreambleString varchar(1000) not null,
Primary Key (BibTag, PreambleString));
(m) create table BibStringTokens(
BibTag varchar(80) not null,
StringName varchar(80) not null,
TokenSeqNo integer not null,
GUTokenID integer not null,
Primary Key (BibTag,StringName,TokenSeqNo));
(n) create table BibEntryFieldStrings(
BibEntryId integer not null,
FieldName varchar(80) not null,
StringName varchar(80) not null,
BibTag varchar(80) not null,
Primary Key (BibEntryId, FieldName, StringName) );
AppendixE
Formats of Bibliography Files
Over the years, an author would have collected bibliographic references and stored them in different
formats based on the tools that were available at that time, for compatibility purposes, or because
of the author’s personal preferences. This appendix describes several of the well-known formats for
bibliography files using a sample bibliographic entry as a running example. The following formats
are skipped: Melvyl [Risinc.com 2004], RIS [melvyl.cdlib.org 2004], ISI Focus On [ISI 2004], ProCite
[ProCite 2004], and Uniform Resource Citation [Jacobsen 1994].
The following is essentially an extract from Jacobsen[Jacobsen 1996], a more complete list.
E.1 BibTEX format
BibTEX file format was designed by Oren Patashnik and Leslie Lamport in mid-1980s for the LATEX
document preparation system. The format is entirely plain text based. It is the most common
format for bibliographies on the Internet. This tool is discussed in much greater detail in Section
1.3.
@ARTICLE{Beebe:1996:LEW,
author = {Nelson H. F. Beebe},
title = {Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned},
journal = {BYTE Magazine},
year = {1996},
volume = {21},
pages = {20, 22},
number = {9},
month = sep,
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note = {Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers.},
bibdate = {Wed Aug 21 09:46:00 1996},
coden = {BYTEDJ},
issn = {0360-5280}
}
E.2 Refer format
Refer is a file format used by Troff[troff.org 0000] document formatting package. The format is
entirely character based, so it can be used by any program. It uses tags, but they are limited to one
character. It is a very common format for bibliographies.
%A Nelson H. F. Beebe
%T Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
%J BYTE Magazine
%V 21
%N 9
%P 20, 22
%D September, 1996
%G ISSN: 0360-5280
%O Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers
E.3 Tib format
Tib[Alexander 1987] is a file format designed to do for TEX what Refer does for Troff. It takes a
TEX document with unmatched citations, and uses a database to create TEX output. The format of
the file is a superset of Refer.
%bibdate Wed Aug 21 09:46:00 1996
%A Nelson H. F. Beebe
%T Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
%J BYTE Magazine
%V 21
%N 9
%P 20, 22
%D September, 1996
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%G ISSN: 0360-5280
%O Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers
E.4 INSPEC format
Inspec[IEE 2004] is the format used by leading English-language bibliographic information service
providing access to the world’s scientific and technical literature in physics, electrical engineering,
electronics, communications, control engineering, computers and computing, information technology,
production, manufacturing and mechanical engineering.
Author(s) AU: Nelson H. F. Beebe
Affiliation AF: University of Utah,
Department of Mathematics, 110 LCB,
155 S 1400 E RM 233,
Salt Lake City, UT 84112-0090, USA,
Title TI: Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
Journal JN: BYTE Magazine
Vol/Page VO: vol.21, no.9
p.20-22
Date DA: Sep. 1996
Record Type RT: Journal paper
Subject(s) SU: Web. SGML. HTML. Grammar. Checkers
Abstract AB: Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers
Class. Codes CC: A0150. A4710
Date Indexed DI: 9608
E.5 MARC format
The US MARC[Jacobsen 1995b] format is maintained by the United States Library of Congress. It is
the premier cataloging system used by libraries, and quite extensively documented. It has a field
and subfield for almost anything one could think of, but is terribly difficult for humans to easily
read. The example shown below is different from the other samples as this format is complex and
currently available tools do not export to this format.
035 BB a ocm25048528
003 OCoLC
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008 911204s1992 maua b 001 0 eng
010 BB a 91058833
040 BB a DLC
c DLC
d PMC
020 BB a 0121745902 (acid-f
050 00 a QA403.3
b .W38 1992
082 00 a 515/.2433
2 20
049 BB a OREU
245 00 a Wavelets :
b a tutorial in theory and applications /
c edited by Charles K. Chui.
260 BB a Boston :
b Academic Press,
c c1992.
300 BB a x, 723 p. :
b ill. ;
c 24 cm.
440 B0 a Wavelet analysis and its applications ;
v v. 2
504 BB a Includes bibliographical references (p. 701-713) and index.
650 B0 a Wavelets.
700 10 a Chui, C. K.
E.6 MEDLINE format
MEDLINE[MEDLINE 2004] is an online bibliographic database that was started in 1960’s by the
National Library of Medicine, and is now the premier bibliographic database for medical information.
The database stores over 7.5 million references, with about 400,000 new articles being added per year.
Since access to the on-line medline database is restricted and often costs money, many companies
offer extracts of MEDLINE data on CD-ROM. Each company has its own variation on the same
theme, so there are a multitude of formats that call themselves “medline”.
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UI - 89025932
AU - Nelson H. F. Beebe
TI - Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
AB - Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers
MH - Web, SGML, HTML, Grammar, Checkers
MH - ISSN: 0360-5280
SO - BYTE Magazine. 1996 Sep;21(9):20-22
E.7 BIDS format
BIDS[bids.ac.uk 2004] is the format used by Bath Information and Data Services operated by the
University of Bath which provides access to a number of databases.
TI: Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
LA: English
AU: Nelson H. F. Beebe
JN: BYTE Magazine, Mar 1996, Vol.21, No.9,
pp.20-22
IS: 0360-5280
DC: Web
SD: HTML SGML Grammar Checkers
E.8 EndNote format
EndNote[EndNote.com 2007] program uses a format very similar to Refer for its export/import
format. While this format is called “Refer”, it has a number of major differences.
%0 Journal Article
%F Beebe:1996:LEW
%A Beebe, Nelson H. F.
%T Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
%J BYTE Magazine
%V 21
%N 9
%P 20, 22
%D 1996
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%G ISSN: 0360-5280
%O Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers.
%8 September
E.9 RFC 1807 format
The Internet RFC 1807[Lasher and Cohen 1995], a memo, not a standard, defines a format for e-
mailing bibliographic records of technical reports. It was designed to be easier to automatically
parse, yet not as complex as something like MARC. Its main limitation is that it only handles tech
reports. RFC 1807 was released in June 1995. It succeeds the old RFC 1357 of July 1992.
BIB-VERSION:: CS-TR-v2.1
ID:: XBP//Beebe:1996:LEW
ENTRY:: January 28, 19107
TITLE:: Letter to the Editor: Web Lessons Learned
AUTHOR:: Nelson H. F. Beebe
DATE:: September 1996
PAGES:: 20, 22
ABSTRACT:: Advocates use of HTML/SGML grammar checkers.
END:: XBP//Beebe:1996:LE
AppendixF
BibTEX Styles of Citations
The format of references listed at the end of an academic paper is often dictated by style file that
a conference, or journal recommends. The syntactic look of citations, references, and the order in
which the references are listed at the end of a paper can be changed with ease using BibTEX style
files, typically named with a .bst extension. A style file is written in its own programming language.
Users can create their own custom style files by making changes to an existing style file [Kim 2004].
There are hundreds of available style files, some common style files being plain, abbrv, alpha,
and acm. Note that the styles are named after well-known journals and/or style guides.
The following subsections contain a brief description of each of the above specified style files and
how the references look in those styles. The references listed are the result of running the sample
BibTEX file shown in the previous section, for each of the above specified styles. These references in
various styles convey (essentially) the same semantic information to a human reader, but as pieces of
text no two of them are string-equal. They have slight variations in the order, format and emphasis
of the fields.
F.1 An Example BibTEX File
% Sample Bibliographic BIBTEX file
% Preamble
@String{jour-AI = "Acta Informatica"}
@String{Inst-CU-CSD = "Cornell University, Computer Science Department"}
% BIBTEX Entries
@article{Hoare-78,
author = {Charles Anthony Richard Hoare},
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title = {‘‘Communicating Sequential Processes’’},
journal= {Communications of the ACM},
year = {1978},
volume = {21},
number = {8},
pages = {666-667},
}
@INPROCEEDINGS{fgcs92-1-211,
author = {C. A. R. Hoare},
editor = {Institute for New Generation Computer Technology (ICOT)},
year = 1992,
title = {Programs are Predicates},
booktitle = {Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth Generation
Computer Systems. Volume 1},
pages = {211--218},
publisher = {IOS Press},
address = {Burke, VA, USA},
isbn = {90-5199-099-5}
}
@TECHREPORT{CORNELLCS--TR75-243,
author = {Susan S. Owicki and David Gries},
month = may,
year = 1975,
title = {Proving Properties of Parallel Programs: An Axiomatic Approach},
number = {TR75-243},
pages = 12,
institution = Inst-CU-CSD,
type = {Technical Report},
abstract = {This paper presents an axiomatic technique for proving a number
of properties of parallel programs. Hoare has given a set of
axioms for partial correctness of parallel programs, but they are
not strong enough in most cases. Here we define a deductive
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system which is in some sense complete for partial correctness.
The information in a partial correctness proof is then used to
prove such properties as mutual exclusion, blocking and
termination.},
bibdate = {August 26, 1994},
language = {English}
}
@BOOK{IB-A911612,
author = {David Luckham},
year = 1990,
title = {Programming with Specifications},
edition = 1,
publisher = {Springer},
address = {Berlin},
annote = {Das Buch ist eine Einfuehrung in Anna, eine
Spezifikationssprache, die auf Ada zugeschnitten ist.},
isbn = {3-540-97254-4},
descriptor = {Ada, Anna, Hoare Kalkuel, Programmiersprache, Spezifikation,
Verifikation}
}
@ARTICLE{ACTAI::DammJ1983,
author = {Werner Damm and Bernhard Josko},
year = 1983,
title = {A Sound and Relatively Complete {Hoare}-Logic
for a Language With Higher Type Procedures},
journal = jour-AI,
volume = 20,
pages = {59--101}
}
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F.2 References in plain Style
In plain style, references are sorted alphabetically by the BibTEX keys. The label displayed at the
place of citation is numeric. The names are not abbreviated. The other standard styles are based
on this plain style.
Werner Damm and Bernhard Josko. A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language
with higher type procedures. Acta Informatica, 20:59–101, 1983.
C. A. R. Hoare. Programs are predicates. In Institute for New Generation Computer Technol-
ogy (ICOT), editor, Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth Generation Computer
Systems. Volume 1, pages 211–218, Burke, VA, USA, 1992. IOS Press.
David Luckham. Programming with Specifications. Springer, Berlin, 1 edition, 1990.
Susan S. Owicki and David Gries. Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach.
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
F.3 References in abbrv Style
In abbrv style, references are sorted alphabetically by the bib keys. The label displayed at the place
of citation is numeric. The first names, month names and journal names are abbreviated.
W. Damm and B. Josko. A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language with higher
type procedures. Acta Informatica, 20:59–101, 1983.
C. A. R. Hoare. Programs are predicates. In I. for New Generation Computer Technology (ICOT),
editor, Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth Generation Computer Systems.
Volume 1, pages 211–218, Burke, VA, USA, 1992. IOS Press.
D. Luckham. Programming with Specifications. Springer, Berlin, 1 edition, 1990.
S. S. Owicki and D. Gries. Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach.
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
F.4 References in acm Style
In acm style, references are sorted alphabetically by the bib keys. The label displayed at the place
of citation is numeric. The names are converted to small capitals.
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Damm, W., and Josko, B. A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language with
higher type procedures. Acta Informatica 20 (1983), 59–101.
Hoare, C. A. R. Programs are predicates. In Proceedings of the International Conference on
Fifth Generation Computer Systems. Volume 1 (Burke, VA, USA, 1992), I. for New Generation
Computer Technology (ICOT), Ed., IOS Press, pp. 211–218.
Luckham, D. Programming with Specifications, 1 ed. Springer, Berlin, 1990.
Owicki, S. S., and Gries, D. Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach.
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
F.5 References in alpha Style
In alpha style, references are sorted alphabetically by the bib keys. The label displayed at the place
of citation is alphanumeric. The citation labels are DJ83, Hoa92, Kuc90, OG75 respectively for the
below references.
Werner Damm and Bernhard Josko, A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language
with higher type procedures, Acta Informatica 20 (1983), 59–101.
C. A. R. Hoare, Programs are predicates, Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth
Generation Computer Systems. Volume 1 (Burke, VA, USA) (Institute for New Generation
Computer Technology (ICOT), ed.), IOS Press, 1992, pp. 211–218.
David Luckham, Programming with specifications, 1 ed., Springer, Berlin, 1990.
Susan S. Owicki and David Gries, Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach,
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
F.6 References in ieeetr style
In ieeetr style, references are listed in citation order. The label displayed at the place of citation is
numeric. The title is displayed in quotes except for books.
C. A. R. Hoare, “Programs are predicates,” in Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth
Generation Computer Systems. Volume 1 (I. for New Generation Computer Technology (ICOT),
ed.), (Burke, VA, USA), pp. 211–218, IOS Press, 1992.
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S. S. Owicki and D. Gries, “Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach,”
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
D. Luckham, Programming with Specifications. Berlin: Springer, 1 ed., 1990.
W. Damm and B. Josko, “A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language with higher
type procedures,” Acta Informatica, vol. 20, pp. 59–101, 1983.
F.7 References in siam Style
In siam style, references are sorted alphabetically by the bib keys. The label displayed at the place
of citation is numeric. The names are displayed in small capitals and all names are shortened to
initials except for first names.
W. Damm and B. Josko, A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language with higher
type procedures, Acta Informatica, 20 (1983), pp. 59–101.
C. A. R. Hoare, Programs are predicates, in Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth
Generation Computer Systems. Volume 1, I. for New Generation Computer Technology (ICOT),
ed., Burke, VA, USA, 1992, IOS Press, pp. 211–218.
D. Luckham, Programming with Specifications, Springer, Berlin, 1 ed., 1990.
S. S. Owicki and D. Gries, Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach,
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
F.8 References in unsrt style
In unsrt style, references are not sorted and are listed in the order of citation. The label displayed
at the place of citation is numeric. The names are displayed in small capitals and all names are
shortened to initials except for first names.
C. A. R. Hoare. Programs are predicates. In Institute for New Generation Computer Technol-
ogy (ICOT), editor, Proceedings of the International Conference on Fifth Generation Computer
Systems. Volume 1, pages 211–218, Burke, VA, USA, 1992. IOS Press.
Susan S. Owicki and David Gries. Proving properties of parallel programs: An axiomatic approach.
Technical Report TR75-243, Cornell University, Computer Science Department, May 1975.
David Luckham. Programming with Specifications. Springer, Berlin, 1 edition, 1990.
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Werner Damm and Bernhard Josko. A sound and relatively complete Hoare-logic for a language
with higher type procedures. Acta Informatica, 20:59–101, 1983.
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